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2. The miracle known as the Dead Sea has attracted thousands of people over the years. It
is located near the southern area of the Jordan valley. The salt-rich Dead Sea is the
lowest point on the earth's surface, being 400 meters below sea level. The air around the
Dead Sea is unpolluted, dry, and pollen-free with low humidity, providing a naturally
relaxing environment. The air in the region has a high mineral content due to the
constant evaporation of the mineral rich water.

3. The Dead Sea comes in the list of the world's greatest landmarks, and is sometimes
considered one of the Seven Wonders of the World. People usually miss out on this as
they do not realize the importance of its unique contents. The Dead Sea has twenty-one
minerals which have been found to give nourishment to the skin, stimulate the
circulatory system, give a relaxed feeling, and treat disorders of the metabolism and
rheumatism and associate pains. The Dead Sea mud has been used by people all over
the world for beauty purposes. It is able to clean and purify the skin. All the above
mentioned features of the Dead Sea make it the largest open air spa which has been
created by nature in the world.

4. A fun fact for all the people who can't swim—due to the salt content it never allows
anyone to drown. Another amazing fact about the Dead Sea is that you won't get
sunburned for long durations. This is also due to the mineral layers above the sea. The
Dead Sea has an excellent climate throughout the year. Its average temperature in
summer is usually between 32 and 39 degrees celcius and in winter it is between 20 and
23 degrees celcius.

5. The Dead Sea offers a weekend getaway where you can relax and rejuvenate yourself. If
you ever get a chance to visit Israel, the Dead Sea should be top on your list.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���� shofea to abound adjective

����	 zihum pollution noun male

���� meshamesh
to be used; to 

serve noun
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���	� mizdamen

to happen, to 
arrive by 
chance ; 

(colloquial) 

����
 idui simmering verb

����
 atarim sites

��	�� lehazin to supply, to feed

����� mesayea aid, help

SAMPLE SENTENCES

��� � ����� ������
Hasalsala shofa-at kol tuv 
The basket is full of goods.

�	� ���� ��� ���� 
�� ���
 ����	
zihum avir hi beaya kasha bair hazu 
Air pollution is a serious problem in this 
city.

����� ���� �� ���� ����� ������
hatelephone hanayad meshamesh gam keshaon 
meorer 
The mobile phone also serves as an alarm 
clock.

���	� ���
 �
� ���� ��� ����
midei pa-am megia lehan oreah mizdamen 
Occasionally a casual visitor comes here.

����
� ����� �� ����� ����	�
hezmanti stek im yerakot meudim 
I ordered a steak with steamed vegetables.

���� ������ ���
 ���� �
����
be'Israel yeshnam atarei tayaroot rabim 
In Israel, there are many tourist sites.

 ������ ���� ������ �
 ��	�� ��� ��
��� ����

al menat lehazin et hatsmahim hashuv 
lehashkot midei yom 
To supply nutrition for the plants it is 
important to water them daily.

���� �
 ����� ���� ����� ��
�
haish mesayea layeled lahatsot et hakvish 
The man helps the child to cross the road.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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The  Long  History  of the  Dead  Sea
 

The Dead Sea is a three-million year-old saltwater lake, it isn't actually a sea. Cleopatra 
ordered cosmetic factories and resorts to be built along the shores of the Dead Sea. The 
Dead Sea's mud was used for mummification by the Egyptians. It is said in the Bible that one 
day the Dead Sea will come alive and be filled with marine life. One of the popular names of 
the Dead Sea in ancient times was "The Stinky Sea." 
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ENGLISH

1. Eilat
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2. Eilat, commonly known as the city of resorts, is located in the southern part of Israel. This 
small town was recognized in 1959. At the time it had a population of approximately 
6,000 people, now it has become 40,000. Due to the shutdown of major industries in the 
seventies tourism took over as the city's main economic source. Eilat offers the complete 
holiday experience. And as the name states, it offers an exceptional range of 
accommodations, from hostels to five-star hotels.

3. One of the main attractions of Eilat is the Red Sea. The sea, usually known to be very 
calm, provides the tourists with a lot of entertainment. With all the accessories are 
available for rent, you can go for boating of all kinds such as row boating, sail boating, 
motor boating and kayaking. You can also go swimming or diving in the Red Sea, 
exploring the "underworld." You can check out the beaches if you want a place to relax.  
However, at night Eilat comes to life; music, wild dancing and booze produce a totally 
electrifying atmosphere in the city. It creates a place for the party people. There are places 
for family fun, such as a wide variety of restaurants and entertainment shows.

4. There are several other features on offer such as the dolphin reef. There you are allowed 
to swim and interact with the dolphins. There is also an underwater observatory for 
people who do not want to get wet. A place you should visit is the Kings City, a theme 
park with a structure of a medieval castle. Scuba diving is also a popular sport in the city. 
Some other attractions of Eilat include Freefall parachuting, Camel rides, Coral Beach, 
IMAX (A 3D theater) and the Timna Valley Park.

5. Eilat in Israel is like Paris in France. It would be a shame to miss out on the amazing 
beauty it holds.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class

��	�� huhreza to be announced

���
� beikvot as a result of

	���� letaksher to communicate


�� shefa abundance
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	�� makor source, origin 

��� migvan variety

����� metsulot depth

�	�� avira atmosphere, mood adjective

SAMPLE SENTENCES

��	�� ����� ��	�� 1948 ����
bishnat 1948 huhreza medinat Israel 
The State of Israel was announced in 
1948.

 �� ������ ���� 	
��� �	��� ���
�
���
��

beikvot hamikre hametsaer huhlat lehafsik et 
hapeilut 
Following the unfortunate incident it was 
decided to cease operations.

 ������ �� �� ���
�� ����� ����
��	 �
 	����

yeshnam anashim hatoa-nim ki hem mesugalim 
letaksher im ruhot 
Some people claim that they can 
communicate with ghosts.

��	� �	�� �� 
�� �� ��	���
beisrael yesh shefa shel perot veyerakot 
Israel has plenty of fruit and vegetables.

.�� 	��� �� ���� �	�� �����
�
Ha-itona-i serav lachsof et hamakor shelo. 
The journalist refused to expose his 
source.

	��� �� ��
� ��
zehu he-etek shel hamakor 
This is a copy of the original.

��
�� ���� 
��� ��	��
haparit magia bemigvan tsvaim 
The item comes in various colors.

��� ����� ����� �	��� ����
tevat haotsarot nimtset bemetsulot hayam 
The treasure chest is in the depths of the 
sea.
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��� ���� �	��� �	���
ha-avira bamisrad hayta tova 
The atmosphere in the office was good.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Fun  Facts
 

• Eilat is one of the most popular shopping destinations in Israel.

• All shopping in Eilat is Duty Free, so there is no need to pay the usual sixteen percent 
value added tax.

• The world's oldest Copper Mines, supposedly built by King Solomon still can be found 
in the desert north of Eilat.

• There are over thirty medium-to-large-sized hotels in Eilat.
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2. Located in the western Galilee region of northern Israel, Akko is one of the most 
fascinating historical cities of Israel. The city has been a host to many battles over the 
years and its name has been changed several times. However, once a battlefield has 
now become a city with great food, excellent weather, and great recreational facilities. 
The weather is awesome throughout the year, especially between October and April 
Akko is amazing with a little rainfall.

3. The walls of the city, its fortresses and citadels, halls, holy places from churches to 
mosques and other buildings tell the tales of the ancient emperors who built them, fought 
for them,  and ruled them. The city was first fought for by the Greeks and Romans. Then 
the Arabs and crusaders took over. And finally the Ottomans came and they lived there 
for centuries. Finally in the nineteenth century, Acre was declared an Arab state by the 
1947 UN Partition plan, which was captured by Israel a year later.

4. The city of Akko has several places worth visiting. Some of the religious places worth 
seeing are the mosque of Jezzar Pasha, Baha’i holy places which includes Baha’i 
shrine and some remains of a Gothic church. The Khan Al Umdan in the old city of Acre 
is one of the four caravansary built in the Ottoman era and the largest and the best 
preserved caravansary in Israel. The sea wall, which is forty-three feet high, on which the 
light blue waves of the Mediterranean sea crash. Some other places which tell about 
Akko's history are Acre city hall, The Citadel of Acre(an Ottoman fortification), Hamam-
al-Basha which is an ancient huge bathhouse and the Knight's hall which is a huge hall 
consisting of six semi-joined halls, one large hall, a dining room, and a dungeon.

5. The city of Akko offers its guest everything required for a great and relaxing holiday. 
Witness romantic evenings along the city walls with an amazing atmosphere. Akko has 
everything—gardens, restaurants, hotels, clubs, beaches and fishing, museums, 
colorful markets and exciting festivals, and events that just make you feel in a land full of 
fun and excitement. If you ever visit Israel make sure you visit the amazing city of Akko.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

������ hameratkot fascinating

����� kravot battle, combat noun masculine
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���� tsinok
solitary 

confinement 


����� shokekim
to teem, to 

bustle

�����	 hishtaltu
to gain control 

over


����� sridim

survivor; 
remains, 

remnant; trace
noun masculine


���� nishbarim
broken, 

destroyed


����	 heihalim halls

SAMPLE SENTENCES

������ �	 ������ ������	
hauvdot shegilinu hen meratkot 
The facts that we found are fascinating!


��� ������ ����	 ���	
hahayal hishtatef bekravot rabim 
The soldier participated in many battles.


������ 
��� ��	 �����	
Haakraavot hayoo kaasheem ve'aarookeem 
The battles were tough and long.

����� ���� ����	 ����	
ha-asir hitparea venishlah lats inot 
The prisoner rioted and was sent to the 
solitary confinement.


����� ���� �� �� 	���	 ���
hayei halayla shel tel aviv shokekim 
Tel Aviv has a bustling nightlife.

	�	�� ��	 �� �����	 
����	
hakabaim hishtaltu al haesh bimhera 
Firefighters quickly took control of the fire.
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��� ���� �� 
����� ���� 	� �����

�����

be-ezor ze nimtseu sridim shel ba-aley haim 
rabim 
Remains of ancient animals were found in 
this area.

������� �� 
����� ����
Maatzaanu sreedeem shel dinosaur 
We have found the remains of a dinosaur.

����� 
���� 
���� ������ ���
kley zhuhut adimin nishbarim bekalut 
Delicate glass vessels are easily broken.


����� 
����	 �� ������
bearmon ze shnei heihalim gdolim 
The palace has two large halls.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Fast Facts
 

• It is a maritime capital of the crusader kingdom

• The City of Akko has been a host to many battles in history

• The City has been in the hands of nine different rulers

• Israel's oldest continuously inhabited site is Akko

• It was once the port city of Israel, now it is just used for fishing

 ������� �	�

 �� ��� ���� ���� 	�
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ENGLISH

1. Haifa
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2. Haifa is the largest city in the northern part of Israel and the third largest in the country. 
Haifa also has hosted many wars and been home to many civilizations, including the 
Canaanites, Byzantines, Romans, Crusaders, Arabs, Turks, Mamluks, and Kurds. It is 
inhabited by both Jews and Arabs in the present era.

3. Haifa has several monuments and landmarks that serve as reminders for its long history. 
In particular, they are visible near the beaches of the city and also on mountains around 
it. The city of Haifa became a naval base during the Middle Ages, and its remnants are 
still visible today. During the period of Mamluk and the Turkish rule, the city was 
destroyed.

4. Around the sea side of Haifa you can find beaches, ports and the industrial area, where 
major production takes place. Oil from all over Israel is refined in Haifa.

5. Must-see places include the Hadar Hacarmel, the commercial center of Haifa. The City 
center is also located within the area. One also must visit Carmel Heights, which offers 
sweeping views of the area and especially of all of its parks and green spaces.

6. The main attraction of the Carmel Heights is the Baha’i Gardens, which are extremely 
beautiful. The city's main entertainment, tourist and cultural events are also held here. 
Also famous is the Technion, a hundred-year-old university sometimes referred to as 
Israel's MIT. Haifa is also famous for its zoo.

7. The city is unique in Israel in that major transportation and recreational centers are open 
all seven days of the week.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

       ������ sprawl    

����� �� batei zikook refineries   
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�����	
to miss (an 
apportunity, 
bus, train)

��
�� bidur
entertainment, 

amusement

����� ���� breathtaking 

����� transport

������� reside, live


��� yesod
basis, origin, 
foundation     noun male

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 	�
� ��� ��� 	� ������ ����� �����

The beautiful gardens sprawl over a large 
area.

���� �����	 ������ ������� ������ ��
Batei Ha'z ikook ha'krovim gormim l'z ihum avir 
The close refineries cause air pollution.

 ���
��� � �����	 ���� ���� �� ��
��

 ����� � ����	

You should hurry up if you don't want to 
miss the chance to meet the idol.

 ������� 	� ����� ����� ���� ��� ��	��
��
��

Ha'malon me'tizaa soogim shonim shel 
efsharuyot bidur 
The hotel offers different kinds of 
entertainment options.

 ����� ���� ��� �	� 	��� �	� �����

Her appearance in a wedding dress was 
breathtaking.

 	��� 	��� ����� ����� ��� �������

Buses are an efficient and cheap form of 
transport.

 .����� ���� ������� ��� ���

Six people reside in this house.
 ����� 
���	 
�	 ���	� �
��	 �� 	�

In order to proceed we have to go down to 
the basis of the problem.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Fast Fact 

 
 

• The city is typically divided in three sectors: the bottom of Mount Carmel, the slopes 
of the mountain, and the top of the mountain.

• The road running past the Baha'i Shrine to the top of Carmel is known as Sedorot 
Hatziyonut. The street was originally named UN Blvd. in honor of the UN for its role 
in the creation of Israel. However the name was changed in 1975.

• Before the 19th century Muslims and Christians made up the largest portion of 
Haifa's population.

 ���� • .��� ���� ��� ���� ,	�
�
� ���� �� :������ ������ ���� 
� ���� ���� • ?�
����
 '�"��� 
���' ����� ���� ����� .'
������ 
����' 
���� ���� 
��� 	���� ������ ���� ��� 
�����

 	����� 
���
 ����

 ��� ���� ������� ������� ,19-� ���� �� • . 1975-� ����� ��� ,���� .����� 
���� 
����
 .���� 
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ENGLISH

1. Jerusalem, The Home of Religions

CONT'D OVER
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2. The capital of Israel, Jerusalem is the largest city of the country both in area and
population. Located high in the Judean Hills, it is one of the most extraordinary cities in
the world. This holy city holds history and key monuments from three major religions
"Islam", Christianity and Judaism. One of the oldest cities in the world, Jerusalem has,
according to some historians, been attacked fifty-two times, captured forty-four times,
besieged twenty-three times and destroyed twice.

3. Jerusalem has many must-see historical as well as new attractions. Some would
consider the Western Wall Tunnel to be the most important and interesting attraction, and
should be on the list of any tourist visiting Jerusalem. these tunnels one can discover
remains of the Temple Mount and examine other ancient and archaeological evidence
first hand. Activities can be enjoyed by people from all age groups. There is also an
exciting underground water tunnel adventure—a ride especially recommended for
families and groups of young people.

4. Another option is to go on a Jerusalem safari in a high open desert vehicle. Families will
love the Malkha zoo and also going to the Tower of David to explore its mysteries. One
also shouldn't miss the incredible Herzl Museum, which provides an amazing encounter
with the visionary who worked for the creation of the Jewish State. Jerusalem also has a
double-decker bus tour which is perfect for a tour of the city, especially on days with
pleasant weather.

5. Jerusalem is more of a city of art, history, culture, museums and religion than a
marketplace or a business center. Yet it thrives as a city full of mystical attractiveness.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

  �
������ Oochloosiyah population feminine

 ��� universe, world 

  �
���� le-hofi’a to appear verb

 ����� recommended
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����
 will  investigate 

����
dream, vision ; 

prophecy 

 	

����� double-decker

 	
����
 	

���� business centers

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�
���
 ����� �
� ����
� �
�������

The majority of the population in Israel is 
Jewish.

��� ����� ��� ���
 	����� �
����

The famous composer is known all over 
the world.

 ����� ����� ����� �

�� 	
���
 	�� 	�
���� ������

If you are going for a walk outside in the 
morning it is recommended that you wear 
a hat.

����� �� ����
 	
�����

The police will investigate the case.

���� �
� 	�
� �� 	
�
��� ���

Most young people of today do not have a 
vision.

 �

��� 	

����� ��
�� ��
 
��� 
�
	
��


My brother and I slept in a double-decker 
bed when we were kids.

	���� 
��� ����� ��� 	��� 	� 	

���� 	
����

Business centers are a good place to hang signboards.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Fast Facts
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• Jerusalem is sometimes believed to be one of the holiest cities since it has served as 
the birthplace for three of the world's major religions.

• Jerusalem is the third most sacred place in Islam, after Mecca and Medina.

• Jerusalem is mentioned over 700 times in the Tanach—the Jewish Holy Scriptures.

 �� ����� ���	 �
�� ��� �� ,�
��� 
������ ����� �	 
�� ��� ������� � ����	�	� �� • ?�
����
• .����	� �	 ���� ,������� ���� �
����� 
����� ��� ������� • .����� 
������ 
�
��	 ����

 .�������� ����� ��
 - �"�
� ��	�� 700 ��	 
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ENGLISH

1. The Sea of Galilee
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2. Also commonly known as the Kinneret Sea, the Sea of Galilee is a freshwater sea which 

is 13 miles long and 8 miles wide. It is 702ft below sea level, making it the second lowest 

lake in the world. The sea gives a relaxing atmosphere making it a perfect vacation spot. 

Other than relaxing one can unveil the historic, no, magical historic events that took 

place on the shores of Galilee.

3. The Sea of Galilee is known to be one of Kinneret's (they are one and the same) major 

tourist attractions. The shores of Galilee hold a great significance in the history of 

Christianity. It was on these beautiful shores that Jesus delivered sermons and 

purportedly performed miracles such as walking on water, feeding five thousand people 

and stopping a storm. The church of the 'Loaves and Fishes' on the shores of the Sea of 

Galilee marks the place where Jesus supposedly fed five loaves and two fishes to five 

thousand followers. People who visit the church take home small pieces of stone which 

are believed to bring prosperity to them and their families. The stone on which the loaves 

of bread and the two fish were laid has been made an altar. The original church was built 

in A.D. 350, but it was later reconstructed.

4. A 40-mile hiking trail called the 'Jesus Trail' has been introduced which links the places 

where Jesus and his disciples are thought to have lived. The Jordan River is the main 

source of water to the Sea of Galilee. It also holds a religious significance, again for 

Christians. Thousands of pilgrims visit the Jordan River to get themselves baptized. 

There are several other Christian pilgrimage sites, including Capernaum, St. Peter's 

Primacy, Tabgha and the Mount of Beatitudes.

5. The region is also the home of Jewish kibbutz culture and was the location of the first of 

these cooperative farming communities in 1909. Water sports are a major attraction, and 

a popular activity for people of all ages is the construction of rafts at Lavnun Beach. These 

rafts are then sailed across the sea.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

�� agam lake  noun masculine

����
 turns it into
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������
importance, 
significance

 ����� miracles

 ���  prosperity

�����
  assumptions

 �������

the major, the 

main

 ����� b'ezrat
with the 

assistance of verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ��
 ��� ����� ������� ��� �� �����


I took off my clothes and went swimming 
in the lake.

 
���
� ������ ��
 ������ ����� ������

 ����
 �� ����
 ����

The shadow and the proximity to water 
turns it into a perfect place for a picnic.

 ���� 
�� ������ ��� ���� ���
 ����

 ���


Water is an element that has great 
importance in humans life.

 ������ ����� ���

I believe in miracles.

 ���� ���� ������ �� ���� ���

I wish you health, happiness and 
prosperity.

 ��� ����� ���� �����
 ���� ��	 ���

 ����

There's no point in making assumptions 
before we get more information.

 
��� ��
 ���
 �� �������
 �����
 ���

One of the major problems of the city is 
parking.

 ��� 
���
 ����� 
�
 ����
 �� �����

I wrote this article with the assistance of 
my teacher.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Fast Facts
 

 ���� ��� ,���	 �
� ��� ���� ��
�� • .����� ���
� ������� ���� ����� ��� ��
�� • ?���	��
 .����� ����� ������ ��� ������ ��
�� �� ����� ����� • .���
�����-���� ������ ��
� �� ���� ������
 ����� ����
 �� ����� • .1948-1967 ��
�� ��� ���� �� �� ���� �� ����� �����- ����� �	� •

 .������ ����� ��	�� ���� ���� ��� ��
�� • .����� �� ��

• It is the lowest 'freshwater lake' in the world

• The Sea of Galilee is home to several breeds of fish, most of which are relatively 
close to the ones found in east African lakes.

• The warm waters of the Sea of Galilee allow a variety of flora and fauna to exist

• It was bordered to the northeast by the ceasefire line with Syria from 1948 to 1967

• It has a pleasant environment and soft warm sand

• The Sea of Galilee is the largest source of water in Israel
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�� ���� ��
 ���� ����� ���� ,���� ����� ��� ����� ��� ����-����� ���� ���� �
�� .�����

 ���� �� ������ ������ ���� �� ������� �	���� ,����� ����� �
� ��� .���� ����
 ���� ����� �� �
�� ����� ������� ���� ������ �"���� ���� ,��� ��	� �"� �����

 ����� �� ,�
�� ������� ������� ���� �
�� ��
�� ���� �� ��	 .����	� �
���� ����
.����� �� ��
�� ����� ������

.4

ENGLISH

1. Mount Tabor

2. The five-hundred-meter-high Mount Tabor is located near the Jezreel valley. It is 
another place that holds great significance in the history of Christianity. Mount Tabor was 
a fortress in the old days, and it held the battle between Barak and Jabin in the fourteenth 
century BCE.

CONT'D OVER
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3. Christians believe that Mount Tabor is the site where Jesus experienced his 
Transfiguration and carried on a conversation with the prophets Moses and Elijah. The 
Bible only mentions, however, that the event took place on a "high mountain," and so it is 
difficult to confirm with any certainty whether or not it occurred on Mount Tabor or at 
some other place. Currently, on the top of the mountain, there are two Christian 
monasteries; on the northeast is the Eastern Orthodox area, and on the southeast is the 
Roman Catholic area. There are other churches built on Mount Tabor, such as the 
Church of St. Melchizedek and the Church of St. Elias.

4. Mount Tabor is one of Israel's preferred locations for hang gliding. Tourists from all over 
the world love this amazing attraction. There is a path at approximately three-quarters up 
the mountain that makes a complete circle around the mountain. It can be accessed 
using a private vehicle. Every year in April, a marathon that revolves around the 
mountain is held by the regional council of Lower Galilee. It is held in the memory of 
Yitzhak Sadeh, the first commander of Palmach and one of the founders of the defense 
forces of Israel when it became an independent state. Hunting of small animals is legal is 
some seasons, but it requires permission from the Interior Ministry of Israel.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

�����
To occur, to 

happen

����
� Monasterys

����
� Churches

��� gishah Access noun

����	� Independent

��	 Hunting

���	� Metzuda fortress noun feminine

���

To be held, to 
be conducted 

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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 ���� ,������� �
��� ����� �����

 �
 �����

Just as we were about to give up, 
suddenly a miracle occurred.

 ����� �����	� ����
� �� ��
��� ���

These are photos of monasteries that I 
took in India.

 ���	�
� ������� ����
� �
�� ������

In Israel, there are churches that are Holy 
for the Christians.

 ���� ����� ����� �
�� ����� �� ����

 �������

The way to the town is not paved and the 
access is cumbersome.

 ����	� ��� �
�� ������ �� ��

I have a career and I'm an independent 
woman.

 ������ ����� ������ ������ ���
 ��	

Hunting is considered a criminal offense 
in many places.

 ����� ���� ��� ���	�� ������

Climbing the fortress took long and was 
exhausting.

���	�� ���� ���	�
 �������
Hakhayaleem Nimtzaeem Betokh Hametzuda 
The soldiers are inside the fortress.

 �������� �
� ���� ���
 ������ ��� ���

The Memorial Day ceremony is held each year in Jerusalem.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Fast Facts  
 

 ���� �� ����	 • .
��� ����� ��� ����� ����� ,
��� 
�����	 ��� ���	 ���� �� • ?
�����
 ����� �� � • .�	���	� ����� ��� ������� ������ ��� ���� ��� • .������ ����� �� ���� ��� ����

 ��	� ���� • .����� �	� �� ���	 ���� ����� ���� �����	� ,
��� 
���	���� ���		 ���� ����
 .���	� ����	� ���� ������ ��	��-������� �	��	�	 
�����

• Mount Tabor attracts a lot of hikers, and the surrounding area has many forests.
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• From the top of Mount Tabor, you can see a panoramic view of upper Galilee.

• It is considered an important strategic location due to its position and height.

• Mount Tabor can be seen from miles away and from the top of it one can get an 
amazing view of the Jezreel Valley.

• You can see the remnants of the First Jewish-Roman War behind the monastery.
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HEBREW

����-�� .1

 ��� �	
 ��	�� ��	�	 ,���	��	� ��
�� ������ ���	�� ����� ���� ��� ����-��
 �� ��� ���	� ����	�� �	����� ����	 ,'����� ��� ���' �	�� ��� .������� �	����

 ��
� ��	��	 ,����� �� ���
��� ����� ��� ���� .����	 �	���� 	�� ���� ��� ����-��
 �	��� ��� ����-�� .��� �	���� - ��� ���	 ���-��� ,��	���	� ,���	
� ,��� �����

.�����	 ����	� �	��� �� ���	�

.2

 ����� ���� �	��� .���-�		 �	� ����-��� ���� ��	
 ��� �	�	���� �
�
 �
� .���� �� ����� �	�	���� ����	�� ,�	�	�
 ���-���	 ������� ����	����

 	��	� .�	� ��� ������ �	�� 	��� ��	�� ,
�	� ��� 	�� ���-�		� �����	��� �������
 ��	� ��	�	 ,1932-� ��	� �	���	�� .����-�� �	���	�� �	���� ��	���� �� �		��� ��

 �	�	� ��� �	���	�� .����� �	���� ��	� �	
�	�� ,����� �	����	 �	�	� �� ����
 ,������ ���	����� ���	
� .�	�	�� ����	�� �	�� ����	��� ��	�� ���� ������

.������ 	��� ���� �	����� ���� ���	�

.3

 �	�� �� ��	�� �	
	�� .���� ������ �
�	��� ������	��� �	��� 	��	� ������ 	���
 ,�	��	� ,�	��� �	� �	��� 	��	� .������ ��� ���� ����� ,������ 	�� ���� !���� �	�

 �	�� �� ������ �����	 ���-��� �� ���� .�	�
�	 �	������ ,�	����� ,�	�	���-��
.	���

.4

 ���	��	 ���	�� ���	
 ��� ��� .�	
� �	��� ��� ���	� ���� �� ���� ���	��� ,��� ��
 ����� ��
 ,�� ;���
� ���	��� ���� ,��
� ����� �� .���� �� ������ ���
�

 ������ �	����� ���		� .���
�� �	��� �	�		
�� �
� �	� �� ����-�� �� ����	��
.���� ����	 ��� ��
��� ��� �	��� ��	��	��	

.5

 �	��� 	
���� �� �� .�� ��	�� �	�� �	����� ���	 ����� �� ���
� ��	� ��� ����-��
.���� ���� ������ �� �	� 	����� ���� ,�� �	��� ��� 	���

.6

ENGLISH

CONT'D OVER
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1. Tel Aviv

2. The second most populous city in Israel, Tel Aviv is situated along the Israel 
Mediterranean coastline. It is known as "the city that never sleeps." Tel Aviv appears 
alongside names such as Barcelona and Paris in lists of global tourist destinations. The 
financial capital of Israel is known for its nightlife, beaches, museums, landmarks and 
most importantly, its culture. Tel Aviv is a perfect blend of modern and ancient culture.

3. One of the most beautiful and must-see places in Tel Aviv is Neve Tzedek. This place is 
filled with some of the most amazing historical buildings and landmarks, which serve as 
reminders of the past of the city. One of the most famous buildings in the Neve Tzedek is 
the Rokach House, which draws hundreds of visitors everyday. You can also fulfill your 
passion for culture and art at the Tel Aviv museum. Founded in 1932, this museum holds 
an amazing collection of art and craft, which shows glimpses of the culture of Israel. The 
museum has its own cinema where educational documentaries for art students are 
played. A fan of history should also visit the old lighthouse in Old Jaffa.

4. Old Jaffa is also home to some of the finest cuisine in the city. They make a killer 
breakfast! Other than the Old Jaffa, the city offers a variety of food. You can have any dish 
you like from cultures like Chinese, Indian, Mediterranean, French, Italian and others. 
Almost all cafes and restaurants offer these varieties.

5. Your visit to the city will remain incomplete unless you visit the beach. There are several 
long and calm beaches in the western part of the city. As the sun sets, the city comes to 
life; yes the great nightlife of Tel Aviv is also another experience one should not miss. 
The amazing party environment in bars and clubs make you wish you were born there.

6. Tel Aviv is the life of Israel and the best tourist destination in Israel. If you can't find 
something to enjoy there then you need to re-check the definition of fun.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��
��
as far as, in 

terms of
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��	��
 is known, 

known as,  is 
famous for…

�	��� a combination of

��	


a must, an 
obligation, a 
requirement

���� adir

great, powerful, 
marvelous, 
wonderful, 
impressive

adjective masculine

��	�

    small 
window, 
aperture

�	�	
 experiences

��
��� to regret

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ���� ��� ,����� ��
��

In terms of budget, there is no problem.

 ���	� ��� �	��� ��	�� ���� ��� ����

 ���� �	�	

My grandmother was known in the 
neighborhood for her beauty and kindness.

 �	��� �� �	���� ��	� �
���

Success is built from a combination of 
circumstances.

 �� 
		�� ����� ��	
 �	���� �� ����� ��

 �	������	 ������ ��� ��

If you lose your passport you must report it 
immediately to the police and the 
embassy.
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��� ��	� ���� �	�� ��� �� ����� ���

In the detention cell there was nothing but 

a small aperture.

 
�	�	
 ����� ������ �	����� 	��


We returned from the visit to Israel full of 

experiences.

 
��� 	��� �� ���� ���� ��� 	��� �� ��
��� ����

Better to regret something you have done than something that you haven't.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Fun  Facts  

 

 ����� ����-	
 • .'���	 ���' ���
� �
�� ��� ����-	
 	� ��������� ������ 
������ • ?�
����

 ����� ,�	��� 
����� ����� 
����� 14-� ����� 
���� ����-	
 • .1909 
��� ���
�� ��� 	�� �	���

 ����' 
����� ,��� ���� 
���� ����-	
� 
�������� ����- ����� 
�� • .	����� �
��� ����� ����

 .'�� ���

•
The unique styles of the buildings of Tel Aviv have earned it the title "white city"

•
Tel Aviv was discovered on the outskirts of the old port city of Jaffa in 1909

•
Tel Aviv is the fourteenth most expensive city in the world, and the most expensive 

city in Israel

•
One of Tel Aviv's most famous landmarks is located on the beachfront, known as the 

Hassan Bek Mosqu
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HEBREW

����� .1

 .������ 	�����
�
�� ��
�� ���� ��� ����
 ,���� �� ������ ��
� �� ���� ����
 	��
�� 	������� 	������ 	���� 
������ ���-���.	��� 	����� ��� 
��� ��
� ���

 ���� ����
 ,1929 ��� ���� ��
� ���� .
��� ����
 �
�� � ������ 	�
���
 �� 
���� ��� ��� 	� .	�� ���� �� 	���� 200-� ��
�� ,������ ��
���

.���
��

.2

 	� ����� �� 	
��� .	��� �� ��� 
�� �� ��
�� 
� ���� �
� �� ��
� �����
 	��
���� 
���
�� 
����� 
���� ���� �
��� ���� .��
��� ,������ ���
� �� 
����

.��
�� �

�� �� ��
� 	������ ��
��� ������
 ��� ���
�� �
�� .
�� �� 
����

.3

 � 
�
�� ����� ,����� ��
� �
���
� �
� ������ �
� 	�������� 	��
���
��� ���
 ,���� ��� ����� ,�
���
�� .	���
�� 	������ 
�� ���� ��� ,���� ����� �� ��
���

.���
����� 
�
� 
�
� 	������ 
��
�� ��
��

.4

 ��
� ��
�� �
���
 	����
� �
��� ��� ����� � 

�� �
�� 
���� 	������ ��
 �� 	�� 	
� ���� 	��
� 
�� 	� 	� ,'��� �� �
�'� � 
��� �� 	� .����

 
��� ���� 
���� 
��
 
�
 ,����� 
��� �
�� ��
 ,��-��� �
���� 	� ���� 
��
 .�����
 
������ .���� ����� ����
 
��� �
��� 	����
� 	������� .
�� ��
�� ���� ����
 	�
.	���� 	��
��
 �
� 
��� ���� ����� 
�
��� ��� ,����� �� ����� ���� ,	����

.5

ENGLISH

1. Tiberias

2. Situated on the western shore of the sea of Galilee, Tiberias is one of the most popular 
holiday destinations in Israel. It has been a tourist favorite for over two thousand years. 
The seventeen mineral-rich hot springs are famous for curing skin and other diseases. 
Redeveloped in 1929, this city is the lowest city of Israel (technically, it's Jericho, but 
some would consider that a political debate) at two hundred meters below sea level. It is 
another place significant to the history of Christianity.

CONT'D OVER
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3. Tiberias holds the part of the Sea of Galilee where Jesus is said to have walked on 
water. This is also where the baptism of John the Baptist supposedly took place. There 
are some beautiful churches in the area that are dedicated to events in the life of Jesus. 
The beautiful scenery and the calm environment of this place gives one the peace a 
person can only dream of.

4. One of the more interesting museums in Tiberias is the Dona Gracia Museum, which 
tells how Gracia Nasi helped Jewish refugees in pictures. The museum, which was once 
a castle, is divided into halls that show different portions of history.

5. One of the most exciting ways to see Tiberias is to rent a bicycle and ride around the 
shore of the Sea of Galilee. This "tour de Tiberias" is one trip you will definitely 
remember, even though you might be exhausted after a whole day of cycling. You can 
also visit Kibbutz Ein-Gev. Take a boat ride to the place, where you can enjoy a variety of 
seafood and explore the resort village. Tourists can explore the Sea of Galilee using 
boating services. The natural spa of Tiberias, made up of hot springs, is known for its 
magic ability to cure skin diseases and other ailments.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew English

���� to stand, to position oneself

��
� center

������ to become healthy,  to recover 

��
� a feeling,  a physiological  sensation

��
��
divided, departmentalized, 

compartmentalized

�
��� to hire, to rent

���� to heal, to cure

	��
�� diseases, illnesses ; sicknesses

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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 ��
�� ���� ���� ���� ������

At the room entrance stands a large mirror.

 	��
�� 
��� ��
� 
��� ���� 	�

 ������

The Dead Sea is a famous tourism center 
in Israel.

 �
�� ����� ����� ������ �� ��

In order to get better soon you need to rest.
 
��� ���� ���
� ��
� �� ���

I had a strange feeling about him.

 	����� ��
��� ��
�� ���

The house is divided into three levels.

 ���� �
���
 ��
�� � �
��� �
�� ���

 ���� ��

I intend to leave the village and rent an 
apartment in Tel Aviv.

 ���� ��
�� ��� ��
�� 
�� �����

 
����� 	����

This ointment is known for its ability to heal 
wounds quickly.

 	���� �
�� ���� ��� ���� 	�� 
�
��

 	���� 	��
���
 ������

In India, a lot of people are dying every 
year from malaria and other diseases.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Fast Facts  
 

• .������ 20 ��	
 ������ ���� �"� ���� • .���
�� ����� �	 �	 �� ����� ���� • ?������
 ���� • .������� ��
	�� �
� ���� ���� ���� ,���	� �	 �	��� ����� ��
��� ��� �
 ����� 	�

 ���� ���� �	
 1929 �� ��	� �� ����� �� ,1922-
 ����
� ���	� ��� 	��� ������ ����
 �
� ,������� ������� ����� ,�"
��� • .1948-
 ���	� ������ ���� ���� ���
� • .��
�

 .���
�


• It was named after emperor Tiberius

• The city was founded by Herod Antipas in A.D. 20
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• Tiberias is sometimes considered one of the four holy cities in Israel and is a trading 
center for agricultural settlements

• The town started redevelopment under the British in 1922 but could not be completed 
until 1929 due to heavy floods and storm

• Tiberias became part of Israel in 1948

• Another historic site in Tiberias is the tomb of Moses Maimonides, a great Jewish 
scholar
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HEBREW

���� .1

 . ����� 	
��� ��
�� �
�
�� ����� ��� ����
 ,'����� �� ������ �����' ��
�� ����
 �� ������ ������� ����
 ,
�� �� �� ���� ��� ���� .�����
� �������� ��
�� ��� ��

.���� ��
���� ���� ������ ���� �
��� �
� ��� �� .��� ��

.2

 �� ������ �� ,�� �� �� ��
� ������ ���� .���� ������� �
����
 ����� ���� ����
 ��� �
�� .��
��� ������ �
� ���� ��� ��� 
� 	
���� �
��� .
�� �� 
��� �
���

 
� �
��� 
�� ,�
���� �� ��� 	

�� ,���� ��
�� �
�� �
��� ����� ��� ,����
���
 ,����� ��� ������ �� ��
� ���� 	�� ���� .
�� �� �� ��� �� ����� ����� ���

 
� �
��� ����� �
�� ������ ������ .��
��� ��� ,
������� ���� 
�� �� ���

� ������
 ������ ���� ������ �� �������� �� .����� ��
��� �� ��� ���� �� ������ �����

 �� 
�� ,�
�� ��
� ������� �� �� ��
�� .������ ��� ���� 
�� �� 
� �
��� ���
.���� ��
� �� 
��
��

.3

 ���� 	��� .�
����
 �-����� ���� �
��� 
��
� 
� ,�
�� �� 
��� ,����� ������ ���
 ������ �� ,����� ���� ���� ���� �
�
��� .���
� ������� ������ �
����� �
���

.������ ��
�� ���
�� �
���� ��
����

.4

ENGLISH

1. Nazareth

2. Known as the Arab capital of Israel, Nazareth is one of the largest cities in northern
Israel. It is another important city for Christian pilgrims. Nazareth is the town where Jesus
spent most of his childhood. This city is visited by thousands of Christians every year.
Even people who follow other religions make this city one of their priorities when they are
in the country.

CONT'D OVER
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3. The city is home to several beautiful shrines and churches. When combined these 
describe the life of Jesus. One of the places you should start with is the Catholic Basilica 
of the Annunciation. For some Christians, this church is thought to be the holiest place in 
the entire country because it is the place where Mary was told by an angel that she would 
be giving birth to Jesus. Then comes the Church of the Synagogue, a Greek Church 
placed where where Jesus is believed to have preached to his followers. Saint Gabriel's 
Church is claimed to be the spot where the angel Gabriel stood when he delivered the 
news to Mary. The Mensa Christi Church is sometimes believed to be the place where 
Jesus dined after his resurrection. The Church of St. Joseph's Carpentry was where 
Jesus supposedly worked as Joseph's helper.

4. Apart from the religious places, the market is another attraction. You can buy artifacts and 
collectibles for remembrance. There are several restaurants that offer various types of 
cuisines. Even though they are lower in quantity, the hotels in Nazareth are considered 
to be the best accommodation services in Israel.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��
��
called, known 
as, nicknamed noun

�������
Christian 
pilgrims

����

to preach, to 
exhort, to 
advocate

��
�� bsorah

news, tidings, 
message; 

��
���- Gospel
feminine

��
to dine, to eat, 

to sup

���

in addition to, 
apart from, 
except for
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� ����� handicraft

�
���� souvenirs

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 "����� ��� ���" ��
�� ���� �� ����

Tel Aviv is called the "city that never 
sleeps".

 �� ��
� ��
�� ����� ��
�� ��� �
���

 ���� �
���� �������

Next week a large group of pilgrims is 
expected to arrive for a visit in Israel.

 ���� �
����� �� 
������ ���� ��
��

 ����

The teacher preached to his disciples 
against violence at school.

 ���� 	
���� ����� �� �� ��
���

 ���� ������ ��
���

The news about my wife being pregnant 
was the best news of my life.

 ��
�� 
���� �� ,���� �� �
� �
���

 
��� ���
 	�� ��� ��� ���

Yesterday he came to visit, ate dinner with 
us, drank some wine, and left.

 ��� ��� �� �
�� ��
� �� �
�� �
��

 �
����� ���

At the end of the day there was nothing left 
on the shelf except for two rolls.

 ������ ����� ������
 ����� ��� ����

 �

My wife is an artist and mainly does 
handicrafts.

 �
��� �
�� �
�� �
��� ������ ����

 �����
 ������ �
����

When visiting a special place it is 
customary to buy souvenirs for family and 
friends.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Fast Facts
 

 ������� ���	
 ��� �
 ����� ����� ����	�
 �����
 • .������ ���� ���� ��� ��
 ���� •
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 .������ ����� ,����� - ��������-��
 ���
 ���� �	��	 ������ ������� ���
 ���� �	 
��� • .
��	�

 .��� - '���' �����
 
��
 ���� ���
 �	 
	 •

• Nazareth is the trading center for agriculture

• The two places that are highly valued in Nazareth are the Mosque of Peace and the 
Basilica of the Annunciation

• Nazareth's position is perfect for three Mediterranean dietary items: grain, grapes, 
and olives

• The name of the town is derived from a Hebrew noun meaning branch
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HEBREW

���� ��� .1

 ����� 	
��.������ ���� ��
���� ���� ,����� '�
 '�� �	� ��
�� �	 �
� ,���� ���
 �
	� ������ 	
�� ��� �� .	��� �
�	�
 ���� �
�	� �� �
��� �� ��
��� ��� 	
� �
�

 	��� ��
�� ,�	� �� ,���	��� ���
	 13 
� 12 �����
 ,���� �
�	�� ��
� 
�
 �� �
���� 
�� ,������ �
	� �� �� .����� ���
� �	�  .��� 	��� ��
�� �������


 ������ 
� ���
�� ��
� 
� �
� (����� ���� ��
	 �� 
�� 
��) ������ ��
	�
 �� ����� . ��
�� "��
��"� �

�� �
� �	� ���� .��	
�� �
���� 
� ������ ���


 �	
�� ����� 
� ��
�� �� ,���	� ���� �� ����	� �
� �� 
�� �� �� ��� ����
 �	��� ������ �	� 
�� .�
�� �� ��� �� ������ 
�� 
�� ��	� ���� ��� . ��
�
 ���� ���� �� ����� ����� �
��� �� ���
� �
��� ,�	� �� �������� ��
���

 �
���� �
�
��� �	�� ����� �� �
��� .�	���
 �
��
�	 ��
��� ,����	 �
��� �����
 ��� 
�� �
���� 
�� 
�� ���
 ,�
���� ��� ���� 
�� ������ �
� ���� ��� ����
 ��
� ���� �
�� ��� �� �� �� ��� 
�� 
�� � ��	� ���� ��� .��� ��� �� ���

 ���� �� �� �� ,���� ���� ���� �
��� �
�� ,���� ��� ����� 
�� .��
��� ����
 ��� �� ��	�� ��� 
	
��� ,��� ��� ���� �

��� ���� ��
�� ���� ����

 �
��� �
�� ,��
��.�	� �
��� ����� ������ 
���� �	� 	
��� �
�� 
�� .
��
	����
 ����� ����� ��
�� �	
�� ����� ��� �
��� �
�� �	� ��� �
�
��� .�����	 ��
��

 
�����
 ���� ���� ��
�� �
� �
�� �
��� 
������ ��� ,��� 
� �� �� ���  – �����
.��
�� ���	 ��� ���� ���� 	
��
 "�
���� 
���
�
�� 
���"� ���  �
��� ,���� ��
 ����

.2

ENGLISH

1. Rosh Hashanah

CONT'D OVER
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2. Rosh Hashanah is a Jewish holiday that takes place on the first and second days of the 
month "Tishrei," the first days of the Hebrew year. The Hebrew calendar is based on a 
combination of the cycles of the moon and the sun. Every year is more or less parallel to 
the sun cycle and contains twelve or thirteen months, each beginning in the birth of the 
moon and ending with the birth of the next moon. The holiday is mentioned in the Bible. 
According to biblical law, the first day of the seventh month (the name of "Tishrei" in the 
Bible) is a holiday on which you are to cease any work and make special sacrifices. The 
holiday is mainly about the commandment of blowing the "shofar" trumpet.

3. Nothing is written in the Bible about this day being the beginning of a new year, but this 
tradition was set forth later. Rosh Hashanah is considered to be the day on which God is 
crowned by the world. That is one of the explanations for the blowing and cheering that 
characterize the holiday, since they match the traditional crowning ceremony in which 
the king is received with cheering and trumpet blowing. This idea also relates to one of 
the traditions in the Talmud, saying that Rosh Hashanah is the day on which the first 
human being was created, and therefore it is the first day on which God has reigned 
upon humans. Rosh Hashanah is also considered to be the day on which God judges all 
people regarding their destiny for the upcoming year.

4. On the day before Rosh Hashanah, it is customary to hold vow release rituals in which 
every person asks to be released of his or her vows in front of three people who act as a 
sort of court, holding the power to release a man from his promises. Nowadays, it is 
customary to send one another greeting cards for the holiday. It also customary to hold a 
feast. At the feast held in the evening of the holiday, it is customary to eat symbolic foods 
including the head of a fish or a lamb so God will hear us for the better and place us as 
the head and not as the tail, pomegranate so our rights will multiply as the pomegranate, 
and an apple with honey for a sweet new year.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

�
�	� maakhzor cycle noun masculine

�� dag fish noun masculine

��
�� seoodaa feast noun feminine
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��� neder vow noun masculine

��
� goraal destiny noun masculine

�� dan judged verb masculine

���� neevraa created verb masculine

�

�� mitzvaa commandment noun feminine

���� korbaan sacrifice noun masculine

�
��� reemon pomegranate noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

	��� ����� ��	� �
�	�
Maakhzor Haakhaaeem Maamsheekh 
Laanetzaakh 
The life cycle goes on forever.

.����� ��� ��
� ��� ��
Yesh kamah suge’i dagim ba-kineret. 
There are a few kinds of fish in the Sea of 
Galilee.


��

��� �� �� ��
Yesh lee daag baa-aakvaarium 
I have a fish in the aquarium.

��
�� �
��� �	��� ��	�
Aakhaarei haameevkhaan naa-aarokh se-oodaa 
After the test we will have a fest.

�	�� �
��� ��� �����
Naadaartee Neder Leeshmor Aal Aakhee 
I vowed to take care of my brother.


�� ��	� ���� ��
�
Goraal Aakhzaar Mekhaake Laanoo 
A cruel destiny awaits us.

����� �� ��
� �� ��
��
Haashofet Daan otee aal maa-aasaai 
The judge judged me for my actions.

�
��� ���� ���� 
����
Haayekoom Neevraa Baamaapaatz haagaadol 
The universe was created in the big bang.

��� ��� �
��� �

�� ��
�
Zohee Mitzvaa Laa-aazor le-aadaam zaaken 
It is a commandment to help an elderly 
person.

���
��� 
����
�� ���
� �����
Haeetee korbaan letokhneeto haamerushaa-aat 
I was a sacrifice to his evil plan.
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�
���� �� ����� �� ��
� ���
Aanee ohev et haazraaeem shel haareemon 
I like the seeds of the pomegranate.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 ������ ���� 	
��� ���� �� ���� .����	� ���� ��� �� ����� �	�� ���� ����� ��� ��� 	
��� 	
��
 ���� ��	� 	
�� ����� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����� ��� 	
��� ����� .��	��� ������ ��	
 �������� ����	�� ��	.	�� ���� 	��� ��� ,���� ��  �� ��	�� ��� �	� ���� 	
��� .���� ���� �
� �����
 ,�����	� ����� �� ������� ��� ������ ������� �	 .������	� ���� ,��	�� ��� �� ����
� �	��

 �� ,��� ������ ��� ���� �� .���
� ��� - ����� ��� �� �� 	�� �� �� �� .������� �	�� ����� ������
 .���� �� ����� �	�� ���� ���� �� ,����� ���� �
 �� .�	�� �	��

Shofar  

The shofar is a musical instrument made from a hollow horn of a horned animal. In medieval 
times, the shofar was used as an instrument for making noise for messaging and alerting. In 
the Jewish religion, the shofar is a ceremonial art, used for the commandment of blowing the 
"shofar" on Rosh Hashanah, and thus has become a Jewish symbol. 

The shofar is usually made from the horn of a deer or a male sheep. Most of the horns 
imported to Israel are immediately disqualified due to fractures, cracks, and rotting. Only thirty 
percent begin initial processing during which the horn is cleaned and polished. If a full width 
hole or crack is found, it is disqualified. If the hole is superficial, the horn is kosher. According 
to the Jewish law, no repairs can be made to the horn. 
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HEBREW

����� .1

 ������ 	
� ��� ����� .���� �"�� �
� ,���� ��� ��� 	�
�� ����� 	
 ��� ����� ��
 ������� ����� ��� �	�� ����� ����� �� �� ��� 	��� ��,���	�� ���� ����

.����� 	
 �	 ���� ����� ,����� ����.������ ��������� ����� �����

.2

 ���� .�� �� ����	�� �������� �� � ������� ,���� ��� ����� ,������ 	

 ����� ��� ����� ,�����—���� ��	� ��� ������ .��� ����� ����� 		 .���� ���� ���

 ������ �
�� ��� ����� �� ��� �� ������ ���� ��� .	
� ��� ��� �� ���
 ��.������ ������ �
�� ����� �� �� ����� ������ ���� ,���� ����� ��� �� ,������

 ����� ���� ��� , ���� �
� ��� ���� ���� .����� ������ 
����� ����� ����
.����� ���� �
�

.3

 ����� ������� ��� �� ,������ ���� �����.������ ���� �� ����� ����� ,������ 	

 ,(���� �� ������� �����) ���—��
�� ���� ���� �
��� ��� ,��� �����  ,�����

 ��� �� ������� ,(�
� ���) ���� ���� ����� ����� ,(���� ����� �
����) 	����
 �� ������� ������� ,��� �� 
���� ��� �� ����� ������ ������ �
�.	
� ����

.�����

.4

 �� �� �������� ��� ����� �� ������ ������ ��� �� ������ ����� ���� ����
 ���� ,
�� �	� ��� �	 �� ,	����� .���� ����� ����� 
���� ���� ����� ����.���

 ����� ,��� ���
� 
�� ���
 ���� ,���� .���� ����� �	� ���� �	 � ��� ���
 ��� �� ���� ���� ��
 �� 
��� �� ����.���� ����� ��� ���� �� � ���� ���
 ,
�� ���
 �� ��� ��� �� ������ ����� ,���� �� ��� �� ���� ����� �� ���

.���� ����� ��� �� ,���� �� ��� �� ����

.5

ENGLISH

1. Sukkot

CONT'D OVER
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2. Sukkot is a biblical holiday celebrated for seven days starting on "Tet Vav" in "Tishrei." 
Sukkot is the third holiday of the Three Pilgrimage festivals, in which it was customary 
among the Israelites to make a pilgrimage to the temple in Jerusalem and bring a 
donation from their crops and fruits. In the language of the Torah, Sukkot is also called 
the holiday of harvest.

3. On Sukkot, it is commanded to sit in the "sukkah" and use it for all the regular usages of 
a home. A "sukkah" is a temporary apartment. The roof of the "sukkah" is called a 
"skhakh." The commandment is to live in the "sukkah"…to eat, drink, and even sleep for 
the entire seven days of the holiday as a memory of the Sukkot (plural of "sukkah") in 
which the Israelites sat in the desert after their exodus from Egypt or as a memory of the 
"clouds of respect" that protected the Israelites after their exodus from Egypt. The 
"skhakh" has to be made of vegetation and be disconnected from land. In the "sukkah," 
you have to sit under the "skhakh," which has to be under the sky.

4. On Sukkot, it is commanded that people take the "Four Species." Taking the four species, 
or as the commandment is called in the literature, taking a "lulav," is holding four species 
of plants—the "lulav" (the main frond of the palm tree), "etrog" (from the citron family), 
three boughs of leaves from the myrtle tree, and two branches with leaves from the 
willow tree—and shaking them every day of the holiday days. One of the explanations 
given for this commandment is to be happy with nature and thank God for the harvest.

5. In the "Midrash," it is explained that the four species are a symbol for different people in 
Israel according to the characteristics of each species. Taste symbolizes doctrine and 
smell, or good deeds. The "etrog," which has taste and smell, symbolizes a person who 
has both doctrine and good deeds. The willow, which lacks taste and smell, symbolizes 
a man with no doctrine and no good deeds. The myrtle, which has smell and no taste, 
symbolizes those who have good deeds but no doctrine. The "lulav," which has dates 
that have taste, symbolizes those with doctrine but without good deeds.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

�	�� ����� aaliah laaregel pilgrimage noun feminine

��� semel symbol noun masculine
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���� aaseef harvest noun masculine

����� le'naa'aane'aa to shake verb

����� litol to take verb


��� tzomeaakh vegetation noun masculine

����� maasoret tradition noun feminine

���� er'ee temporary noun masculine

���� �� beit Mikdaash temple noun masculine

���� toraa doctrine noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�������� �	�� ����� ��� ��� ���
Baashaanaa haabaa'aa evaatze'aa aaliah 
laaregel leyerooshaalaaeem 
Next year I will make a pilgrimage to 
Jerusalem.

����� ����� �� ����� ���� ��� ������
Haamenoraa hee haasemel haarishmee shel 
medinaat Israael 
The lamp is the official symbol of Israel.

 ��� ����� ������ ��� ����� �����
���

Tkufaat Haaseef hee haatkoofaa ha-aahoova 
aalai baashaana 
The harvest period is my favorite time in 
the year!

��	� �� ����� ��
 �����
Berikood haashoov le'naa'aane'aa et haagoof 
In dance it is important to shake the body.

����	� �� ����� 
��� ��
Aal tishkaakh litol et haagloolaa 
Don't forget to take the pill.


���� ���� ���� ���
Beitee mookaaf be'olaam hatzomeaakh 
My home is surrounded with the world of 
vegetation.

������ �� ����� ��

Khashoov Lishmor Aal Haamaasoret 
It is important to maintain the tradition.

�� ���� ����� ���
Zehoo Taafkeed Er'ee bilvaad 
This is just a temporary position.
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��� �
��� �� ���� ���� ��� ����� ��
Beit Haaikdaash hoo merkaaz aateek shel 
polkhaan daatee 
The temple is an ancient center of 
religious ritual.

��� ����� ����� ���� ���� ����
Haazaaken limed otee odot haatoraa shelo 
The old man taught me about his doctrine.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Tradi tional  Customs  on  Sukkot 
 

 ������ ��� 	
��� ��� ������	 "��� ����" ������ ��	�� ,��� 
�� ���� �� ��� �� �� 	� �� ���	
 �� ,����� �� ���	 ������� ����� �� 
� ,��	� �� �	�� .	
��� ��� ����� ��� � ���� ����
 ���	 ����.�� �� �� ����� ����� �� ������ �� � ���	� .��� 
��� ����� ����� �� � �����

 .�	
�� ��	� �� �	 (�	�) ��� ���
� �� ��� ��� ,��	�� ���� ����� ��� ,������ ��	 ��� �� ����

"Simchat Beit Hashoeivah" is an ancient Jewish custom related to the commandment of 
"water libation," which was carried out in the temple in Sukkot after bringing the water of the 
Gikhon river into the temple. Throughout the year, along with sacrificing various sacrifices on 
the altar, wine was poured on the altar in a designated location. On the seven days of Sukkot, 
in addition to wine, water was also poured. It is said that the reason for this custom is that 
Sukkot, which takes place in the rainy season, is the holiday on which the water (rain) of the 
new year is sentenced. 
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HEBREW

����� .1

 ���� 	�
� 
��� �	� ��� ���
	 	�� ���	� ���� ,����� 		 ���
 �	� ������ ��
 �	�� ��� .�
� �� ��� 
��� �	� �
 
�� ������ ,�	���
�� ��� ����	��
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.2

 	������ ����
� ��� ������  �	���� ����  �	���
��  ,��	��� 	��� 167 ��
�
 �
� �	���	�  - �
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1. Hanukkah

2. The Hanukkah holiday contains eight days of "thanking," which were amended by the 
Israeli sages during the second temple period as a memory of the victory in the 
Hasmonean rebellion, the reinitiation of the temple, and the miracle of the oil can. It is 
commemorated by sayings of praise and thanking and by lighting Hanukkah candles.

3. In the year 167 BC, the Hasmoneans started to lead an uprising against the Greek 
Seleucids ruling in Israel, which was called the "Hasmonean rebellion" due to the 
"destruction commands," prohibitions of observance of the main Jewish 
commandments, which were imposed by the foreign rulers. In the year 164 BC, the 
rebels succeeded in liberating Jerusalem and the temple from the Greek regime, under 
which the temple was inactive for three years. The date of the holiday was set at the peak 
of the struggle—the days of the liberation of the temple and Jerusalem.

4. The story of the miracle of the oil can appears in the Babylonian Talmud. According to the 
story, when the Hasmoneans sought to renew the activity of the temple, they ran into a 
problem because they didn't have enough pure olive oil to light the lamp. Eventually, one 
can was found that contained oil that should have lasted only one day, but in fact, 
miraculously, it was used to light the lamp's candles for eight days. To celebrate this 
miracle, sages set the Hanukkah holiday to last eight days. Lighting a Hanukkah candle 
is the main commandment that characterizes Hanukkah. According to the 
commandment, you have to light a candle on each of Hanukkah's nights.

5. On Hanukkah, kids play with a dreidel on which letters appear in two versions. In Israel, 
the letters are "Nun," "Gimel," "Peh," and "Heh," meaning "a big miracle happened here." 
In exile, the letters are "Nun," "Gimel," "Peh," "Shin," meaning "a big miracle happened 
there."

6. During Hanukkah, it is customary to give the kids "Hanukkah gelt," which are traditionally 
low value coins. American chocolatiers of the twentieth century designed chocolate 
coins wrapped in thin silver or gold wrappers, which are sometimes used as a substitute 
for actual coins.

CONT'D OVER
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7. Additionally, it is customary to eat "Sufganiyahs" and potato pancakes. These foods are 
deeply fried and serve as a reminder of the miracle of the oil can.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��	� teeken amended verb masculine

��� haalel praise noun masculine

�	��� heedleek lit verb masculine

��� haakhaam
sage (also: 

smart) noun masculine

���� golah exile noun feminine

������ hitkomemoot uprising noun feminine

����
 sheekhroor liberation noun masculine

�� nes miracle noun masculine

�
 shemen oil noun Musculine

��� maa'aakhaal food noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

	�
 ���� �� ��	� ����
Haamore teeken et haamivkhaan shelee 
The teacher has amended my test.

	������ ��� 	�	
 �
 	��
Aanee shaar shirei haalel le'aahoovaatee 
I sing songs of praise to my love.

�
�� ������ �� �	��� 	��
Aavee heedleek ner behaafsaakaat 
hekhaashmaal 
My father lit a candle in the power outage.

�		�� ��� 	� ��� ����
Haakhaakhaam Naataan lee etzaa laakhaaeem 
The sage has given me a life advice.
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�		��
 �
� ����� 	�		�
Chaitee ba'golah bemeshech shnaataaeem 
I've lived in the exile for two years.

������� ��� �	
��� �	����
Haakhookeem haakhaadaasheem gaarmoo 
leheetkomemoot 
The new rules caused an uprising.

�	���� ����
 �� ���� ���
Hoo nilkhaam aal shikhroor haa'aavaadeem 
He has fought for the liberation of the 
slaves.

�	��� �����
 �� ���
Zehoo nes shehaakhole heekhleem 
It's a miracle that the patient has 
recovered.

.�	���� �
� �� �	���� 
	
Yesh Lehaakhleef et hashemen baamekhoneet 
The oil in the car has to be changed.

.���� �
 ���� ���� 	��
ani ohev harbe shemen ba-salat. 
I like a lot of oil in my salad.

	�� ����� ���� ��� 	
��
Sooshee hoo haamaa'aakhaal ha'aahoov aalaai 
Sushi is my favorite food.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The  Winter  Hol iday
 

 ���� .�����	 
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 ����
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��� ��
 �	���� ����� ���������� ������ �� ����� .�
���	 ��	����� 
����	 ������� ����� � ������

 ������ ��� ���� ,
��� 22-	 ���� 	� ����� .
�� ��
�� �	���	 	���� ����� ���� �	��
 ,��� ��
�� ��	��� 
��� ���� 
�
 �� ���� .�
���	 ��	���� ����� ������ 
���� ��� �� ,��
���

 ����� ���	 	�� ���� ����� ��� �� �� 
���� �
 ����
 �
��� .����� ��
�� �� ��	����
 .������
� ����� ������ ������ �� 
����� ���� ,������

In the Babylonian Talmud and Genesis Rabba, there are many references to the holidays of 
the middle of the winter, with no relation to Hanukkah, marking the time when the days stop 
growing short and start to grow long. During this time, there is a renewal of optimism since 
the world, which was sinking into darkness, starts to get gradually filled with light. Hanukkah 
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takes place close to December 22, which is the day of winter reversal, where in the northern 
hemisphere the days start to grow longer. This also explains the motif of light and candles on 
the holiday, which symbolize the banishing of darkness. Genesis Rabba also mentions fire as 
a gift that God his given to the man who fears darkness, in a deed reminiscent of the Greek 
myth about Prometheus. 
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HEBREW
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ENGLISH

1. Tu Bishvat

2. Tu Bishvat is a date on the Hebrew calendar that marks the new year of the trees. This 
day is a set date for several commandments relating to tree fruits, such as "Orlah" and 
"Maaser Ani" ("crop donations"). Nowadays, Tu Bishvat is also mentioned as a kind of a 
nature holiday, and many commemorate it by planting trees and dealing with ecological 
issues. Ecology is taught in schools on this day, and the students take part in ecological 
activities.

CONT'D OVER
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3. On this day, it is customary to eat of the fruits of Israel, and some even hold a Tu Bishvat 
"seder" ("festive meal"). It is unclear when Tu Bishvat was turned into a holiday, but some 
presume it was in the period of the Mishnah.

4. On Tu Bishvat, people eat many fruits of the seven species of Israel and specifically dry 
fruits and assorted nuts such as figs, dates, raisins, carobs, and almonds. The source of 
the tradition of eating dry fruits is actually because in the past, before cooling measures 
existed, it was the only way by which the Jews of the exile could eat from the fruits of 
Israel during the holiday.

5. The Tu Bishvat "seder" is a tradition that was formed by the sages of Tzfat in the 
seventeenth century in order to endow the love of Israel to the Jews of the exile and to 
accelerate redemption. According to it, you should eat three species of fruits, drink four 
glasses of red and white wine, and speak sections from the Bible that express the 
parallelism between the growth of the tree and the return of the people to its land and 
between the resurrection of nature and the resurrection of the people and the 
improvement of man because "man is like the tree of the field." Even today, many 
celebrate Tu Bishvat by having a festive feast while reading a special "haggada" for the 
holiday.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���� eelaan tree noun masculine


���� geoolaa redemption noun feminine

���� lezaarez to accelerate verb

���
� le'haankheel to endow verb

����� keiroor cooling noun masculine

��� yaavesh dry noun masculine

����� sheechroor liberation noun masculine

��� seder
seder (A festive 

meal) noun masculine
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��� tevaa nature noun masculine


���
 haakbaala parallelism noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�	�� ��� 
��� ���� ��
Yesh eelaan gaavoaa mul beitee 
There is a big tree in front of my house.


����� ���
 ��
 
� ���� ���
Einee yode'aa maa hee haaderekh legeoolaa 
I don't know what is the way to redemption.

���
 	� ���� ����� �� ������
Leef'aameem anoo rotzeem lezaarez et 
haazmaan 
Sometimes we want to accelerate time.

���� 	� �� ���
 ���
Aavee heenkheel bee et aaraakhaai 
My father endowed me with my values.

���� ����� ���� ����

Haamaazgaan mesaapek keiroor baakaaeetz 
The air conditioner provides cooling in the 
summer.

������� ��� ��� ����

Haagaaron Shelee Yavesh Lakhaalooteen 
My throat is completely dry.

�����
 ����� �� ��� ��

Hoo nilkhaam aal shikhroor haa'aavaadeem 
He has fought for the liberation of the 
slaves.

��
 ����� ��� ����
Aaraakhnu seder leekhvod haakhaag 
We held a seder for the holiday.

 ��� 	�
��� ���
� 
���
 	��� �
�� ��
���� 
�

Anee ohev laakaakhaat haafsaakaa mehaaeer 
veleesh'hot zmaan maa baateva 
I like to take a break from the city and 
spend a while in nature.


�������
� �����
 ���� ��� 
���
 
��
Yeshnaa haakbaalaa bein olaam 
haa'aasaakeem ve'haapoleeteekaa 
There is a parallelism between the world 
of business and politics.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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J ewish  National  Fund

 

 ������� ����	 
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 ,��	�� ����� ,���� ����� ���� ��� ������ ��� ��� .��� ������ ����� ��� ����� ���� �����

 ���� ������ �� ����� ������ ��� ��� ���� ������ ��	 ���� �"� �� ����� �"�� .������ ��� ���	�

 .�� ���� ���� ����� ���

The Jewish National Fund (KKL) is a Zionist organization established in 1901 as a means for 

collecting funds from Jewish people for buying land in Israel, preparing them for a Jewish 

settlement. Prior to the country's establishment, KKL dealt mostly with purchasing lands in 

Israel for settling Jewish people. Since the country's establishment, it deals with forestation, 

road breaching, preparation of land, and education. KKL has adopted Tu Bishvat as the 

holiday of planting, and every year it organizes a variety of tree-planting activities around the 

country on this day. 
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HEBREW
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ENGLISH

1. Purim

CONT'D OVER
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2. The Purim holiday is celebrated on 'Yud Daled' of Adar in most places and in Jerusalem 

and in several other cities on 'Tet Vav' of Adar. Purim is based on the story of the book of 

Esther.

3. According to the book, Haman, a minister who was especially close to the king 

Ahasuerus, plotted to "destroy, kill and lose" all of the Jews who lived in the kingdom of 

Persia and loot their property. The king acceded to the request and issued a royal letter 

allowing all of the country's people to slaughter the Jews, on 'Yud gimel' of Adar, a day 

which was chosen by Haman throwing a "Pur"—fate. But this scheme was foiled after a 

series of events which led to the execution of Haman, and to the publishing of a new 

order from the king allowing the Jews to defend themselves on that designated day.

4. On 'Yud Gimel' of Adar, the Jews killed about 500 of their haters in Shushan the capital, 

and 75,000 people in the rest of the kingdom. Esther had asked the king to extend the 

war for another day in Shushan the capital, and on that day the ten sons of Haman were 

hanged and another 300 people were killed. The book of Esther tells that on that day (Yud 

Daled of Adar) the Jews of the Persian empire had rested from the war and held a "Joy 

and happiness" day. The book tells how a custom was set forth following two letters sent 

by Mordechai and queen Esther, in which they had commanded all of the Jews to 

celebrate Purim every year.

5. The holiday excels with its characteristics of happiness, in which eating and drinking are 

an important part, specifically eating pastry and drinking wine. Other characteristics are 

wearing costumes and masks, clowning, and rattling rattles. The commandments of the 

holiday include the duty reading of the book of Esther in the night and then sending of 

portions (Purim basket) to one another and gifts to the poor.

6. Purim and Hanukkah are the two central Jewish holidays whose source is not biblical but 

only from the amendments of sages.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����� leevzoz to loot verb
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����� maasekhaa mask noun feminine


����
 taakhposset costume noun feminine


������ migdaanaaot pastry noun feminine

���� simkhaa happiness noun feminine

���� neheraag was killed verb masculine

����� mezeemaa scheme noun feminine

�
� ne'etaar acceded verb masculine

���� rekhoosh property noun masculine

����� evion a poor person noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

����� ���� �� 
� ����� ���
� ����
Haagaanaav metaakhnen leevzoz et kol haakesef 
mehaabaank 
The thief plans to loot all of the money 
from the bank.

����� ��� �����
Haasaakhkaan laavaash maasekhaa 
The actor wore a mask.

�
�� ���� ��� ��� 
����
 �
���
Laavaashtee taakhposset kedei shelo yezaahoo 
otee 
I wore a costume so I wouldn't be 
recognized.


������ �� ����� ���� ������ �������
Be'eiropaa kaayaameem haarbe soogeem shel 
midgdaanaaot 
In Europe exist many kinds of pastry.

���� �� ������ ������
Haayelaadeem mesaapkeem lee simkhaa 
The children provide me with happiness.

������ ���� ���
Aavi neheraag baameelkhaamaa 
My father was killed in the war.

����� ��� ������
Haamezeemaa shelo nikhsefaa 
His scheme was revealed.

����� �
� 	����
Haashofet Ne'etaar laabaakaashaa 
The judge acceded to the request.
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 ���� ������ �
��� ������ �
����
����

Ksheaavaartee leisraael heshaartee 
me'aakhoraai haarbe rekhoosh 
When I moved to Israel I left a lot of 
property behind me.

������ ��� ����� ����
Menaahel haakhevraa haafaakh le'evion 
The company's manager turned into a 
poor person.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Adloyada  
 

 ������ ������� ���	
 ��� ������� ����� .����� ��� ������ ������ ����� ��� ������ ������
 ������� ����� .����
� ��� ��� ������ ������ ������ ���
� ����� ����� ��� .���� � �
�

 ������ �� ����	
 ������ .1912 ������ ,�
�� ����� ���
� � ��
���� ���� �� ����� �������
 ����� �� .��� ���� ������
 ���� ���
� ���
�� ,��� ����� �� ��� .���
 ���� ���� �����		 �����

 ������� ���
 ���� � � ���� ��� ���� ������� �� .����� �� ��
 ����� ���	
 ���� ������
 .������ ��� �	�	 � ��� ����

Adloyada is a humorous parade that takes place in the Purim holiday. Holding the Adloyada 
is a tradition whose origins are in the first days of Tel Aviv. It was a massive event during the 
settlement period and was renewed after the country's establishment. The first Adloyada 
parade was held in Tel Aviv under the initiative of the teacher Abraham Aldema, in Purim of 
1912. Witnesses tell that it was colorful, big and very pretty. It included giant puppets, an 
orchestra and hundreds of kids in costumes in the holiday's spirit. Throughout the years the 
parade has become a constant tradition to be held every Purim. The parades were led by Tel 
Aviv's mayor, Meir Dizingof, who used to ride on his horse at the front of the parade. 
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HEBREW

��� .1

 �� ����	 ��� .���
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.4

ENGLISH

1. Passover

CONT'D OVER
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2. Passover is a holiday that appears in the Bible and is celebrated for seven days from "Tet 
Vav" of "Nisan" to "Kaf Alef" of "Nisan." Passover marks the exodus of the Israelites from 
Egypt, from slavery to freedom, which took place on the first day of the holiday. The main 
commandments of the holiday are a prohibition from eating and holding leavened food 
and a commandment to eat matzo bread. During the Jerusalem temple period, there 
was a commandment of holding a pilgrimage in Passover, and everyone would sacrifice 
the "Passover victim." The holiday itself is named after the "passing over" (skipping) in 
"death of the firstborn," the tenth of the ten plagues of Egypt, which meant to bring the 
release of the Israelites from their slavery, when God struck the firstborns of Egypt but 
skipped the firstborns of Israel.

3. The first night of the holiday is the Passover seder, in which many of the holiday's 
commandments are held, such as eating matzo and bitter herbs, drinking four glasses of 
wine, and telling the story of the exodus using the Haggadah, as well as customs such 
as eating horseradish, egg, and celery. In many communities, it is customary to prepare 
a special glass of wine for Eliyahu the prophet and fill it with wine and open the door for 
his arrival during the seder.

4. The Passover seder symbolizes the exodus of the Israelites from slavery to freedom, 
their memory of it, and their gratitude and obligation to God for it. The Exodus forms the 
basis for keeping the commandments. Even more so, according to the Haggadah, a 
man must see it as if he himself departed from Egypt. On that night, a process of exodus 
happens in each and every person in Israel. Nowadays, along with the secularization of 
many religious terms, the Passover seder has also received humane dimensions and is 
celebrated by many as symbolizing man's freedom.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���� aavdoot slavery noun feminine

����� kheroot freedom noun feminine

��� ����
haakaaraat 

Todaa gratitude noun feminine

������	 mekhooyaavoot obligation noun feminine
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����� taahaaleekh process noun masculine

���� diloog skipping verb

���� heekaa struck verb masculine

���� bechor firstborn noun masculine

���
 naavee prophet noun masculine

�
���� khilonee secular noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

����� ���� �	��� ���� ,�	�� ���	�
Laamrot Haakeedmaa, Aadaaeen kaayemet 
aavdoot baolaam 
Despite progress, slavery still exists in this 
world.

����� ����	 �� ���
Lekol ekhad maagiaa kheroot 
Everyone deserves freedom.

��� ���� ������ �
	 �� �
�	 ���
�
Kaaneetee Maataanaa Aal menaat le'haaroot 
haakaaraat toda 
I bought a present to show my gratitude.

��� ����	� ������	 �� ��
Yesh lee mekhooyavoot laamishpaakhaa sheli 
I have an obligation to my family.

���� ����� ��� ��� ����	
Metziaat diraa hoo taahaaleekh aarokh 
Finding an apartment is a long process.

����� ��	� ������� ����
Raatztee bediloogeem bemoraad harekhov 
I ran skipping down the street.

��	 �
		 ����� ���� ���� ��	
Moshe Heekaa baaselaa veyatzoo mimeno 
maeem 
Moses struck the rock and water came out 
of it.

���� ������ ����� �
�
Bnee haabekhor hitgaayes laatzaavaa 
My firstborn child was drafted to the army.
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��� ���� ��	� �� ���� ���
�
Haanaavee hifitz  et haameser bekerev haa'aam 
The prophet spread the message among 
the people.

���� ����� �
���� �� �� ��
Yesh lee aakh hilonee ve'aakhot haarediaa 
I have a secular brother and an orthodox 
sister.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 ����� ��� ,���	� �
� �� ��� ���� ���� .���� ��� �� ���� ����� ������� ��	 ��� �	����� �	������
 
���� ��� ��	� �� .�	������ ������ ������ ����� ��
� �� .��� �
�� ��� ������ ����� ,"���� �
�"

 ��
�� �� �� .��	� ���
�� ���	� ���	� ��
�� ���� ,���� "����" ����	 ������� ���	�
 ���� ����� �����	 ��
 ��� �� ����	 �� ����� ������ ��� �� ����� ,��� ���� ����� �	������

 .���
� ���� �� �� �� ���	� ���� ����,��� ���	 ���	� ��� �� ����� ����

Afikoman  

Afikoman is a matzo eaten toward the end of the Passover seder. The organizer of the seder 
slices one of the matzos, so it will be a "poverty bread," eaten as a slice and not as a whole. 
The other half is left for the Afikoman. Around this matzo, a custom has been developed in 
which the children try to "steal" it and receive promises of gifts for returning it. Although hiding 
the Afikoman is customary in many ethnic groups, in the past, stealing of it by kids was 
customary only within parts of the Ashkenaz Jews, and the rest of the ethnic groups were not 
familiar with this custom. Now this custom has been accepted by members of other ethnic 
groups. 
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HEBREW
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ENGLISH

1. Mimouna

CONT'D OVER
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2. The Mimouna is a folk holiday celebrated at the end of Passover ("Isru chag")—in Israel 
at "Kaf Beit" of "Nissan" and abroad at "Kaf Gimel" of "Nissan," among the Jews of 
Algiers, Morocco, Tunis, and Libya. The origin of the holiday was in the eighteenth 
century. This day is celebrated because during the days of Passover, people would be 
careful not to eat at their friends' place due to differences in traditions. Therefore, 
immediately after Passover one would host his friends to show that the reason he didn't 
eat at his place during Passover was not because of hostility but because of strictness.

3. The common hypothesis is that the name's origin comes from a distortion of the Hebrew 
word "emuna" ("faith"), because according to the tradition, this day is capable of offering 
salvation, and on this holiday the people show their faith in future salvation. The legal 
origin of this day come from the definition of "Isru chag," which means celebrating in a 
feast at the end of the holiday.

4. In the past few years, the Mimouna celebrations in Israel have carried a political nature, 
since presidents, prime ministers, and politicians have participated in the events 
celebrated all over the country. The night of the Mimouna is characterized by leaving the 
house door open (so long as the house residents are present and awake) in order to 
invite in whoever wants to enter. In settlements with a large concentration of Moroccan 
Jews, the night of the Mimouna is characterized by an "address tour" in which almost 
every family will visit all of the other families.

5. The dessert put on the tables is largely sweet, probably to emphasize the hope for 
sweetness in life. Various types of sweets and jams are served, all made by the house 
owner during Passover. Therefore, all of the sweets must contain only ingredients that 
are kosher to Passover...for example, dates, almonds, peanuts, nuts, and sugar, and 
must be made without using flour or other leavened food. "Mufletas," which are made of 
flour and are characteristic of the Mimouna, are made just minutes before serving.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���� aamaami folk noun masculine

���� reebaa jam noun feminine

���� maatok sweet adjective masculine
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����� rikooz concentration noun masculine

�����	 lehaazmin to invite verb

����� emoonaa faith noun feminine

������ oynoot hostility noun feminine

���� minhaag custom noun masculine

���� nizhar careful verb masculine


�� kemaakh flour noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

��� ���� ��� ���
Zehoo sheer aamaami yaashaan 
This is an old folk song.

�������� ���� ��� �	� ������ �����
Haareebaa haa'aahoovaa aalaai hee reebaat 
ookhmaaniot 
My favorite jam is blueberry jam.

��� ���� ��� �	�����
Haashokolaad haaze maatok meedaai 
This chocolate is too sweet.


	� 	� ���� ����� �� ������ ���
Baayaam haateekhon yesh  reekooz gaavohaa 
shel melaakh 
The Mediterranean sea has a high 
concentration of salt.

 �
���	 �	� ������ �� �����	 ���� ���
���

Ani rozaa lehaazmin et haahorim shelkhaa 
le'aarookhaat erev 
I want to invite your parents for dinner.


���� ����� �� ��
Yesh bi emoonaa shenenaatzeaakh 
I have faith that we will win.

������� ��� ��� ������ ������
Hoorgesha oynoot bein shtei haakvootzot 
Hostility was felt between the two teams.

�
��� 	� ��
� �	���� 	���	 ���� �	 ��
Yesh lee minhag le'ekhol shokolaad akhrei kol 
aarookhaa 
I have a custom to eat chocolate after 
every meal.
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���
� ����� ��	��	 �	 ���� ���
Anee nizhar lo lehaa'aaleev aanaashim 
aakherim 
I am careful not to offend other people.


��� ������� ��	��� 	���	 ��� 
��
Bepesaakh aasoor le'ekhol maa'aakhaalim 
haa'aasooeem mikemaakh 
In passover you can't eat food made from 
flour.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Rumpelnacht 
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� � �� .��� �����

 .��� ������ ���
 ��� ����� ���� ��� ��� ��� ��
��� ������� �� .��� ������ ����� �� �������

Rumpelnacht, or in a free translation from German "the night of mess," is a name that the 
Ashkenaz Jews gave to the night of the seventh day of Passover. In German, it means "the 
night of transfer," and it refers to the packing of the Passover utensils and storing them while 
returning all of the leavened food home for usage. 

This night got this special name because it is characterized by urgency and unique haste. In 
most families, it was customary to work into the night and even after midnight so that it would 
be possible to bring in leavened products the next morning. According to the custom of the 
Moroccan Jews, this night is the night of the Mimouna. 

Most of the food for the Mimouna is kosher for Passover, so there is time to get organized 
with the utensils during the holiday's evening. Only the mufletas are prepared after the 
holiday, from flour that is usually purchased on the holiday's evening. 
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HEBREW
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ENGLISH

1. Independence Day
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2. Independence Day is the national holiday of Israel, which marks the declaration of its 
establishment at the end of the British regime. Independence Day takes place in "Hey" of 
"Eyar." The memorial day for Israeli fallen soldiers always takes place the day before 
Independence Day.

3. In "Hey" of "Iyar" in the year "Tashakh" (May 14, 1948), about eight hours before the end 
of the British regime, the scroll of independence was signed, and David Ben Gurion, 
Israeli's first prime minister, announced the establishment of Israel. The declaration 
followed the division decision of the United Nations rally—Decision 181 from November 
29, 1947.

4. On the eve of the holiday, a ceremony of lighting the torches is held at Mount Hertzel in 
Jerusalem, and it marks the closure of the events of the Memorial Day and the 
beginning of Independence Day. During the ceremony, Israel's flag is lifted to the head of 
the flagpole, and Independence Day officially begins. The ceremony also includes an 
artistic part during which IDF's flag bearers create complex patterns in the arena.

5. After the announcement of the holiday, entertainment stages are opened all across the 
country, and fireworks are launched into the sky. Masses of people fill the streets in the 
entertainment areas. Some express their joy by pounding plastic hammers and spraying 
snow spray.

6. A lot of IDF's camps open to visits from the public and give the public a once-a-year 
chance to see IDF's weapons from up close…light weapons, airplanes, helicopters, 
missile ships, tanks, armored vehicles, and more.

7. Many of the citizens go for picnics, equipped with barbecues. An extensive sale of picnic 
equipment begins right after the end of Passover.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

	���
 leumee national adjective masculine

���	� beedoor entertainment noun masculine
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�	��� taavneet pattern noun feminine


�� degel flag noun masculine

����� maasooaa torch noun feminine

���� aatzeret rally noun feminine

���
� khaalookaa division noun feminine

�	��� hikhreez announced verb masculine

���� nekhtaam signed verb masculine

��� neshek weapon noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

	���
� ������ �� ��		� ����
Shaarnoo Beyaakhaad et haahimnon haaleumee 
We sang the national anthem together.

������ ���	� �	���� 	����
Hikhantee tokhneet beedoor meshaa'aashaa'aat 
I have prepared an amusing entertainment 
plan.

���� 
� ������ �	���� �� 	��
Aanee khaash betaavneet haakhozeret aal 
aatzmaa 
I sense a reoccurring pattern.

��
 
�� �	�� �	���
Haaoyev hineef degel laavaan 
The enemy has raised a white flag.

������ �� �� �
��
Haadlek naa et haamaasooaa 
Please light the torch.

��
�� ���
 ���� ����� ����
Haaerev naa'aarokh aatzeret lemaa'aan 
haashaalom 
This evening we will hold a rally for peace.

���� ��	� ���
��
Haakhaalookaa einaa shaavaa 
The division is not equal.

������ 
� �	��� �����
Hashofet hikhreez aal haatotzaa'aa 
The judge had announced the result.
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���� ���� �����
Haakhoze nekhtaam etmol 
The contract was signed yesterday.

��� �	���
 ��	�� �	 ����

Leshoter yesh reeshaayon lehaakhzik neshek 
A cop has a license to carry a weapon.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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 .��
��

Mangal  ("Barbecue")
 

A mangal is device on which we roast meat for the purpose of eating. The device includes a 
grill, which is a metal net that we place over a direct source of heat. In the simple mangal, the 
source of heat is coals, but some modern mangals roast using electricity or gas. A folk Israeli 
expression for roasting meat using a mangal is "doing it on the fire." Less common is the 
expression "waving it." In Israel, the mangal has become a folk custom during Independence 
Day. In Hebrew-Israeli slang, nafnaf is a small and lightweight plastic or cardboard accessory 
that we use for fanning the fire and heating the coals while making meat on the mangal. 
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HEBREW
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1. "Lag BaOmer"
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2. "Lag BaOmer" is a Jewish holiday whose origin is a custom that has been developed 
since the twelfth century. It is the thirty-third day for the Omer Count, which you count 
from Passover to "Shavuot," and takes place on "Yud Het" of "Eyar." Regarding the 
motives for marking this day, there are several unfounded traditions that relate different 
occasions to this day. Among them are the day on which the death of the students of 
Rabbi Akiva from a plague ceased, the day on which there was a turn in favor of Bar 
Kokhva's rebellion against the Romans and torches were raised to apprise people of the 
victory, and also the day on which Rabbi Shimon Bar Yohai passed away and in his final 
hour, sublime secrets of the Torah were revealed to him.

3. Many who grieve during the Omer Count cease their mourning on "Lag BaOmer" or 
immediately at its end, according to the tradition in which the students of Rabbi Akiva 
ceased to die on that day. Even among those who continue grieving until "Shavuot," it is 
customary to shave and get a haircut during "Lag BaOmer."

4. Among children, youth, and even grownups, it is customary to hold big bonfires, and it is 
popular to make baked potatoes by placing them on the bonfire's embers, occasionally 
after wrapping them with aluminum foil. Some call them "Kartoshkes." It is also 
customary to have picnics and barbecues. Around some of the bonfires, social activities 
such as social games, sing-alongs, scary stories, and friendly talks are held. Sometimes 
the bonfires last until the early morning, especially among young people and teenagers.

5. In Israel, there is no school during "Lag BaOmer," but most of the workplaces are open 
as usual. "Lag BaOmer" also counts as a happy day for youth movements, and another 
custom is to hold sporting events and trips during that day.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���� hitpaateaakh developed verb masculine

����� khevraatee social adjective masculine

����� laa'aatof to wrap verb

����� medooraa bonfire noun feminine
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����� lehistaaper to get a haircut verb

����
 aavloot mourning noun feminine

���� neesgaav sublime adjective masculine

��� maagefaa plague noun feminine

���� meneeaa motive noun masculine

���� tiyool trip noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

���� ��� ����� ���� 
��
Hoo hitpaateaakh leeheeyot gever tzaaeer 
He has developed to be a young man.

����� ��� �� ����� ����
Haashoov lishmor aal tzedek hevratee 
It is important to maintain social justice.

���� �	 �� �	 �
 ����� ���

Evaakesh laa'aatof et ze kee ze maataanaa 
I will ask to wrap it because it is a present.

������ ����� ����� ����
Shaarnoo sheereem misaaveev laamedooraa 
We sang songs around the bonfire.

����� ��� ����� ���� �� �
��
Kedaai lekhaa laalekhet lehistaaper l ifnei 
haapgishaa 
You should get a haircut before the 
meeting.

.������ ����� ����� ���� ����
� �����
betkufat ha'avlut nahug li lbosh bgadim sh'horim 
During mourning period it is common to 
wear only black color.

������� �� ����� ����� ���
Haahaar haaneesgaav maashkeef aal 
haatoshaavim 
The sublime mountain watches over the 
citizens.

��� �
 ����� ���
Maagefaa heektaa et haakfaar 
A plague has struck the village.

���� ���
 ���� �����
Haameneeaa laaretzaakh eino yaadooaa 
The motive for the murder is unknown.

����� ����� ��
��
Yaatzaanoo letiyool bahaareem 
We went out for a trip in the mountains.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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The  Omer  Count
 

According to the Jewish rule, the Omer Count is the commandment to count every day of the 
forty-nine days between Passover and Shavuot, the number of days that have passed since 
the sacrificing of the Omer sacrifice, which was sacrificed on the second day of Passover. On 
the fiftieth day of the count, Shavuot is celebrated, named after the seven weeks of the count. 
The Omer Count is also the name of the period in which the commandment of the count 
takes place. Because of disasters that occurred to the Jewish people in the days of the count, 
these days have become days of mourning. Starting Lag BaOmer, which is the thirty-third 
day of the count, most communities cease their mourning. 
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HEBREW
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1. "Shavuot"
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2. The "Shavuot" holiday, also called the day of the first fruits, is a Jewish holiday, the 
second of the three "Regalim." It takes place after the end of the seven-week Omer 
Count. In the Hebrew calendar, it always takes place at "Vav" of "Sivan." In the time of the 
Jerusalem temple, a special sacrifice was made during "Shavuot" named the "Shtee 
Halekhem" sacrifice. This sacrifice was unique because it included leavened bread, as 
opposed to most sacrifices that forbade the baking of leavened food. Some explain that 
this victim expresses a highlight in the process between Passover and "Shavuot."

3. According to "Hazal," this holiday is identified with the giving of the "Torah." This took 
place at the Biblical Mount Sinai, where God was revealed to the Israelites around the 
mountain in a prophetic, historical, once-in-a-lifetime event and delivered to them the 
ten commandments that were afterwards engraved on the tablets of stone that were 
placed in the Tabernacle. Accordingly, the acceptance of the "Torah" is marked with 
prayers of the holiday and reading the "Torah."

4. "Shavuot" is also called the holiday of harvest because in a time adjacent to this holiday, 
the harvest of wheat that was brought to God as an offering was performed. Starting from 
the beginning of the new settlement in Israel, most settlements, villages, and "kibbutzes" 
held ceremonies of bringing the first fruit, which also celebrate the end of the harvest. In 
these ceremonies, the participants usually put forth a festive show with songs, dances, 
and parades of decorated agricultural tools. First fruit ceremonies are also held in most 
of the kindergartens and elementary schools all over the country. A day before the 
holiday, the kids are asked to arrive wearing white shirts and a basket with the fruits of 
the season.

5. These ceremonies are based on a Jewish tradition, according to which, with the 
sacrificing of the "Shtee Halekehm" in "Shavuot," the season of bringing first fruits to 
Priests at the Jerusalem temple opens.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����� yikhudee unique adjective masculine

	���	� taahaalookhaa parade noun feminine

���� reekood dance noun masculine
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��� tekes ceremony noun masculine

�� kfaar village noun masculine

	��� minkhaa offering noun feminine

��� kaatzeer harvest noun masculine

���� nekhkaak was engraved verb masculine

	���	 hitgaalaa was revealed verb masculine

��� tene basket noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

����� ���� ��� �	�
Zehoo khefetz meod yikhudee 
This is a very unique artifact.

	���	�� 
������ 
�����	 ��
Kol haatoshaavim meeshtaatfeem 
baataa'aarookhaa 
All of the citizens participate in the parade.

����� ���� ���� ���
Anee lomed reekood modernee 
I study modern dance.

����� ��� ��� ��	 ���
Beit haasefer orekh tekes zeekaaron 
The school holds a memorial ceremony.

 � ,	���� 
���	 ��� 
	 ��� 
���	
.	� �� 	� 
���� 
����

hacha-im bakfar hem kmo hachaim ba-a-yara, 
rak shekulam mekirim ze et ze 
Living in a village is just like living in a 
small town where everyone knows 
everyone else.

��� ��� ������
Nolaadetee bekfaar kaataan 
I was born in a small village.

��� 	��� ���� �	��
Zohee maatnaat minkhaa la'el 
This is a gift of offering to god.

�����	 ���� ��� �� ���� ���	
Haakaatzeer mesaamel et sof onaat haageedool 
The harvest marks the end of the growing 
season.
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���	 �� ���� ��� 
�	
Hashem shelee nekhkaak aal haa'even 
My name was engraved on the stone.

����� 	���	 ���	 
��	
Haadegem haakhadaash hitgaalaa eleinoo 
The new model was revealed to us.

���� �� ��� �� ����	
Hevetee laakh tene shel peirot 
I brought you a fruit basket.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Bikurim  

Bikurim  are the first fruits of the year from the seven species that Israel is blessed with. The 
customs of bringing the first fruits were known in different places in the ancient world. 
According to the Jewish tradition, the first fruits were brought to priests of the Jerusalem 
temple starting from Shavuot. In every town and area, many first fruit owners would gather 
together and go out in cheerful convoys toward Jerusalem. A bull with golden horns and a 
flute player would march before them, and every place where the convoy passed by, the 
people would cease their work and pay their respects to the first fruit bringers. When they 
came near Jerusalem, a messenger would be sent before them to announce their arrival, 
and the priests would come out and bring them into Jerusalem with much respect. In that 
way, the convoy would proceed until it reached the Temple Mount and the Jerusalem 
Temple. 
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5

ENGLISH

1. Acre

2. The story of Acre, one of the oldest harbor cities in the world, begins in the Early Bronze 
Age. The city changed hands many times and had many ups and downs. Since its 
location on the coastal plain allowed easy access through Galilee into the country's 
interior, it had been a key city for the conquest of Israel for many years.

3. Acre is in the northern coastal plain, and bordering the Mediterranean Sea on the west, 
and on the south it borders with Acre harbor, which is on the north edge of Haifa Bay. The 
Acre Mound rises above it on the easter side, and It sprawls over a flat surface.

4. Acre was used as the capital of the kingdom of Jerusalem in the 13th century and as the 
capital of Ahmad Al Jazaar in the late 18th century and in those times reached its prime. 
In 1799 Napoleon also tried to conquer Acre but failed.

5. From ancient history to the Hellenistic period Acre's location was at Acre Mound. The 
mound was first inhabited in the bronze period but was then abandoned for a thousand 
years. In the middle bronze period, it was established again as a fortified city with a 
fortress.

CONT'D OVER
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6. Acre has had a variety of regimes and conquests. She was held as  a Hellenistic city, 
served the Roman corps during the first Jewish-Roman war, was conquered by the 
Arabs in the middle ages, then by the crusaders in the 12th century, by the Mamluks in 
the 13th century, and finally, with Israel went through Ottoman and British regime.

7. The city's importance declined since the 19th century, in respect to Haifa, which was the 
main harbor city of Israel, and therefore its development was slow in comparison to 
Haifa's.

8. Ancient Acre was announced on the year of 2001 as a UNESCO world heritage site, and 
in 2008, it declared the sacred Bahai locations in the western Galilee, some of them in 
Acre and its surroundings, as other world heritage sites.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��	 Naamaal harbor noun masculine

����� Metzuda fortress noun feminine

��� See prime, record noun masculine

��	�� Meetnase
rises above, 

condescends verb masculine

�
���� Mishoree plain/flat adjective masculine

��
��� Mistaaraa-aat sprawls verb feminine

����� Govelet borders verb feminine

����� Keebush conquest noun masculine

����� Aaateekaa ancient adjective feminine

����� Eeteet slow verb feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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��	� �	�� �	���
Haasfeenaa Aagnaa Baanaamaal

 

The ship docked at the harbor.

 
�
�� ��
� ��� ������ �����

Climbing the fortress took long and was 

exhausting.

������ ���� �����	 �������
Hakhayaleem Nimtzaeem Betokh Hametzuda

 

The soldiers are inside the fortress.

����� ����� 30 ����
Begeel Shloshim Hayeetee Be'see-ee

 

I was at my prime at the age of thirty.


�� ��� ��	�� 
��
Haa-haar meetnase me'aal haakfaar

 

The mountain rises above the village.

�
���� ��� ���
�
Haarekhov hoo meeshoree

 

The street is flat.

����� �� ���
���
Histaaraati aal haamitaa

 

I sprawled over the bed.

��
� �� ����� ��
��
Israel govelet eem Yarden

 

Israel borders Jordan.

�
��� �	�� ������ ���� ������
Haakeebush Heigeeaa Lesiyumo Baashaanaa 
She'aavraa

 

The conquest has ended last year.

����� ����� �	���
Maatzaanu Megeelaa Aatikaa

 

We have found an ancient scroll.

����� ���� �	��� ���
�
Haaraakevet Haayeshaana me-od eeteet

 

The old train is very slow.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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��� ���� 
�� �������� �� ��� �� ,��� �� ����� ��� ��� "�������� 
�".������ ���

 
���� ��� ���� ��� �������� ��� ���� ������ ����� ,����� ����� �������� �� ������� �� ���� ���
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 .��� ��

Acre  Mound  

 

Acre Mound is a thirty-meter high mound located in the east part of Acre, on the south of road 

85. It is spread over two hundred acres, is six hundred meters long, and as much as three 

hundred and fifty meters wide. The city of Acre has resided in Acre Mound since its 

beginnings in the ancient times right through until the Hellenistic period, when it moved west 

to where ancient Acre now resides. "Napoleon Mountain" is the local name of the mound, 

named after Napoleon, who took siege on Acre in the year 1799. The mound was used by 

Napoleon's troops as a scouting position in the same way Tel Aviv was used during the siege 

on Yafo. 
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1. The Negev

2. The Negev is a geographic area, which is located in the southern part of Israel. It covers 
about sixty percent of Israel's turf and some of it resides outside of Israel. Different 
research gave several definitions for the exact delimitation of the Negev. The word 
"Negev" is used in the Bible as a general description of "south."

3. According to the Torah, a great settlement existed in the Negev during the Bible age. 
Then,due to lack of water and infrastructure, people mainly settled in large cities such as 
"Beer-Sheva". According to the Bible, after the tribal allotments period, the north of the 
Negev was settled by the tribe of Judah and the south settled by the tribe of Shimon.

4. During the great kingdom of Salomon, the Negev was under his ruling. Later on, rule 
was transferred to the kingdom of Judah, which split from the united kingdom of Israel. 
Since the kingdom of the Judah period, Jewish people have not settled the Negev 
permanently until the 20th century, when attempts to settle the Negev started prior to the 
establishment of Israel.

5. After the establishment of Israel, David Ben Gurion supported the settlement and 
development of the Negev, and indeed many settlements were founded. The settlers 
developed advanced agricultural technology to adjust the growth to the Negev's climate 
and to this day, some of the residents are earning their income through agriculture.

6. During the 70s, another wave of settlement in the Negev started, mainly in the Arabah 
area and Eilat. That was due to the peace treaty between Israel and Egypt, which gave 
hope for financial and political cooperation with the Egyptians—one that could establish a 
settlement in the Negev.

7. Nowadays, most of the Jewish community is centered in the large cities such as Eilat, 
Mitzpe Ramon, Dimona, and Beer-Sheva (the largest city in the Negev), and in addition 
to the cities and development towns, some reside in various Kibbutz and Moshav 
settlements.

CONT'D OVER
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8. Although the Negev is sixty percent of Israel's territory, only a small part of the population 
lives in it. Israel is trying to encourage civilians to move to the Negev using different 
incentives. Today, the Bedouins form a large part of the Negev's population.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����� Tikhum delimitation noun masculine

����� Le'oded
to encourage, 

to cheer verb

����� Ezracheem civilians noun masculine

����� Tikvaa hope noun feminine

������ Haaklaaoot agriculture noun feminine

���� Haakaamaa establishment noun feminine

������ Hitpaatzlaa split verb feminine

�������� Hityaashvoot settlement noun feminine

��� Darom south noun masculine

������ Taamritzeem incentives noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ��� ����� ����� �� ���� ����� �	
�
�����
��� ����

Heskem haashaalom yaagdeer et tikhum 
haagvool bein israel laapaalesteeneem 
The peace treaty will define the border 
delimitation between Israel and the 
Palestinians.

��� ���� ����� �
�� ���
Hoo nisaa le'oded otee laasheer 
He tried to encourage me to sing.
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������ �	�� ������ �	
Kol haa'ezraakheem haalkhu lehaafgeen 
All the civilians went to protest.

����� �� ��� ���� ��� ����
Haamaabaat She'aal Paneiaa naataan bee 
tikvaa 
The look on her face gave me hope.

���
������ ������ �����
Laamaadeti haaklaaoot baao'niversitaa 
I studied agriculture in the university.

���� ����� ���� �� ���� ��	� ���
Aanee maakhreez baazot al haaakaamat 
medinaat Israel 
I now declare the establishment of the 
state of Israel.

������ ������ ���
Haaderekh hitpaatzlaa le'shtaeem 
The road split into two.

����� ���� �������� �����
Hekaamnu hityaashvoot haadaashaa be'israel 
We have established a new settlement in 
Israel.

���� �
�� 
�������
Haa'oto'boos Nose'aa Laadaaom 
The bus is going south.

���� ���� ������ ������
Kibaalti taamritzeem le'hishaer baatzaavaa 
I got incentives to stay in the army.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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 ���
���� �
���� �����
 ��
��� ��	� ,�	���� ���
� �	 �
�
�� ��
��	 ������ 90-� �
�� �	�.
 .�	� ����
� 	��
 ����
�� ���
���� ������� ���������

The  Bedouins  

 

The Bedouins are Semitic tribes, originating in Saudi Arabia. From there, they've spread 
north in order to find fields for pasturing and areas for living. 

The Bedouins in the Negev are comprised of partial nomads and inhabitants of towns and 
unknown villages, and the Bedouins of north Israel reside in towns and villages. 

In the past, the Bedouins made a living through agriculture but recently the agriculture has 
dropped extensively. In addition to that, in recent years, farming fields in areas of which the 
ownership is under dispute between the Bedouins and the state are being sprayed from above 
with grass exterminators. As a result, the Bedouin population in the Negev is ranked last 
place in the socio-economic rating in Israel. 

Even since the 90s, various human rights organizations in Israel have maintained a public 
and legal struggle in order to improve the government services in known and unknown 
Bedouin villages. 
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HEBREW
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ENGLISH
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1. Eilat

2. Eilat is a city in Israel's southern district. It is a harbor and tourism city. It used to be called 
"Umm Rashrash" and "Etzion Gaver" in the more distant past. Eilat was conquered in 
1949, established as a civilian settlement in 1952, and declared a city in 1959. Its main 
attractions are the Red Sea and its beach, comfortable climate in the winter, and a view 
in which the desert meets the mountains.

3. Eilat is close to Taba, which is under Egypt's control, and Aqaba, which is in Jordan. It is 
the fourth biggest city in Israel in terms of jurisdiction area. Since 1985, it has been 
defined as a "duty-free trading zone." It is the southernmost city of Israel.

4. David Ben Gurion, even prior to the country's establishment in 1934, arrived at Umm 
Rashrash and was the first to dream about turning it into an international harbor city.

5. The Israeli city of Eilat was first established as a small settlement in the 50s. At that time, 
only a few harbor workers, military men, and discharged prisoners lived there. The 
transportation to the city was difficult and was carried through Mitzpe Ramon using light 
jets, which landed at a landing zone nearby. On February 28, 1950, an airport was 
established in Eilat.

6. The Suez Crisis war gave Eilat momentum and it started to develop as a local council 
due to its harbor and beauty. The Six-Day War made it a passage city into Sinai. 
However, tourist-wise it was overshadowed by places such as Sharm el-Sheikh. Israel's 
withdrawal from Sinai due to a peace treaty with Egypt put it back in its touristic spot in the 
Red Sea's shores, mainly for Israelis.

7. New hotels were built in the city throughout the 80s and 90s, some of which were fancy. 
Despite its touristic development, due to a relatively high price of lodging compared to 
Turkey or Sinai, many Israelis prefer not to go on vacation in the city. Also, the peace 
treaty with Jordan benefited Eilat less than its Jordanian neighbor, Aqaba.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender
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������ Taayaaroot tourism noun feminine

���� Leenfosh
to go on 
vacation verb

����� Me'fo'aar fancy noun masculine

����� Tnoofaa momentum noun feminine

���
� �� Sde Te'oofaa airport noun masculine

�	� Tzaavaa military noun masculine

���� Kholem dreaming verb masculine

���� Shiput jurisdiction noun masculine

����� Aakleem climate noun masculine

	���� Heiteev benefited verb masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�����	 ������� �� ���	�� ��������
Hapeersomet taagbeer et haataayaaroot baaezor 
The commercial will increase the tourism 
in the area.

�� ��� ��� ���� ���� ���
Anee rotze leenfosh lemeshekh khatzee shaanaa 
I want to go on vacation for half a year.

��� �� ����� �����
Hamalon me'fo'aar akh yaakaar 
The hotel is fancy but expensive.

�����	 ���� 	�� ���� ������	
Bekadoorsaal me'od haashuv le'heesha'er 
be'tnoofaaa 
In basketball it is very important to stay in 
momentum.

���
�� ��	 ��
 �� ������
Khikity khaamesh shaa'ot besde haate'oofaa 
I waited five hours at the airport.

��� ���� ���� � �	��
Haatzaavaa shel Israel me'od khaazaak 
Israel's army is very strong.
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��
�� ���	 ���� ���� �� ���
Hoo kol haazmaan kholem bezmaan haasheeoor

 
He is always dreaming during class.

�� ����� ���� ��� �� ���
Zehoo lo taakhaat tkhum haashiput sheli

 
This is not under my area of jurisdiction.

�� ��� ���	 ��� ����	 ������
Haakleem Be-Israel hoo bederekh klal kham

 
The climate in Israel is usually hot.

������ �� �
 	���� �����
Hakhoze heiteev eem shnei hatzdadeem

 
The contract has benefited both sides.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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�� ��

 .������	

Red  Sea  J az z  Festiva l  

 

The Red Sea Jazz Festival is an international jazz festival held every year in Eilat's harbor. It 
started out as a play on words on the famous "Northern Sea Jazz" festival on October 31, 
1987, and since then it has been held every year during the last week of August. 

The international jazz festival in Eilat has been the biggest jazz event in Israel for many 
years. It has an excellent reputation and is well known in the global jazz community where it 
has earned a place of honor. 

Every night, after the shows end, there is a joint concert (jam session) until the break of dawn 
in one of the hotel pools. 
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HEBREW
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1. Haifa

2. Haifa is the third most highly populated city in Israel and is the civic center of north Israel. 
Haifa has a mixed Jewish-Arab population and is the transportation, industrial, and 
cultural center of the region.

3. Since its early days in the third century B.C., it has been a harbor city. Even today, one of 
the city's symbols is Haifa Harbor, which alongside Ashdod Harbor is one of the two 
largest harbors in Israel.

4. Haifa's topography is well varied. The city sprawls on flat regions [plains] along the 
Mediterranean Sea, on the northern and western lower parts of the Carmel mountain, 
and also on wide areas on the mountain's peaks.

5. Settlement in Haifa's region began in the late bronze period. In Tell Abu Hawam, in the 
Haifa bay area, the remains of a city that was used as a harbor city from the 15th century 
to the Hellenistic period were found.

6. Modern Haifa began to form its current structure during the Ottoman Empire's ruling. In 
1761, Dahar el Omar, ruler of Galilee, destroyed the ancient city and rebuilt Haifa where 
the underground city now lies. This period marked the rise of Haifa over its neighbor, 
Acre, in strategic and economical importance.

7. During the First World War, the Ottoman army deployed artillery forces around Haifa in 
order to deny the British army's landing on Haifa's bay. Nevertheless, the city was 
conquered by the British on September 23, 1918.

8. On April 22, 1948, after the British left the city's ruling centers and after battles between 
the Jewish people and the Arab citizens, the Arabs surrendered to the people of the 
"Haganah."

9. Haifa expanded in population and territory due to the massive Aliyah [immigration of 
Jewish people] at the beginning of the 50s. Throughout the years, it has maintained its 
status as the third largest city in Israel.

CONT'D OVER
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10. The Bahá'íc locations in Haifa were declared in 2008 as a UNESCO world heritage site.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

�����	�
 Oochloosiyah population noun feminine

���� kravot battle, combat noun masculine

��� Hetziv deployed verb masculine

����� Haashivoot importance noun feminine

����� Lehitgaabesh to form verb

������ sridim

survivor; 
remains, 

remnant; trace
noun masculine

����� Shipooleem lower part of noun masculine

������ Megoovenet varied, diverse adjective feminine

����� Me'orevet mixed adjective feminine

��	� Nikhnaa surrendered verb masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ��� ����� ��� �� ������	�
� �
 ��� 
�
����

Lo baaroor eem haookhloosyaa shel seen gdolaa 
me'shel hodoo

 
It is not clear if China's population is bigger 
than India's.

��� ���� ����� ����
hahayal hishtatef bekravot rabim

 
The soldier participated in many battles.
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��	��
� ���� ��� �����
Haakraavot hayoo kaasheem ve'aarookeem 
The battles were tough and long.

���� ������	 �
 ��� 
��
Hoo hetziv et kohotaav baatzaafon 
He deployed his forces in the north.

����� ����� �� 
���� �� �����
Labikoor shel haanaasee yesh haashivoot 
gdolaa 
The president's visit has a high importance.

����� ������ ��� ���	���
Haatokhnit shelee maatkhila lehitgabesh 
My plan is beginning to form.

 ���� ��� �� ������ �
��� �� ���

������

be-ezor ze nimtseu sridim shel ba-aley haim 
rabim 
Remains of ancient animals were found in 
this area.

��
����� �� ������ ��
��
Maatzaanu sreedeem shel dinosaur 
We have found the remains of a dinosaur.

��� ������ �� �	�� 
��
Hoo kheekaa lee be'shipuley haahaar 
He waited for me at the lower part of the 
mountain.

������ ��� �������
Haamoozika shelo me'od megoovenet 
His music is varied.

����� 
�� ��� ��	�
Haakaalbaa shelee hee me'orevet 
My dog is mixed.

������ ��
� ��	� 
��
Hoo nikhnaa le'aakhaar she'aataaeem 
He surrendered after two hours.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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The  Bahá' í World  Centre  

 

The Bahá'í World Centre is the operational and religion center of the Bahá'í religion, which is 
located in north Israel in Haifa, Acre, and its surroundings. The roots of the Bahá'í World 
Centre originated from the time when the Bahá'u'lláh stayed in Israel, during the period of 
Ottoman rule during the second half of the 19th century. 

All of the international activity of the Bahá'ís is organized by the Bahá'í World Centre, 
including resource management and decision making, which affects the entire Bahá'í 
religion. The universal house of justice in Haifa is the supreme authority of the religion and it 
is assisted in its actions by the nearby international teaching center and other Bahá'í 
institutions. 

The Bahá'í Centre's buildings and their surroundings, especially the Bahá'í site on the 
Carmel mountain and the Shrine of Bahá'u'lláh in Acre, are carefully designed, emphasizing 
beauty, aesthetics, and landscape design, which are important principles of the Bahá'í 
religion. 
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HEBREW
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 ������� ��� ���� ��	 �������.���� ���� ���� ����� �� ����	 ��� ����� ���
.������-������	 ������ 	���	

.8

ENGLISH

1. Jerusalem

2. Jerusalem is the capital of Israel and the largest city in the country. The city is sacred for 
the three monotheistic religions "Judaism, Islam, and Christianity", and has been the 
center of the Jewish peoples' lives in the early days and a subject of yearning of the 
Diaspora communities. Due to its place in the world of the believers, the city has been a 
focus of wars and conflicts lasting to this very day. Since the end of the 19th century, the 
new cities’ neighborhoods have developed around the ancient city and now comprise the 
majority of the city. Jerusalem resides in the Judean mountains on the watershed of 
west Israel between the Dead Sea and the Mediterranean Sea.

3. In the 14th century B.C., in the Late Bronze Age, Jerusalem was already an important 
and fortified city called Canaan. King David had conquered it and his son Salomon built 
the first temple. This temple was destroyed by the Babylonians in 558 B.C. With the rise of 
the Persian empire, the Second Temple was built but was destroyed during the conquest 
of the Romans in the year 70.

4. During the Middle Ages, the Muslims as well as the Crusaders reached Jerusalem. 
Umar had built Al-Aqsa Mosque on Temple Mount and the Dome of the Rock in the year 
691. In the year 1099, the first Crusaders had conquered Jerusalem and ruled it for one 
hundred years.

5. Following the Ottoman rule in the year 1917, Jerusalem was transferred to British rule, 
which set it as the capital of Israel and centered the important government institutions in it.

6. According to the UN's division plan, Jerusalem, along with Bethlehem, was meant to be 
in a special area under international control. But with the break of the independence war 
both sides (the Arabs and Jews) ignored that and tried to capture the city.

CONT'D OVER
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7. Between 1948 and 1967, Jerusalem was halved. The city line was a line of truce, which 
was settled in the Rhodes agreements, that was seven kilometers in length and split the 
city between east Jerusalem, which was part of the Hashemite kingdom of Jordan, and 
west, which was under Israel's control. On June 5, 1967, the Six-Day War broke out 
during which I.D.F gave Israel control over the east side of the city.

8. Ever since the Six-Day War, a lot of neighborhoods have been built in the added territory. 
Today Jerusalem is one of the core issues in the Israel-Palestinian conflict.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

	��� Beerah capital noun feminine


� �����
Shveetaat 

Neshek truce noun feminine

	���� Haatzooyaa halved adjective feminine

������ Aatzmaaoot independence noun feminine

��� ��� Maasaa tzlaav crusade noun masculine

����	 Hookhrav was destroyed verb masculine

���� Shokhenet resides verb feminine

����� Seekhsookh conflict noun masculine

���� Gaaloot Diaspora noun feminine

	��� Leebaa core noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

���� �� 	���	 ��	 ����
Pareez hee haabeeraa shel tzaarfaat 
Paris is the capital of France.


� ����� �� ����	
Hekhraaznoo aal shveetaat neshek 
We have declared a truce.
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	������ 	���� 	���	
Haeeshaa haatzuyaa be'deiote'aa 
The woman is split in her opinions.

 �� 	��	�� ��� ����		 ��� �� �����
������

Aazaavtee et beit hahoreem kedei she'teeheeyeh 
lee aaztmaaoot 
I've left my parents' house in order to have 
independence.

	���	� 	��� ����� ��� ��� ���� �����
Yaatzaatee lemaasaa tz laav kedei leemtzo 
deeraa lehaaskaaraa 
I went on a crusade to find an apartment 
for rent.

	���	 ������ ����	 ��� ���	
Haabaaeet Shelee Hookhraav Be'reidaat haa-
aadaamaa 
My house was destroyed in the 
earthquake.

���� ��� ���� ��� ���
Eemaa shelee shokhenet be'Tel Aviv 
My mother resides in Tel Aviv.

���� ���� ��� ����� ���
Yeshno seekhsookh beinee lebein haaveree 
There is a conflict between me and my 
friend.

������� ����� ��	 ����� ��
Bnei Israel haayoo baagaaloot bemeetzraaeem 
The children of Israel were in the Diaspora 
in Egypt.

���	 �� 	���	 ���� �� �� ���� ��
Anee po'el aalpee erkei haaleebaa shel 
haatzaavaa 
I act according to the army's core values.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 ������ ��	
�

<> 

 ,��� ������	 �
 ���� � �� ������� ���� ���� ����� ��� ��� (���	� :�����) ����� ���	
 ���� ����� ����� ���� ���	 ,����� ���� ��� �� ���� ����� ���	� .����� ��� ��� ��� ����� �����

 ���� 14-� ���� ���� �	 ���� ,��� ����� ����� ���	� ������ ������� �����.���� �� ���
 ���� ������ ���� ,�������� ������ ,���� ������ ����� ���	� .���� �� ����� ,���� ���� �����

 ������ ������������ ,������ �� �� ������ ����� ��� - ������ ������ ������ ,��� �	� ����� �������
 .�� ����� ����� ���� ������ ,������� �����
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The  Western  Wal l  

 

The western wall (The "Kotel") is one of the four supporting walls that has surrounded the 

Temple Mount for two thousand years, from the end of the Second Temple period to this day. 

The western wall was built by the king, Hordus, as a part of a comprehensive renovation he 

was performing in the Temple Mount. In the Jewish tradition, the western wall is highly 

sacred; therefore a praying place was set next to the king in the 14th century and is used to 

this day. The western wall has a religious, national, and historical importance, which attracts 

millions of visitor every year, both Jewish and non-Jewish. Bar Mitzvahs are celebrated there 

with the family, soldiers pledge the allegiance in its upper court, and personas from around 

the world visit it. 
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HEBREW

����� .1

 ��� ���	�� ��
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1. Galilee

2. Galilee is a mountainous region in north Israel. The political border between Israel and 
Lebanon is the northern border of Galilee.

3. While upper Galilee is characterized by high mountains, the tallest of which is mount 
Miron at 1208 meters, lower Galilee is characterized by relatively low mountains 
separated by wide valleys. The distinction between the two parts of Galilee is ancient and 
was mentioned in Mishnah.

4. There are testimonies that there was a settlement in Galilee as early as the Stone Age. A 
primary testament to this is the "Galilee man," the remains of a humanoid skeleton from 
that time, which were found in a cave in the Amud stream. These remains, whose age is 
estimated as 140,000 years (or more), are the oldest evidence of human presence in 
this area.

5. During the Second Temple period, the Jewish settlement in Galilee was very fertile. With 
the destruction of the Jewish settlement by the Romans, the Jewish people's center of 
gravity had switched from Judah to Galilee. After the Muslim occupation of Israel, a 
process of immigration had started and when it had ended, the Jewish existence in 
Galilee was over and wasn't renewed until the beginning of settlement led by the 
European Jews of the Zionist movement in the 19th century.

6. In 1946, a massive Aliyah to Birya had forced the British government to agree to have a 
permanent Jewish settlement in Galilee.

7. In Operation Hiram in the Independence War, IDF had occupied the upper Galilee from 
Qawuqji's liberation army. Since then, many efforts have been made by the country's 
institutions to populate it with Jews and get a Jewish majority in the area.

8. Throughout history, lower Galilee has always been more settled than upper Galilee. The 
Arab population that lived in Israel settled at the foot of

9. the valleys and worked the land. Upper Galilee had a few agriculture settlements and a 
minority oppressed population, the Druze.

CONT'D OVER
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10. When the country was established, a settlement in Galilee began. Towns were 
established for new immigrants and in the 80s, many community settlements were 
formed in order to change the demography of Galilee and increase the percentage of 
Jews in the area.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

�

� Haaraaree mountainous adjective masculine

���	 Bik-aa valley noun feminine

����
� Margelot
foot (of a bed, 
hill, mountain) noun feminine

����� Leakhles to populate verb

���� Iltzaa forced noun feminine

�
��� Haageeraa immigration noun feminine

�
�� Por'e fertile adjective masculine

����� Edooyot testimonies noun feminine

���	� Haavkaanaa distinction noun feminine

��
� Neerdephet oppressed adjective feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�

� 
����	 
� ���
Aanee gaar be'ezor haaraaree 
I live in a mountainous area.

����� ��	�
� ���� ���		
Baabik-aa haaeem aarnaavim haamoodeem 
In the valley live cute rabbits.


�� ����
�	 ������
Kheekeetee bemaargelot haahaar 
I waited at the foot of the mountain.


�	�� �� ����� ��
� �����
Meeshehoo tzaareekh le'aakhles et hameevtzaar 
Somebody has to populate the fortress.
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��	 �
���� ����� ���� ���� ���
Eemee iltza oti lehakheen sheeoorei baaeet 
My mother forced me to do homework.

��
�� �
�� �
��� ����� �	�
Aavee metakhnen haaheeraa le'eretz Israel 
My father is planning an immigration to 
Israel.

.����	 �
�� ��� ���
Ani hachi pore ba-layla. 
I am most prolific at night.

���
� ����� �� ����� �����
Aasaaftee eduyot shel te'unaat haadraakheem 
I've collected testimonies of the car 
accident.

��� ��	� ���	 �
�
	 ���	� �����
Kaayemet haavkhaanaa brooraa beinee lebein 
aakhee 
There is a clear distinction between me 
and my brother.

 ���� ��
� ���� ���	 ������ ���������
���� �	
�

Ookhloosiaat haa-aainoo beyaapaan haaitaa 
neerdephet lemeshekh haarbe shaaneem 
The Ainu population in Japan has been 
oppressed for many years.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 �������

 .11-� ���� ����� ��	
��� �	���� ������ � �������� ����� ����� ��� ��� �� ������

 .�� � ������ ���� ������� ��� ;���� ����� ��� �����	 �� ������ ,���
 ��� ��

 �������� ��	 ������ ��� �� .���	� ����	� ���� ���� ����	 ������ ����� ������ �� ����
 � ����� "���	� ����" ���� .	���� ����� ��� ���� �� ���� ����� 	�� ���� ����� ���	��

 ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� 	� ���� ���� .������	 ��
�	� ������� ������ ��	� �� ���	 ������
 ���� ��	� ,���� �����	 ���� 	����� ���� 	��	�� ������� �� ������� .���	��� ���� �����	 ��������

 ������ �	 	�� ���� �	�� ���� ����� ����

The  Druz e  

 

The Druze are an ethnic group in the Middle East that maintains a unique religion that split 
from the Shia Islam in the eleventh century. 
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The religion is secret and is only known to the wise minority of the ethnic group; the rest of the 
laymen are not familiar with the religion. 

The commandments of the Druze religion are especially suitable for a militaristic lifestyle and 
war generals. This is one of the reasons the Druze stand out as military men in every country 
they live in, and also in Israel. The "Tongue Holding" commandment requires the Druze to 
say the truth, thereby avoiding the concealment of deficiencies. The commandment to protect 
your brothers creates a brotherhood and friendship vital for the army and war experience. The 
Druze also believe in reincarnation and unavoidable faith, which is why the intensity of their 
fear of death is lower than that of non-Druze. 
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HEBREW

���� ����� .1
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.��� ��� �� ����� 	�� ��� ��� ���� �� 	� .1

3

 ��
��� ���
	� 	����-���-��
��� ������ ���	 ��	��� �	�� ������� ���	�� ��
.����
��� ��
��� �� ����� ����
 .���� �����
 ����	��

.1
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 �	�� ���� �����
 ����
� ����� ,	���� ���	 ��	���� ���	��� 	���� ����� ��� ��
 ,����	 ����� ,����� ��� 	��	 �� ,�
� 		 ���� ����	 ������ ��
���� ��
��� ,����

.��
���� ����� ��

.1

5

ENGLISH

1. Coastal Plain

2. The coastal plain is a flat region in Israel that sprawls along the coast of the 

Mediterranean Sea, from the northern border in Rosh HaNikra, to Egypt's border on the 

south in the Gaza strip.

3. The coastal plain is a comfortable area for development and settlement. The erosion 

lands are deep and fertile, the climate is cool and rainy with comfortable temperatures, 

and a high level of ground water allows for relatively easy water extraction. The flat plain 

is comfortable for movement and the proximity to the Mediterranean Sea provides a 

source of income.

4. With the establishment of the first colonies in 1878 and the Jewish Aliyahs in 1882, the 

area has developed and has been renewed; now the majority of Israel's population 

inhabits it.

CONT'D OVER
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5. The area was submerged until two million years ago. For hundreds of years the coastal 
plain was neglected and until the beginning of the 20th century, only a small portion of 
Israel's population inhabited it. The Mamluks and the Ottomans didn't invest in its 
development and the swampland wasn't inhabited. Robbers were widespread in the area 
at that time and the combination of those problems prevented the development and 
settlement of the area.

6. Until the beginning of the First Aliyah, the coastal plain had a sparse population. At the 
foot of the Samaria and Judea mountains existed a population of Arabs in a village 
settlement based on agriculture. The Arabs exploited and worked the fertile lands at the 
foot of the mountain. On the shoreline, there were small harbor cities such as Yafo and 
Eilat.

7. With the First Aliyah, the immigrants began to purchase lands from the Israeli Arabs and 
build agricultural colonies in the coastal plain. With the country's establishment, the 
construction acceleration in the coastal plain increased dramatically and most of the 
colonies developed into cities, such as Petakh Tikva, Rishon Lezion, Nes Ziona, and 
Rehovot.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��� Saakhaaf erosion noun masculine

	�	� Daleel thin adjective

������ Nefotzeem widespread noun masculine

������ Shodedeem robbers noun masculine

����� Peetooaakh development noun masculine

���
 Beetzaa swamp noun feminine

����� Hooznakh neglected verb masculine

����� Smeekhoot proximity noun feminine

�	�� Meephlaas level noun masculine
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�	��� Neetzloo exploited verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

���� ��� �����	 ������ ����� �����
Ye'arot ve'etzeem meshamsheem lemeneeaat 
sakhaaf aadaamaa 
Forests and trees are used to prevent soil 
erosion.

���� 	�	� �� ������
Haa-aaveer po daaleel me'od 
The air here is very thin.

�	� ����
 ������ ������
Haashfaaneem nefotz im baageena shelee 
The bunnies are widespread in my garden.

������ ���
 ���� ���

Beitee moogan beefnei shodedeem 
My house is safe from robbers.

���
�� �����
 ������ ��
��
Haakhevraa maashkeeaa bepeetooakh ovde'aa 
The company invests in the development 
of its employees.

���
� ���� ��� ������
Haatzfarde'aa kaafaatz meetokh haabeetzaa 
The frog jumped out of the swamp.

��	�
 ��� 	� ����� ��� 
	�
Haakelev haaze hooznakh al yedei 
This dog was neglected by its owner.

���� ��
	 �����
 �� ���
Aanee gaar besmikhoot lebeit haasefer 
I live in close proximity to the school.

����� ����
 ���� ���� �	��
Meephlaas haakineret naamukh betzura 
mesukenet 
The Kineret's level is dangerously low.

���� �	��� ��� ����� ���
Aanee maargeesh shehem neetzlu otee 
I feel they have exploited me.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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 .1904-�1881 ��
 �	��	� ������ ���		 ������ ������

 �� �� ,���� .����
�
 ��� ������� �� ,����� ������ ��� ������	� ���� �
� ��� ��
 ,�� ���� �� ,��	�
 ���	�'� ���	 ���
�� �����-����������� ��� ������	� ���� ����� ����
� ��� ��� ,����	� ������ �����

 .�����	 ����	 ���� ���
 ����� ��� ����������� ������ ���
�� '������

The  First Al iyah  

 

The First Aliyah is a name for the broad wave of immigration in the early modern period, 
which came mostly from Zionist motives. It happened mostly during the second half of the 

19th century. According to popular definitions, the First Aliyah mostly refers to the immigration 
of Jews from Eastern Europe and Yemen between 1881 and 1904. 

Even before this, though, in all of the years of the modern return to Zion, Jews immigrated to 
Israel in singles and groups. But, according to the main Zionistic narrative, those were 
smaller groups and their motives were religious ideology while the motives of the people of 
the First Aliyah and those who followed them were of a more modern national nature. 
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ENGLISH

1. Tel Aviv-Yafo

2. Tel Aviv-Yafo is a city in the southern coastal plain, the main city of its metropolitan area, 
and the second largest city in Israel. Tel Aviv has gained the name "The first Hebrew 
city," since it was supposedly the first Jewish initiative to build a city in Israel during the 
modern return to Zion period.

CONT'D OVER
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3. Tel Aviv is a metropolis that constitutes Israel's economical, cultural, media, and trade 
center. The centers of Israel's banking system, the stock market, the embassies and 
international representatives, the largest newspaper system in Israel, the national 
theater, the philharmonic orchestra, and other national culture centers, all reside in Tel 
Aviv. The White City in Tel Aviv was declared in 2003 as a world heritage site.

4. The city houses (in the middle of 2010) 404,000 citizens and the phenomenon of 
commuting is most apparent there. About half of the employees in Tel Aviv live outside of 
the city.

5. Tel Aviv-Yafo is located on the Mediterranean coast on eolianite ground. The Yarkon and 
Ayalon streams flow in its territory. The strip of Tel Aviv's beaches runs fourteen 
kilometers long next to the Mediterranean Sea and is a central element in the life of the 
citizens and in the city's image as a coastal city.

6. The old Harbor city Jaffa (Yafo) was the beginning of Tel Aviv-Yafo. Jaffa is considered to 
be one of the oldest harbor cities in the world; it is mentioned numerous times in the 
Bible and other ancient sources, and for generations it was used as a sea gateway to 
Israel. Apart from Jaffa, a considerable number of settlements existed in Tel Aviv's land.

7. Tel Aviv was officially founded in 1909 as the neighborhood "Ahuzat Bait," named after 
the society that established it. The stated purpose was to find a Jewish city alongside the 
Arab Jaffa, which will include the new Jewish neighborhoods. A year later, in 1910, the 
new city was called "Tel Aviv" and over four decades, it grew to be a large city, several 
times bigger than Jaffa. In 1949, after the establishment of Israel, the two cities were 
united municipally and the Tel Aviv-Yafo city hall, which manages the united city, was 
formed even though in certain aspects it is still popular to treat Jaffa and Tel Aviv as 
different urban entities. In 2009, Tel Aviv celebrated one hundred years since its 
foundation.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���� Meizaam initiative noun masculine

��� Krakh large city noun masculine
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�
��� Mootzhaar stated verb masculine

���� Neekaar considerable adjective masculine


���� ���
Shaa-aar 
kneesaa gateway noun masculine

����� Maarkeev element noun masculine


��
� Mehaave constitutes verb masculine

������ Yomemoot commuting noun feminine

����� Taarboot culture noun feminine

����� Oochdoo united verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�����
 ��� ������ ���� �����

Hetkhaalnoo meizaam lesheepoor raamaat 
haasheroot 
We have stated an initiative to improve the 
service level.

���� ��	� 
��� ���
Aanee rotze laagoor bkrakh 
I want to live in a large city.


���� �
��� ��
Kakh mootzhaar baahoze 
So is stated in the contract.

��� ����� ���� ���� �����
Aaseetee maa-aamatz neekar lesayem 
baazmaan 
I've made a considerable effort to finish on 
time.


���������� 
���� ��� ��
 ����

Haateekhon hoo shaa-aar kneesaa 
laaoneeverseeta 
High school is a gateway to university.

����
 �� ���� ����� ��
 
�
�
Aahaavaa hee maarkeev haashoov shel 
haakhaaeem 
Love is an important element of life.
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�����
� ��� 
��
� 
� ���
Tekes ze mehaave khelek mehaamaasoret 
This ceremony constitutes a part of the 
tradition.

 
���
�
 �� 
������ ��
 ������
��������


Yomemoot hee meseemaaneia shel 
haamaahaapekha haataa-aaseeyaateet 
Commuting is among the signs of the 
industrial revolution.

������ ����� �� ������
Leisrael yesh taarboot me'orevet 
Israel has a mixed culture.

���� ����� ��	���
 ���
Shtei haameeflaagot ookhdoo le'aakhaat 
The two parties were united into one.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 �����
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� "����" .��� �	
�� ������ ����


 .	������ ��������

 �
�	 ���� 	� 	� ���� �
�� ���� 		�� ������ . "����" �� ����� ������ 	�� 2007 ���
 .�� 	� ��
� 	� ���� 	�� ������ ����� ,2010 ��� 	� ������ ����� ������	 ���� ���� ,��������

Habima  

 

Habima is the national theater of Israel. It was founded in the city of Vilnius (Vilna) in 1913 by 
Nahum David Tzemah but failed. Tzemah then reestablished the theater in 1917 in Moscow. 

In 1926, Habima immigrated to Israel and was forced to compete for its status as a unique 
Hebrew theater against other Hebrew theaters, which operated in the country. Habima 
operated in the form of a collective, where every actor was a partner for the profits and the 
management and repertoire decisions. 

In the year 2007, a major restoration of Habima began. It included an almost complete 
rebuilding of the entire structure except its fronts and was expected to be finished in the 
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second half of 2010 to coincide with the hundred year anniversary celebrations of Tel Aviv. 
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HEBREW
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ENGLISH

1. Golan Heights

2. Golan Heights is a flat plateau that is located between the Yarmoukh river in the south 

and Mount Hermon in the north, east of the Sea of Galilee and west of Hula valley. The 

separation line between Israel and Syria passes through Golan Heights. The plateau 

surface area is about 1800 square kilometers, of which about 1200 square kilometers 

are under Israel's control.

CONT'D OVER
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3. According to the Bible, Hebrews have settled in Golan ever since it was captured by King 

Og. In the days of the Roman province and the Amora, many Jewish settlements existed 

in the area but by the 10th century, they were all gone.

4. At the end of 19th century, there were four attempts by Jews to settle in Golan but all 

failed because of resistance or severe conditions. In 1923, with the end of the First World 

War it was decided that Golan would be in Syria's territory.

5. During the Six-Day War, the Syrians bombed Hula Valley and Rosh Pina, and Syrian 

tanks tried to advance towards Kibbutz Dan. Despite that, Israel's government had no 

intention of capturing Golan Heights. Only in the final days of the war, after enough 

forces had accumulated in the section and due to pressure from the northern 

settlements, it was decided to capture Golan Heights and put an end to the bombing 

threat on Hula Valley.

6. An area of around 1250 square kilometers was captured from Syria by Israel and a 

military regime was enforced upon it. Most of the Syrian civilians left the plateau and 

moved into Syria's territory. A lot of the Syrian settlements were destroyed thereafter.

7. Since 1972, UN Peace Corps troops have been stationed along the separation line and 

are in charge of maintaining peace in the area; and indeed relative peace has been 

maintained since the Yom Kippur War. As part of the discussions for a peace treaty, the 

Syrians demand a return of the entire Golan Heights territory, which was captured in 

1967.

8. In Golan exist numerous industrial areas, Zimmers (country lodge), breweries, apple 

groves, and guest houses which serve as tourist attractions. Many Israelis identify Golan 

with the apple groves and mineral water produced in the area. Within the city council's 

territory lies the Hermon site, the only ski site in Israel, operated by Neve Ativ. The 

economy in Golan Heights is mainly composed of industry and agriculture.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��� Raamaa plateau noun feminine
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������ Meevshalot breweries noun feminine

�� ��� Laseem ketz to put an end

��� Eeyoom threat noun masculine

�
��� Haafgaaza bombing noun feminine

�	� Laakhaatz pressure noun masculine

����� Kaavaana intention noun feminine

�� Tom end noun masculine

����� Haafraadaa separation noun feminine

��
� Mezaaheem identify verb masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

��� �� ���� ���� ����
Haabaaeet Neemtzaa gaavoaa aal raamaa 
The house is high on a plateau.

������ ���� ����	� �������
Haameevshalot mekhalkot beeraa 
laamevaakreem 
The breweries hand out beer to visitors.

������� �� ��� ����	
Haayaaveem laseem ketz laa-aaleemoot 
We must put an end to violence.

 ������� ���� ��� ����� ���� ������
��������

Re'eedot aadaama mehavto eeyoom 
maamaashee bemedinot mesooyaamot 
Earthquakes are a real threat in certain 
countries.

�� �
�� ���� �
����
Haahaafgaazaa gaarma leneze raav 
The bombing has caused a lot of damage.

��	��� ������ �	� ���� �	� ���
Aanee taakhaat haarbe laakhaatz betkoofat 
haameevhaaneem 
I am under a lot of pressure during the 
examinations period.
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�� ����� ����� �� ���� ��
Lo Haaitaa lee kaavaanaa leefgoaa bo 
I had no intention of hurting him.

�"�	� ���� ����� ������ ���
Betom haasheroot hatzvaaee aatoos lekhool 
At the end of the military service I will fly 
abroad.

��	� ��� ��� ����� �� ������ ��
Yesh haashomreem aal hafraadaa bein baasaar 
lekhaalaav 
Some maintain a separation between 
meat and dairy.

������ ������ ��
� ����	�
Haakhoreem mezaheem tveeot etzbaaot 
The investigators identify fingerprints.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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���	 ������ ����� ��� �� ,2000 ���	 ����� ����
 � ��� �
���� ������ ���� ,���� ��
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 ������� ��� 	��� ���� � ���� � ������ ������ �
���� ��	�� � ��	�� ���� ���	 .����� ����
 .����� ���	�

The  Syrian  Bride   
 

"The Syrian Bride" is an Israeli film by director Eran Riklis. It examines the realities of life for 
the Druze people in the Golan Heights. The film was nominated for seven categories in the 
Ophir awards. It has gained success in festivals around the world and among the Israeli 
crowd. 

The film is set in the year 2000, during the government switch in Syria and the retreat from 
Lebanon, and it describes the wedding day of Mona. Mona, a Druze bride from Majdal 
Shams in the Golan Heights, is about to marry Talal, a famous actor from Syria who she has 
never met. Once Mona crosses the border to Syria and meets her fiancée for the first time, 
she can never return to her family in the Golan Heights. 
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ENGLISH

1. Nazareth
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2. Nazareth is an ancient city in the north district of Israel and now the largest Arab city in 
the country. In the year 2008, about sixty-six thousand people lived in the city, all Arabs. 
About seventy percent of them were Muslim and the rest Christian. Nazareth is the most 
important economical, political, media, and cultural center among Israel's Arabs and is 
an important indicator of the atmosphere in the Arab sector in Israel. Every year, the 
events of Land Day and the protests of May first are a reminder of this fact. A substantial 
part of the October 2000 events occurred in the city.

3. Nazareth is located on the Nazareth mountain range in lower Galilee, three hundred 
and fifty meters above sea level. It is situated in a valley that is surrounded by mountains 
on every side.

4. Nazareth's area was already populated in the prehistoric period, as indicated by findings 
that were discovered in the Kdumim cave on Mount Precipice in the south of the city, and 
until the Byzantine period, it was a Jewish city. With the Crusaders' conquest, the 
importance of the city rose. It became the capital of a Catholic diocese and churches rose 
in it. Afterwards, the city had ups and downs and only gained a real period of prosperity 
during the 19th century, when Europe's powerful countries began to show interest in it. 
During that period and in the first half of the 20th century, many churches, monasteries, 
and educational and health institutes were established in the city.

5. According to the New Testament, Mariah, Jesus's mother, and her husband, Saint 
Joseph, lived in Nazareth. In it, the annunciation was given and Jesus was educated 
from childhood to maturity. For that reason, several sites that are holy to Christianity are 
located in the city—mainly sites that are identified with the annunciation. The city is a 
popular destination for pilgrimages and three popes have visited it. Numerous cities 
around the world are named Nazareth after the city.

6. In 1926, about eight thousand citizens resided in Nazareth, a third of them Muslims and 
the rest Christians. During the Independence War, Fawzi al Qawuqji's base was located 
in the police station in the south of the city. During Operation Dekel on July 16, 1948, 
IDF's forces conquered the city.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender
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�	��� �
���
Reeshon 

baamaa-aalaa most important noun masculine

�
�	� Tzaalyaanoot
pilgrimage (non-

Jewish) noun feminine

����� Maatzaama powerful country noun masculine

�
��� Seegsoog prosperity noun masculine

����� Meemtzaaeem findings noun masculine

��� Rekhes
range (of 

mountains) noun masculine

		
��� Heetkholel occurred verb masculine

�
� �	� Helekh rooaakh atmosphere noun masculine

��� Saamaan indicator noun masculine

��� Paakaad visited verb masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

�	���� �
�� �	��� �
��� �
� �
���
Haakheenookh hoo reeshon baamaa-aalaa 
aavoor haamemshaalaa

 
Education is most important for the 
government.

.�
�� �
��� �	�
�� �	
�� �� �
�	�
Tzaalyaanoot hee pe'oolaa mekubelet bedaatot 
raabot

 
Pilgrimage is a popular activity in many 
religions.

����� �� ���� �
���
Aartzot haabreet hee maa-aatzaamaa

 
The United States is a powerful country.

	�	� �
���	 �

�� ���
Yeshnaa teekvaa leseegsoog kaalkaalee

 
There is hope for financial prosperity.


���� �� 
����� ������ � 	�
Aal pee haameemtzaeem beezbaaznoo et 
zmaaneinoo

 
According to the findings we have wasted 
our time.

���� �	�� �
��� ���� ���
Rekhes haahaareem betzfon italia yefeife

 
The mountain range in north Italy is 
extremely pretty.
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���� 	
��� 		
��� ��
� 
���
Maashehoo moozaar heetkholel etmol baasaade 
Something weird occurred in the field 
yesterday.

�
��� �
�� �	� �� �
��	 ���
Yaatzaatee leevdok et helekh haarooaakh ba'ezor 
I went out to check the atmosphere in the 
area.

��	 ��� �
� ���
Aashaan hoo saamaan le'esh 
Smoke is an indicator of fire.

�
 ��
�� ���� ��� �� ��� ��
��
Haashoter paakaad et zeeraat haapeshaa 
be'ofen yomee 
The officer visited the crime scene daily.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 ���� ������

 .����� ����	 
��������� ���� ���� 1991 ���� ��	�� ����� ������ ���� �����

 ������ ���	 ���� ������ ������ ���
�� ,������ ������ �� ����� ���� �� �� �����
 .��	��� ������ ����� ������ ����� ������� ���� ,���
� ����� ����

 ����� ������ ����� ������ .������ ���� ����� ����� ��� �� �������� ����	 ���� ���� �����
 .����� ��� ������ ������ ����� ,���� ��� ,����

 ���� ���� ����	� ;��'
 �����	��� ���� ����� �����	�� ������ ��� .�"��� ������ ��� ���� �����
 .����� 	� ����	��� ������ ������ ,����

The  Nazareth  Orchestra    

 

The Arab Orchestra of Nazareth was founded in 1991 by the orchestrator and musicologist 
Suhil Raduan. 

The orchestra has set its purpose to spread the Mediterranean (Mizrahi) music, to increase 
the awareness for music with a deep artistic tradition, and to promote singers and composers 
specializing in Mediterranean and classical Arabic music. 

The Nazareth orchestra holds series of concerts on various stages around the world. In 
Israel, the orchestra appears regularly in Nazareth and in Petakh Tikva's culture auditorium, 
among other places. 
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The Nazareth Orchestra often appears abroad. It has appeared at world and jazz music 
festivals in Central Park in New York, in many Europe capital cities, and at the Fes Festival in 
Morocco. 
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HEBREW
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.���� �	��	� ����� �� ��� ,������ ������ ��� �� �� �� ���� �� ��� .1

3

 �	�� 
����� ����� �� �������� ����� �� ���	��� �	��	 ���� ����� ���� �����
.�	��	�

.1

4

ENGLISH

1. S. Yizhar

2. Israeli writer S. Yizhar's birth name was actually Yizhar Smilansky. Yitzhak Lamdan, an
editor, gave him the pen name after he published his first story. Yizhar came from a long
line of writers, including his father, Zev Zass Smilensky, and his uncle, Moshe
Smilansky.

3. He was born in 1916 in Israel, where Yizhar's family, apart from spawning writers, was
part of the Zionist movement in its early years. Yizhar was a soldier in Israel's War of
Independence in 1948 and sat on Israel's Parliament for seventeen years. He taught
education at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and literature at Tel Aviv University for
most of his career.

4. One of the reasons Yizhar's work is so well known is the intricate details he worked into
his books. He studied geology, flowers, and the landforms in Israel so closely that he
could describe everything in such a way that anyone who read his books actually felt like
they were there. He always emphasized the relationship between the location of his
stories and the people who were there.

5. In all, Yizhar wrote over twenty books, including seventeen novels, six children's books,
and six non-fiction titles. His epic novel "Days of Ziklag" was more than one thousand
pages long and took up two volumes. The work not only changed the face of Hebrew
literature but of war literature as well. The book takes place during the Israeli War of
Independence and chronicles the story of a group of soldiers during the war.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��������� geologia Geology noun

����� korot Chronicles noun feminine

����� tzi-yoni Zionist adjective


���� krachim Volumes noun

����� safrut Literature noun feminine

���� ���� tave karka Landforms noun

��	��� parlament Parliament noun muscular

�� dagesh Emphasized noun

����	 murkav Intricate adjective

�����

a feeling,  a 
physiological 

sensation

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ������� 
����� ��������� ��	��
.
���	 
���� 
���� ���� 
�����	�

l imudei geologya alulim lehitstayer 
kemetupashim avur anashim she'einam 
madanim.

Studying geology seems silly to some 
non-scientific people.

 �� 
����	�� ������� �� ���	� ���
.�����	 ����� ��	 ���� ,
�

sefer hameta-er et korotav ha-amiti-im shel 
adam, ratzui she-hi-ye me-anyen

A book that chronicles a person’s true story 
had better be interesting.
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�� ������ ��	�� ������� ������
.����� ����	� �����

hatnu-a hatzi-yonit hitmakda behachzarat ha-am 
ha-yehudi lemoladeto be-israel

The Zionist movement focused on 
bringing the Jewish people back to their 
homeland of Israel.

.�	� ���� ���� 
���� ��� ���	� ���
sefer hamechil shne krachim hino aroch lemadai

A book that takes up two volumes is quite 
long.

 ��� ���� 
�		��	 
��� ����� ��	��
.
��	���	

l imude safrot hinam mesha-a-memim avur 
chelek me-hatalmidim

Studying literature is boring for some 
students.

 ��� ����� ���	� ���� ���� �����
.������ ��	� �� ���� ����� �	��

safrut hina tzurat omanot chasuva asher l imda 
otano rabot al hamin hasheni

Literature is an important art form that has 
taught us a lot about humanity.

 ����		 
�����	 ���� ��� �� ���� ���
.���� ���� �� ���

pne hashetach shel kadur ha-aretz murkavim 
memigvan rachav shel tave karka

There are many different landforms 
making up the surface of the earth.

 ����	� 
���� ����		 ��� ���� ��	���
.������� ���� ,����

parlament hei-no guf memshalti hakayam 
bemedinot rabot, uba-hen britanya

A parliament is a government body 
commonly found in many countries, 
including the UK.

 
����� 
���� �� ���� ��� �� 
��� ��
.�������

yesh lasim dagesh gadol yoter al hadvarim 
hatovim shebecha-yenu

Sometimes the blessings in life need to be 
emphasized more.

 
������ ����� ����	 �	��	 ����	 ���
.����� 
�����	

ba-al melacha meyuman mesugal l itzor itzuvim 
murkavim beyoter

A skilled craftsman can create very 
intricate designs.

���� ���� ����	 ����� �� ����

I had a strange feeling about him.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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How  In fluentia l  Is  S. Yiz har?

A poll conducted by Ynet, an Israeli news website, put S. Yizhar 164th on the list of the 200 
Greatest Israelis of all time. In fact, many experts consider him the best-known Israeli writer of 
all time and one of the greatest influences on Hebrew literature. Yizhar received the Israeli 
and Brenner prizes for literature in 1959 and the Lamdan Prize for children's literature in 
1960, as well as the Bialik Prize for literature in 1991 and the Ben-Gurion Prize. 
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HEBREW
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1. Savyon Liebrecht

2. One of Israel's best-known writers, Savyon Liebrecht, was born in 1948 in Munich,
Germany. Born Sabine Sosnowski, she was the oldest child of two Polish survivors of the
Holocaust. In 1950, when she was just two years old, she moved with her family to the
country of Israel.

3. During her school years, she first studied journalism in London and later received her
bachelor's degree from Tel Aviv University, where she learned about philosophy and
literature. In 1986, she published her first work, a collection of short stories titled "Apples
from the Desert." From that point on, her career blossomed and she went on to publish
numerous bodies of work, including other collections of stories like "Horses on the
Highway," "It's All Greek to Me," and "A Good Place for the Night."

4. In addition to having short story collections published, she has also published novels,
including "A Man, a Woman and a Man" in 1998 and "The Women My Father Knew" in
2005. Some of her written publications have even been turned into plays. She has also
written three plays, one of them "The Banality of Love," and TV scripts, including "Mail
Order Women" and "A Good Place for the Night." She has received multiple awards for
her efforts.

5. Liebrecht was married in 1971 and is the mother of a daughter and son.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

����	���� filosophia Philosophy noun feminine

����	 safrut Literature noun feminine

�	�
 osef Collection noun

����
�� banali-yut Banality adverb

�
�� Holocaust

���	�� pirsumim Publications noun masculine
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���� pore-ach Blossomed adjective

���	��
 einsfor Numerous adjective

��
����� itona-ut Journalism noun

�������� televiziyah television noun feminine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ����� �� ����	���� ����� �� �����	� ��
.��

yesh hasvurim ki l imude fi losofia hem bizbuz 
zman

Some people think the study of philosophy 
is a waste of time.

 ��� ���� ���� ���� ����	 �����
.�������

l imude safrot hinam mesha-a-memim avur 
chelek me-hatalmidim

Studying literature is boring for some 
students.

 ��
 ����� ���
 ���� ���� ����	
.����
� ��� �� ���� ����
 ����

safrut hina tzurat omanot chasuva asher l imda 
otano rabot al hamin hasheni

Literature is an important art form that has 
taught us a lot about humanity.

 ���� ��� ���� ��
� �� �	�
 �����
.����
���
� �����

bni-yat osef shel mimtza-im hina chelek chashuv 
me-avodat ha-archi-alog

The collection of various artifacts is an 
important part of being an archeologist.

 ���
�� ����
��� ������ ����� ����
 ��
.����� ��

yesh anashim shenichna-im labanali-yut l ichora 
shel hacha-im

Some people are just overcome by the 
seeming banality of life.

 ���
���� �������� ��
 ���� �
���
.�����
� �����	��� �����

hasho-a haita achat hatragedyot hagdolot ba-
historya ha-enoshit

The Holocaust was one of the worst 
tragedies in human history.

 ��
���� ���	�� �� ���� ����	 ����
.����� ����� ��
�

yeshnam sugim rabim shel pirsumim hayotz-im 
la-or berachavei ha-olam

There are many different kinds of 
publications throughout the world.

 ���� ���	�� �� ���	 ���� ���� ����
.��
�� ����� 
��� �� ��	��

yeshno migvan gadol maspik shel pirsumim 
bichde lechasot kol nose she-ya-ale beroshcha

There are publications in existence that 
cover virtually every topic you can think of.
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 ������� ��
 ,����� ������ ���
 ����
 �������� ����� ���� ����� �������

.����� ������ �����
avur imahot bedorot kodmim, achat hachavayot 
hame-yuchadot beyoter ha-yita l itzpot bebnote-
hen mefatchot karyera porachat

Watching a daughter’s career as it 
blossomed was one of the most unusual 
experiences of mothers in past 
generations.

.������ ���	��
� ��
� �����
hashama-im mele-im be-ensfor kochavim

The stars in the sky are just too numerous 
to count.

 ������� ������ ���	� ����� ��
�����
.����� ��� 
� ����� ���
� ����

i tona-ut yechola lesa-ye-a lechasifat knuniyot 
bamemshala she-acheret le-olam lo ha-yu 
mitgalot

Journalism can help uncover plots in the 
government that no one would otherwise 
do anything about.

 ����� ���� �	 �� �������� ����� ����'.
���
 40

I just bought a 40 inch flat screen 
television.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Why  Not Expand  Your  Language  Horiz ons  with  Liebrecht' s  Books?

Given that Savyon Liebrecht's published works were so successful in her native Hebrew 
dialect, a number of them have been translated into different languages for people from other 
cultures to enjoy, including German, Italian, French, English, and Chinese. For example, 
"Apples from the Desert" was translated into German, Polish, English, Italian, Chinese, and 
Estonian! Her novel "A Man, a Woman and a Man" was translated into Italian, German, and 
English, while "A Good Place for the Night" was translated to English, German, Italian, 
French, and Slovak. 
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1. A.B. Yehoshua

2. A.B. Yehoshua

3. Abraham Yehoshua, known in the literary world simply as A.B. Yehoshua, was born in 
1936 in Jerusalem. He was a playwright, essayist, and novelist whose father was a 
scholar and writer focusing on Jerusalem's history. Yehoshua served in the Israeli army 
for three years as a paratrooper, and he started publishing his novels and short stories 
immediately afterward.

4. Among Yehoshua's literary influences was William Faulkner, and well-known critic 
Harold Bloom compared the Israeli author to Faulkner in at least one of his articles. 
During the course of his career, Yehoshua wrote more than nine books, several 
collections of essays and short stories, and at least four plays.

5. Mr. Mani is probably Yehoshua's best-known work. The novel is a poignant look at 
several generations of a Jewish family through conversations its members have over the 
course of a hundred years. Director Ram Loevy adapted the book into a five-part 
television series.

6. Yehoshua's works have been translated to other languages in more than twenty-five 
different countries and have also been adapted for television, opera, film, and theater. 
Yehoshua received the Brenner Prize in 1983 and the Alterman Prize in 1986. He also 
received the Bialik Prize (with Avner Treinin) in 1989 and the Israel Prize in 1995. His 
works have continued to win him acclaim and honors, including the seventy-seventh 
spot on the list of the "200 Greatest Israelis of All Time," a poll conducted by Israeli news 
website Ynet.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��	�� ���
mechaber 
romanim Novelist noun

����� machazai Playwright noun
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���� opera Opera noun feminine

���� targum Translated noun masculine

����� mish'pachah family noun feminine


���� melumad Scholar adjective masculine

��	� tzanchan Paratrooper noun masculine

��� shevach Acclaim noun masculine

���	 nokev Poignant adjective masculine

��� Tzaavaa military noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.��	�� ���� �	���� �� ��
lo kal le-hitparnes chemechaber romanim 
Being a novelist is not an easy way to 
make a living.

 ���� ���	� ������� �	�� ���	�� ����
.������� 
��� 
�� ����� ��

marbit ha-anashim einam mesugalim linkov 
beshmo shel machazai echad milvad 
Shakespeare 
Most people can’t name a playwright other 
than Shakespeare.

 ���� ��
�� ������ ��	� ��� �������
.��� ��

Shakespeare hu kanir-e hamachazai hayadu-a 
be-yoter ei pa-am 
Shakespeare is probably the most famous 
playwright of all time.

 ����� ������� �	�� �� ����� ���	�� ��
.��	��� ���� ����� ��

rov ha-anashim megalim ki einam mesugalim 
lisbol et ha-opera ketzurat omanut 
Most people find that they can’t stomach 
the art form of opera.

 ��� ��
� 
��� �	�� ���� ����� ����
.�����

targum lesafot acherot hino kavod gadol avur 
sofrim 
To have their work translated into other 
languages is a big honor for writers.

.���
� �	 �� ������
Ha-mish’pa�ah shel Nir g’dolah. 
Nir’s family is big.
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.��� ������ �� ����� �	�
Ani ohevet et ha-mish’pac�ah sheli. 
I love my family.

 �� ���� ����� ������.

The family is eating dinner.

 ��� �� ��
���� ����� ����� ���	� ��
.����� �� ���

yesh anashim haroim be-atzmam melumadim af 
shelo kar-u sefer me-olam 
Some people consider themselves 
scholars even if they never read any books.

 ���� �� �	��� ���� ��� ��	� ,������
.����� ����

ke-ikaron, tzanchan hu chayal hatzone-ach el 
hakarka beshetach ha-o-yev 
A paratrooper is essentially a soldier who 
parachutes to the ground in enemy 
territory.

 �	�� ��� ,����� �� �� ������ ���� ��
.���� ������� ��� 
�

lo tizke leshvachim al kol ma-a-secha, velo 
meshane ad kama atz il i-yim yi-hi-yu 
You won’t get acclaim for everything you 
do, no matter how noble your deeds are.

 ����� ���� ,������� ������ ����� �
�
.���� ���

kedei l izkot beshvachim amiti-im, alecha 
lehashig me-al ume-ever 
You must go above and beyond to earn 
true acclaim.

 �� ����� ��	�� ������ ����� �	��
.��� ��� ���� ������ ��� 
� ���	

yesnam sofrim hameta-arim stzenot be-ofen ko 
nokev ad she-hen hofchot brurot lekol kore 
The poignant way some authors write 
makes every image completely clear.

.����� ���	 ��� �����	 ��	���� �	����
lekulanu zichronot nokvim shelo nishkach le-
olam 
Everyone has poignant memories they will 
never forget.

��� 
��� ���� �� ����
Haatzaavaa shel Israel me'od khaazaak 
Israel's army is very strong.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Yehoshua' s  Controversia l  Pol i tics  
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Yehoshua was very active in the Israeli Peace Movement, even attending the signing of the 

Geneva Accord. He frequently criticizes both Israelis and Palestinians. He is constantly urging 

for a cease-fire between the Israelis and the Palestinians and believes that the border 

between the countries should be opened. Yehoshua has been criticized for his political views 

often throughout the years, as when Jews in the United States lambasted his remark that 

Jews should live in Israel and that those living in other parts of the world were just "playing 

with Judaism." 
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HEBREW
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ENGLISH

1. Moshe Shamir

2. Israeli author and playwright Moshe Shamir was born in Israel in 1921. He served during 
the Israeli War of Independence and in 1940 joined the Palmach, the underground 
Jewish army's elite force. He also had a very successful career in politics. Shamir's 
talent for writing became apparent while he was still a child. His stories won attention 
because they evoked poignant political questions, even while Shamir was still very 
young. With all that attention came a lot of opposition.

3. He was one of the founders of the Movement for Greater Israel shortly after the Six-Day 
War. The movement pushed for Israel to keep everything it had conquered during the 
war, including the Gaza Strip.

4. Shamir is one of Israel's most prolific writers, publishing more than fifty books, six 
collections of short stories, thirteen plays, and a host of other poems, essays, and other 
creative works. In 1955, he received the Bialik Prize, and in 1988 he was awarded the 
Israel Prize. In 2002, he received the ACUM Prize for Lifetime Achievement. At least six 
of his novels were translated into English.

5. He published his first story in 1940. His 1947 novel "He Walked Through the Fields" won 
him the Ussishkin Prize and went on to become the first play performed in Israel after it 
was established as its own state. In addition to writing, Shamir also edited many 
publications throughout his career, including the Bamahane, the official newspaper of the 
Israel Defense Forces.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���� Prolific

������� pirsumim Publications noun masculine

���� Achievement

��� Conquered

����� targum Translated noun masculine

���� nokev Poignant adjective masculine

���� ���	�� Division

���� Evoked

���� bitz'ea Performed

�
��� Me'fo'aar fancy noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ���� ,����� ���
� ����� ������� 	� 
	
.��� ����	 ���� �� �� ���� ��	�	�

lo kol hasofrim porim be-ota hamida, mishum 
ahelechelkam darush zman rav yoter l ichtov 
sefer 
Not every writer can be as prolific as others 
because it may take some longer to write 
a book.

 ��
���� ������� 	� ���� ����� ����
.�	��� ����� ��
	

yeshnam sugim rabim shel pirsumim hayotz-im 
la-or berachavei ha-olam 
There are many different kinds of 
publications throughout the world.

 ���� ������� 	� ����� 	��� ����� ����
.��
�� �	��� 
��� 	� ����	

yeshno migvan gadol maspik shel pirsumim 
bichde lechasot kol nose she-ya-ale beroshcha 
There are publications in existence that 
cover virtually every topic you can think of.

.�����	 ���� 
�� ���� 	�
kol heiseg hu siba lemesiba 
Any achievement is a reason to celebrate.
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 ����� ,����
 ����
 ���� ����
 ,����
���� ����� ���� ����� � �����

beavar umot kavshu umot acherot, vesavir 
aheminhag ze yamshich bemeshech dorot rabim 
In the past, nations have conquered 
nations, a trend that will likely continue for 
generations.

 ���� 	��� ���� ���� ����
 ����	 �����
.������

targum lesafot acherot hino kavod gadol avur 
sofrim 
To have their work translated into other 
languages is a big honor for writers.

 �� ���
� ����� ���
��� ������ ����
.
��� 	�	 ������ ������ ��� �� ����

yesnam sofrim hameta-arim stzenot be-ofen ko 
nokev ad she-hen hofchot brurot lekol kore 
The poignant way some authors write 
makes every image completely clear.

.�	��	 ���� 
	� ������ ������� ��	��	
lekulanu zichronot nokvim shelo nishkach le-
olam 
Everyone has poignant memories they will 
never forget.

 �	��
 ,�����	��� ���� ���� ���	�� ����
.���� ���	��� ����

yeshnam chilekei de-ot rabim bapolitika, afi lu 
betoch hamiflagot atzman 
There is much division in politics, even 
within the same party.

 ������ 	� ������ ���� 	��� �����
.���� �� ��
���

zikaron ragil orere machshavot al tragedia norait 
min ha-avar 
A very simple memory evoked thoughts of 
a serious tragedy from the past.

 ���� ������ ���	 ���� ������� ��
����
.
����

muzikaim rabim zochim levatze-a yetz irot bifne 
hanasi 
Some musicians performed in front of the 
president.

��� �
 �
��� ��	��
Hamalon me'fo'aar akh yaakaar 
The hotel is fancy but expensive.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

An  Israe l i  Firebrand  
 

Moshe Shamir did not keep any of his political ideas or beliefs secret, and this often got him 
into hot water. He founded the official newspaper of the Israeli Defense Forces, but was later 
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fired as the newspaper's editor for publishing an article about celebrating the disbanding of the 
Palmach. He also tended to swing from the extreme political left to the extreme right and back 
again. The largest literary societies banned him from membership because of his changing 
views. Throughout the course of his career, he helped found many political movements on 
both ends of various issues. 
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1. Yehuda Amichai

2. Born on May 3, 1924, in the city of Wurzburg, Germany, Yehuda Amichai is acclaimed 
as one of Israel’s top modern poets, not only within the country but also throughout the 
entire world.

3. He belonged to an Orthodox Jewish family and learned to speak both German and 
Hebrew while growing up. At eleven years of age, he immigrated to Mandate Palestine 
with his family, and a year later they all moved to Jerusalem, where he attended the 
religious high school Ma'Aleh. After high school, he became a member of the Palmach, 
an elite force of the Israeli community’s underground army in Mandate Palestine, and 
voluntarily joined the British Army during World War II.

4. After he was discharged, he went on to study in Jerusalem at the David Yellin Teachers 
College. Later he studied at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, where he was 
persuaded by his professors to try to publish his poetry. In 1955, he did just that when his 
debut book "Now and in Other Days" went into print. From that point on, Amichai had 
numerous writings published, including novels such as "Not of This Time" and "Not of 
this Place" and other collections of poetry. Some of his works included "A Life of Poetry," 
"Songs of Jerusalem and Myself," and "Time."

5. Amichai's unique writing style plays with the sounds of words. Married twice with three 
children, he succumbed to cancer in the year 2000.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class

	�	�
 Discharged

������ Unique

���� ���� Pursue

	��� Immigrated

������ bhitnadvoot Voluntarily verb
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��� Religious

�������	�� Ortodoxi Orthodox

��	��� bikurim Debut

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ��	��� 	�� ��� 	�	�
 ,�� �
�� 	��
.���� 	���

avur anshe hakeva, shichrur hu hadavar hanorai 
be-yoter ba-olam 
Being discharged from the army is the 
worst thing in the world for career soldiers.

 �� ������� ��� ���
� ��� ��
�� ��
�
.�����

yeshnam anashim ba-ale haskafa be-emet 
yichudit al hachaim 
Some people are truly unique in their 
perspectives on life.

 ��� ����
 ���� ���� ���� ��� ���
.���� 	����

en ta-am lalechet be-ikvot chalom she-encha be-
emet mitmaser elav 
Trying to pursue something that you don’t 
enjoy is simply a waste of time.

 ���� ��� ,�	�� �	�� �	��� ��� �� ��
.�
� �� ��� ��

im ei pa-am higarta le-eretz acheret, ata yode-a 
ad kama ze kashe 
If you have ever immigrated to another 
country, you know how difficult it is.

 ���� ������ ��
�� ���� ����
 ����
 ��� ����
 		�� �� ����� ,�����

.	�
 ����
avoda sheti-hi-ye muchan la-asot behitnadvut 
hina metzi-a, bemyuchad im yitbarer shetuchal 
lekabel ale-a shachar 
Finding a job that you would do voluntarily 
without pay is a blessing, especially if it 
turns out you can get paid for it.

 ���� ��
�� ����� ����� �������� �����
.��� ������� ����	 ��

dati-yim kitzoni-yim notim lezalzel be-anashim 
otam hem roim kenechutim me-hem 
Overly religious people look down on 
those they consider to be worse than 
themselves.
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 �� ����� ����� ��	�� ���� ����� �	��
.��
�� ���
	�� ���������	�� ������

orach hachaim hadati matzrich leitim izun ben 
emunot ortodoksiyot veparshanut ishit

 
The religious life can sometimes require 
one to balance orthodox beliefs with 
personal interpretation.

 �� 	�� 
�	� ���� ��	��� ���	 ���	�
	���

pirsum roman bichurim hino meragesh avur kol 
sofer

 
Releasing a debut novel is exciting for any 
author.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

A  Priz e-Winning  Poet 
 

Throughout his career, Yehuda Amichai was the recipient of multiple awards for his literary 
genius. His first award was the Shlonsky Prize in 1957. He won the Brenner Prize in 1969, the 
Wurzburg's Prize for Culture in 1981, the Malraux Prize: International Book Fair (France) in 
1994, the Macedonia's Golden Wreath Award: International Poetry Festival in 1995, and the 
Norwegian Bjornson Poetry Award in 1996. He even became an Honorary Member of the 
American Academy of Arts and Letters in 1986 and a Foreign Honorary Member of the 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences in 1991. 
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ENGLISH

1. Haim Hazaz

2. Israeli novelist Haim Hazaz was born in 1898 in the Ukraine, although he lived in many 
large cities all around Europe, including Moscow, Paris, Constantinople, Kiev, and 
Berlin. In 1931, he emigrated to Palestine and settled in Jerusalem. He married the poet 
Yocheved Bat-Miriam, although their only son died in 1948 in the Israeli War of 
Independence. Hazaz himself died in 1973 in Jerusalem.

3. Hazaz was born in a small village with a very mixed population. He got a traditional 
Jewish education and then left home when he was sixteen years old so he could get a 
more secular one. He studied in Moscow, Karkob, and Kiev before moving to Paris, 
where he wrote his first pieces. "Bridegroom of Blood" is a short story about the Russian 
Revolution that received acclaim from many critics and authors, including T. S. Eliot.

4. Hazaz visited Berlin in 1928 and witnessed the rise of Hitler’s Nazis. While he was 
there, he came up with "The End of Days," a play about Shabbatei Zevi, a real Jew who 
lived during the 1800s. Hazaz received the Bialik Prize for Literature in 1970 and shared 
it with Shaul Tchernichovsky in 1942. He also received the Israel Prize for Literature in 
1953, the first year the prize was handed out.

5. Hazaz wrote more than twenty novels and plays. "The Gallows," "Thou That Dwellest in 
the Gardens," "Zodiac Lights," "The End of Days," "The Sermon," and "Gates of Bronze" 
were all translated from Hebrew into English.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

	��� Emigrated

	�� kfaar village noun masculine

���
� ���� lifetime

��� shevach Acclaim noun masculine

��	�� safrut Literature noun feminine

���	� gardom gallows noun masculine

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 	��� ����
 
��� ������ �	��� ���� ��
�

.����� �����

legalot mina-yin higra mishpachtecha yachol 
l ihiyot meir eina-yim veme-hane 
It can be enlightening and fun to learn 
where your family emigrated from.

 �	 ,�	��� ����� ��� �� 	��� �����
.�� �� �� ��	��� �
���

hacha-im bakfar hem kmo hachaim ba-a-yara, 
rak shekulam mekirim ze et ze 
Living in a village is just like living in a 
small town where everyone knows 
everyone else.

��� 	��� ���
��
Nolaadetee bekfaar kaataan 
I was born in a small village.

.����� ��� ���

 ��� ���
� ���� �
 ��	��
nidreshu lo chaim shlemim kede li lmod safa 
shni-ya 
Learning a second language took him a 
lifetime.

 ���� �
� ,���� 
� 
 �����
 ���� �

.���� ���
��� ��� �

lo tizke leshvachim al kol ma-a-secha, velo 
meshane ad kama atz il i-yim yi-hi-yu 
You won’t get acclaim for everything you 
do, no matter how noble your deeds are.

 ����
 ��
 ,������� ������ ����
 ���
.	��� 
�

kedei l izkot beshvachim amiti-im, alecha 
lehashig me-al ume-ever 
You must go above and beyond to earn 
true acclaim.
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 �
� 	�� ������ ���� ��	�� �����

.�����
���

l imude safrot hinam mesha-a-memim avur 
chelek me-hatalmidim 
Studying literature is boring for some 
students.

 	�� ����� ����� �	�� ���� ��	��
.������ ���� 
 ���	 ����� ����


safrut hina tzurat omanot chasuva asher l imda 
otano rabot al hamin hasheni 
Literature is an important art form that has 
taught us a lot about humanity.

.
��� ����� 	�� �
��� ���	�
 ��

 ��� 
��� ��� ,���� ���� ���

l i fne me-ot shanim adam yachol ha-ya la-a-lot lagardom afilu avur gnevat ochel 
Centuries ago, people could be sent to the gallows for something as minor as stealing 
food.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Monuments  to  the  Talent of Haim  Hazaz  
 

Haim Hazaz left behind a large number of unpublished manuscripts when he died in 1973 in 
Jerusalem. He was buried on the Mount of Olives. 
 
 Hazaz received a great many honors throughout his lifetime, in addition to the literary 
honors bestowed upon him. He was honored with the title Freeman of Jerusalem, and he 
was also an honorary member of the Hebrew Language Academy. Additionally, the New 
York Jewish Theological Seminary, Jerusalem's Hebrew University, and Philadelphia's 
Dropsie College all awarded him honorary doctorates. Many of his works have been 
translated into a variety of other languages, which serves as a further indication of his 
incredible talent. 
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HEBREW
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1. Yaakov Shabtai

2. Born in the city of Tel Aviv in 1934, Yaakov Shabtai was a well-known Israeli writer who 
not only created many novels, but also wrote plays and did translations.

3. Like most young men who lived in Palestine, he served in the military. After completing 
his tour of duty he joined the kibbutz Merhavia, and in 1967 he went back to his 
hometown of Tel Aviv. In 1964 he published his first book, a children's book called The 
Wondrous Journey of the Toad. From that point on, his career blossomed and he 
published many other writings, including a play titled The Spotted Tiger and other books, 
such as the collection of short stories known as Uncle Peretz Takes Off and Past Perfect.

4. What he is best known for is Past Continuous (Zikhron Devarim), the very first fiction book 
written in the true vernacular of Hebrew. Past Continuous was first published in the year 
1977, and in 1985 it was translated and published in English. It was well received 
internationally, especially by Gabriel Josipovici, a critic for The Independent who 
determined it to be one of the greatest novels of the 1980s and even compared it to the 
novel In Search of Lost Time by Marcel Proust. Other works by Shabtai that have been 
translated into English include Past Perfect and Uncle Peretz Takes Off.

5. Shabtai received the honor of being placed at the 173rd spot on the list of the Greatest 
Israelis of all Time, a poll conducted in 2005 by Ynet, a news website in Israel. He passed 
away in 1981 after suffering heart failure.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class

	��� Critic

��	� Toad

����� ��� Vernacular

�����	� Translations

���� Writings
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����� Failure

������
�� bein-leumit Internationally

����� machazai Playwright noun

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.	���� ���� ����� ��� �
kol echad machshiv atzmo lemevaker 
Everyone thinks they are a critic.

.������ �	��� �	�� �	 �� ��	�� ���
yatza lakarpad shem ra kegorem lichora le-
yabalot 
The toad has gotten a bad rap for 
supposedly causing warts.

 ������ ��� ����� ,����� ���� 	���
.������ ������ ����� ����

avur ba-alei miktzo-a, mumlatz shelo le-
histamesh besfat hamakom bemichtavim iski-
yim 
Professionals are advised not to use the 
vernacular in business letters.

 ���� �
�� �	��� ��� ���� �����	�
.������� �� ��	�	�

targumim mesafa achat le-acheret einam tamid 
brurim vemeduyakim 
Sometimes translations from one 
language to another are not very clear or 
exact.

 ������ ��� ,�� ����� ��
�� �
��	� ��
.���� �� 	���

im bertzoncha livnot leatzmecha shem, kedai 
shetotz i la-or et ktavecha 
Publishing your writings is a great way to 
get your name out.

.����� �� ������ ��� �� ����� ���
 ���
adam nimdad ba-ofen bo hu mitmoded im 
kishalon 
The true measure of a person is what they 
do when they face failure.

.������
�� �	�� ��� ��� � ��
lo kol aman yizke le-hakara benle-umit 
Not every artist will come to be known 
internationally.

 ���� ���
� ������� �
�� ���
�� ���	�
.	������� ���� ��� ����� ��

marbit ha-anashim einam mesugalim linkov 
beshmo shel machazai echad milvad 
Shakespeare 
Most people can’t name a playwright other 
than Shakespeare.
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.��� �� 	���� ����� ������ ��	
 ��� 	�������
Shakespeare hu kanir-e hamachazai hayadu-a be-yoter ei pa-am 
Shakespeare is probably the most famous playwright of all time.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Accolades  for  the  Author
 

Throughout Yaakov Shabtai's career, he received numerous accolades for the work that he 
did, starting in 1978 when he was given the Bernstein Prize in its inaugural year. The award 
was for an original novel written in Hebrew. Later that year he received another award, the 
Kinor David Prize for Plays. He then received the Agnon Prize for literature in 1982, and in 
1999 he even had a street named for him in Tel Aviv by that city's municipality. His brother 
Aharon Shabtai was also a writer, who like Yaakov won some awards, including the Israeli 
Prime Minister's Prize for translations and the Tchernichovsky Prize for exemplary translation. 
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ENGLISH

1. Uri Zvi Greenberg

2. Uri Zvi Greenberg was a poet and journalist who wrote in Hebrew and Yiddish. He was 
born into a wealthy Jewish family in Austria-Hungary in 1896. His talent was apparent 
from a very early age, and some of his poems in both languages were published while 
he was still a teenager. The Austrian army drafted him in 1915, and a short time later, 
while he was fighting on the front lines in Serbia, his first book was published. He 
deserted the army two years after being drafted.

3. In 1918, Greenberg lived through the pogroms in his hometown, and this experience 
shaped the rest of his life drastically. He began to write on controversial topics like the 
Labor movement. Later, he became part of the Revisionist movement, drifting to its 
extreme end after the Arab Riots in 1929.

4. Greenberg was living in Poland when World War II started, although he managed to 
escape to Israel with his life. However, the rest of his family died in the Holocaust. 
Throughout his early life and especially leading up to the Holocaust, he noted the 
increasing violence against the Jewish people and predicted that it would just get worse 
before culminating in a major offense against the Jewish. As early as 1923, he was 
warning Jewish leaders that Europe would rise up against the Jewish people and try to 
destroy them. Later, he was horrified that his predictions had actually come true.

CONT'D OVER
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5. Much of Greenberg's work is of a political nature, and he was very well known for his 
strong Revisionist views. He received the Bialik Prize for Literature in 1947, 1954, and 
1977 and the Israel Prize in 1957.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Gender

�������� Pogroms

����� Deserter

����������� Revisionist

������� Predictions


��� Horrified

���� Guyas Drafted masculine

���	 Holocaust

���� �
��� b'mida nikeret Drastically

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ������� ����� �	 ��
� ��� ���������
 �
�� ����� ,��
� ����� 
�� �������

.��
����
hapogromim ha-yu sidra shel pra-ot veretz ichot 
hamoniyot neged migvan edot, be-ikar ha-eda ha-
ye-hudit

 
The pogroms were a series of uprisings 
and mass murders against various races, 
usually the Jewish people.

.���� �	�� ��	�� ����� �����
arika me-hatzava nechshevet lepesha chamur

 
Deserters from the army are treated as 
serious criminals.
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.���� �	�� ��	�� ����� �����
arika me-hatzava nechshevet lepesha chamur 
Deserters from the army are treated as 
serious criminals.

 ������ ��� ���� �������������� ������
.������� ������ �	 ���� ������

hatnu-a harevizyonistit nechshevet haita zerem 
lochmani ule-itim alim shel hatnu-a hatziyonit 
The Revisionist movement was an 
aggressive and sometimes violent faction 
of the Zionist movement.

 ������� ��	�� �	 �������	 ��� ����
.������ ���	���

muzar ech shenibu-yim shel anashim mesu-
yamim mitgashmim lefamim 
It is eerie how some people’s predictions 
come true.

 ����� ��	 ����
� �� ��
��� ���� ��	��
.���������

anashim rabim nechradim min hadvarim she-
hem ro-im bateleviz ia 
Many people are horrified by the awful 
things they see on television.

 ����� ���
� ���� ���� �� ��	��� ,���
.����

ka-yom, hamachshava al gi-yus latzava nidmet 
kezikaron rachok 
Today the thought of being drafted into the 
army seems like a distant memory.

 �������� ���
���� ��� ���� ���	�
.��	���� ��������� �����

hasho-a haita achat hatragedyot hagdolot ba-
historya ha-enoshit 
The Holocaust was one of the worst 
tragedies in human history.

���� ����� ���� �� ���	� 
��� �	�
kashe me-od leshanot et cha-yecha betzura nikeret 
Changing your life drastically is very difficult.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

An  Equal  Opportun i ty  Cri tic  
 

Uri Zvi Greenberg was extremely passionate about his views and found fault with both Jews 
and Gentiles. He felt that Gentiles were at fault for remaining silent through the Holocaust, 
and he blamed his own people because he believed that the Holocaust was the result of the 
Jews living outside of Israel in a world that was distinctly anti-Semitic. Greenberg was very 
active in the Revisionist movement, a faction of Zionism. Zionism in general wanted Jews to 
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resettle Israel and eventually become their own state, but the Revisionist faction was 
particularly militant in pursuing this goal. 
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1. Amos Oz

2. Amos Oz is a professional writer who was born on May 4, 1939 to parents Yehuda Arieh 
Klausener and Fania Musseman in Jerusalem. They were Zionist immigrants who came 
to the country from Eastern Europe. At the time of his birth, he was given the name Amos 
Klausner by his parents, and later in life, he changed his surname to Oz, which stands 
for "strength" in Hebrew.

3. During his childhood he lived at No. 18 Amos Street in the neighborhood of Kerem 
Avraham. He has used this location for the basis of most of his fictional works, especially 
the majority of the novels he created in the past. When he was just twelve years old, his 
mother, who suffered from depression, passed away after taking her own life. At the age 
of fifteen, he left his boyhood home, decided to become a Labor Zionist, and joined the 
kibbutz Hulda. Soon after, he was adopted by a Huldai family and chose to live the 
kibbutz lifestyle.

4. Amos Oz's life has had a direct impact on his writings, and one work that directly reflects 
this is his memoir titled "A Tale of Love and Darkness." It focuses on the passing of his 
mother and how he handled the situation. Some of his other publications include "Unto 
Death," "The Hill of Evil Counsel," "The Silence of Heaven," and "Black Box."

5. Along with writing novels, he has also published multiple articles and essays as a 
journalist, well over 450 in fact, and he has worked as professor of literature at Ben-
Gurion University in Be'er Sheva. In 1960, he married Nily Oz-Zuckerman, and they 
have three grown children.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

��
��� Immigrants

����� Kibbutz

��	�� �� Surname

������ Bidyoni Fictional adjective masculine
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��
�� Boyhood

��
 Majority

��
� Professor

��	�� Impact

SAMPLE SENTENCES

-���� ��
��� �� ����� �����
� ��
 ���� ��
�� ��� ������ �
 ������

.
�� ���
��
yesh amerikayim hachashim ki mehagrim bilti 
chuki-yim rak lokchim la-hem misrot ve-einam 
tormim davar 
Some Americans feel that illegal 
immigrants do nothing but take their jobs.

 �
�� ������� ������ ����� ���� �����
.������ ���
	� ����� ���

kibutz hino ke-hila yehudit hamitmakedet 
bederech klal becha-yim kafri-yim veshituf 
A kibbutz is a Jewish community that 
usually focuses on rural life and sharing.

 ���
 ��
	 �� ��� ���
 ��
�� �
�
 ��� �
��� ��	�� ��� �
�� �������

.�����
karu mikrim rabim be-avar ba-hem shem prati 
tzuraf leshem mishpacha betzura mevicha 
There have been many cases in which a 
perfectly good first name has been paired 
with a very unfortunate surname.

 
	�� ���� 
�� ����� ��� ���
��
.����� ���� �������� ��
�	��

shakranim einam osim davar milvad lesaper 
s ipurim bidyoni-yim odot cha-ye-hem 
Liars do nothing but tell fictional stories 
about their lives.

 ��� ���� ���� �� ��� �� ��
��� �	���
.�
� ��� ��� ������

tkufat hana-arut shel bincha hi hazman lelamed 
oto le-havdil ben tov vera 
Your son’s boyhood is the time to teach 
him right from wrong.

 ������ �� ������ �����
�� ��

.�� ������� ��� ����
�� � ,������

rov ha-amerikanim to-anim ki ma-aminim be-elo-
him, af shemarbitam einam mitna-hagim kach 
The majority of Americans claim to believe 
in God, although most don’t act like they 
do.
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 ������ �� ������ �����
�� ��

.�� ������� ��� ����
�� � ,������

rov ha-amerikanim to-anim ki ma-aminim be-elo-
him, af shemarbitam einam mitna-hagim kach 
The majority of Americans claim to believe 
in God, although most don’t act like they 
do.

.��� ��
� �� ��������� ���
��
lemarbit hastudentaim yesh martze a-huv 
Most college students have a favorite 
professor.

 ����� ��� �� �� ����	�� ������ ���������

The experiences we have as children impact our entire lives.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The  In fluence  of Oz  
 

An active political force, Amos Oz is actually considered to be one of the most highly 
regarded and influential intellectuals in the country of Israel. He speaks out regularly on the 
political happenings both in his home country and throughout the world. Among his political 
works are "Land of Our Forefathers," an article he published in the Labor newspaper Davar, 
and many others. He has also been quoted in multiple publications, expressing his views on 
different topics, including the Palestine-Israeli wars and the Zionist left movements. For his 
efforts as a writer, he has recently been considered as a finalist for the Nobel Prize in 
Literature. 
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 ����� ���
�� ���� ��
 �� 1946-� ���
�� ����� ��
 � ���� ,������ �� �����
.1960-�

.1

3

.�����
 ���� ���� ��� ����� �� .1
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ENGLISH

1. Natan Yonatan

2. Natan Yonatan was born in the city of Kiev in the Ukraine on September 20, 1923. The 
Israeli author is best known for his works as a poet. He passed away on March 12, 2004.

3. His parents named him Natan Klein at the time of his birth, but he later changed to the 
name he is known by now. When he was just two years old, he immigrated with his 
family to Mandate Palestine, where they became some of the first settlers in an 
agricultural village close to Petah Tikva. As a youth, he become involved in the 
Hashomer Hatzair movement, and around the age of twenty-two he joined the kibbutz 
Sarid in Jezreel Valley, an organization that he belonged to for forty-six years.

4. Very intellectual, he earned degrees in comparative literature and Hebrew literature from 
not only the Hebrew University of Jerusalem but also from Oxford University and Tel Aviv 
University. At the age of sixteen, Yonatan published his first poem, "When Ships Put Out 
to Sea." He received critical acclaim from the public, particularly modern Israelis, and he 
was soon hailed as one of the group's favorites. A large number of his poems have even 
been turned into songs and broadcast for all to hear during different national events.

5. Some of his published pieces include "Stones in the Darkness," "Dusty Paths," "Poems 
This Far," and "Poems Along the Shore." They are all filled with spirit and passion.

6. In recognition for his work, he received the Bialik Prize for literature in 1946 and the 
Lamdan Prize for children's literature in 1960. He had two sons and was married twice.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English

��	��	�� Intelektual Intellectual

������ Comparative

�������� Settlers

����� Passion

����� Kibbutz

���� Hailed 

����� Immigrated

���� Agricultural

SAMPLE SENTENCES

.��	��	�� ����� ���� �� �� �
lo kol echad yachol l i-hi-yot intelektu-al 
Not everyone can be intellectual.

 ���� ������� ��
� ������ ������� ����
.����� � ����� ��

gisha hashva-atit ledikduk yapani vekore-ani 
azra li l i lmod et shne-hem 
A comparative approach to the grammars 
of Japanese and Korean helped me learn 
both.

 ����� ����� ������� ���������
.�
��� �� ����� ������ �����

hamityshvim harishonim be-artzot habrit hegi-u 
me-ezorim shonim shel eiropa 
Early settlers of the United States came 
over from various parts of Europe.

 ����� ��-��� ����� ����� ��� ����
���� ����� ��

nadir she-adam matzli-yach la-asot dvar ma ka-
halacha lelo tshuka ladavar 
It’s rare that you can do something well if 
you don’t have a passion for it.
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 ���� ������� ������ ����� ���� �����
.������ ����
� ����� ���

kibutz hino ke-hila yehudit hamitmakedet 
bederech klal becha-yim kafri-yim veshituf 
A kibbutz is a Jewish community that 
usually focuses on rural life and sharing.

 ���� ������� ���� ������ ���� ����
.������ �����

yeshnam anashim she-hilelu be-avar manhigim 
avur ma-asim nora-i-yim 
Some people have hailed leaders in the 
past for some horrific deeds.

 ����� �� ,��� ��� ���� ����
.��� ������ ������� ��� �� �����

keshe-ata me-hager le-eretz acheret, ata matchil 
le-havin ad kama yichudit hamoledet shelcha 
When you’ve immigrated to another 
country, you begin to realize just how 
unique your native homeland is.

 ������� ������� ���
��� �
��
.����� ������ ���� ������

mispar hamishpachot hachakla-i-yot shenotro ha-
yom midaldel bimhera 
The number of truly agricultural families 
left today is dwindling rapidly.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

Where  Yonatan  Ranks Among  Israe l is
 

A year after his death in 2005, Natan Yonatan was voted into the number 104 spot on the list 
of the greatest Israelis of all time, which is a very high honor for the Israeli people. The poll 
was done by Ynet, a news website in Israel, which asked the Israeli public who they felt were 
the 200 greatest Israelis ever to live. He has had twenty of his books of poetry translated into 
different languages for people of other cultures and heritages to enjoy, including Spanish, 
Russian, and English. There is a square named in his honor in Yehud, featuring a large 
stone with a bronzed monument on the front. 
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 ����	 ����� �������� ����� �������� ����� 20-� ��� "�	��� �� �������" ����
.�����

.1

3

ENGLISH

1. "Aviva, My Love"

2. The 2006 Israeli film "Aviva, My Love" is a movie about a woman and hotel cook named 

Aviva who wants to become a successful writer so she can utilize her talents and support 

her family. She struggles to care for her three children, and she's trying to look after her 

suicidal mother.

3. Aviva's older sister Anita introduces her to famous writer Oded Zar; it appears that he 

genuinely wants to develop her talent and make her successful. But over time, Aviva 

realizes that Oded is trying to make a name for himself by using her skills and work, and 

it turns out that he's not as creative or original as he claims to be.

4. The movie starred Rotem Abuhab, Assi Levy, and Levana Finkelstein. It was originally 

shot in Hebrew. Levy played a very strong woman with a lot on her plate but also the 

desire to succeed.

5. The movie's director, Shemi Zarhin, graduated from Tel-Aviv University with a degree in 

television and film. He teaches courses on scriptwriting and filmmaking in Jerusalem at 

the Sam Spiegel School. Shemi has also directed commercials and TV series. He 

received the Prize for Filmmakers in 1996 from the Ministry of Arts and Culture. Shemi's 

first film was Passover Fever, which won made him the recipient of the Montreal World 

Film Festival's award for best script. Another of his movies, "Dangerous Acts," received 

seven Israeli Film Academy awards, one of which was the Best Director award. His film 

"Bonjour Monsieur Shlomi" received twenty different awards and honors in various film 

festivals all over the globe.

VOCABULARY
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Hebrew Romanization English Gender

������	 mvnytyn reputation

����� shayph ambition

����
� qdhtnyt feverish feminine

���� zykh granted masculine

������� eytvrym decorations

������ lhgshym fulfill

������ avbdnyt suicidal feminine

���	 makor source, origin 

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 �� ���� �� ���� ���	 �� ���� �����
.���
� �� ������	�

Nihul nachon shel mashber asu-i af leshaper et 
hamonitin shel hachevra. 
Correct management of a crisis may even 
improve the company's reputation.

 ����� �
��	 ,��� :������ ������ �� ���
.�����

Ha-yu lo she-i-fot tznu-ot: ba-it, mishpacha ve-
avoda yetziva. 
He had modest ambitions: a home, a 
family and a stable career.

 ������ ���
 ����� ,����
�� ����� ���
.���

Hi tz i-ira be-kadach-tanut, ke-ilu cha-yei-ha tlu-
im bekach. 
She painted feverishly, as if her life 
depended on it.

.���� ��
��� ���� ���� �������
Hapro-yekt z ika oto bi-shvachim rabim. 
The project granted him many accolades.
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 ������� �"�� ����
� ���� ������ �����
.���� ����� �� �	��

Itur ha-gvura nitan le-cha-ya-ley tza-hal she-
hefginu ometz lev i la-i bakrav. 
The Medal of Valor decoration is given to 
IDF soldiers who showed supreme 
courage in battle.

 �	���� ���	� ���� ����� ���� �����
.�����	��


Anashim rabim ro-im baskesef emtza-i le-
hagshamat chalomotei-hem. 
Many people regard money as a means to 
fulfill their dreams.

 ����� �� 
���� ����	 �� ��� ����

.�������

Chibur koder lo matzbi-a be-hechrach al neti-yot 
ovdani-yot. 
A dark essay doesn't necessarily indicate 
suicidal tendencies.

.��� ���	� �� ���
� ���� ��������
Ha-itona-i serav lachsof et hamakor shelo. 
The journalist refused to expose his 
source.

���	� �� ���� ���
zehu he-etek shel hamakor 
This is a copy of the original.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 ,1948 ���� ����� ���	
 �
�� �
 .������ ����
� ��� ������ �� ���� ��	
 "������ �����" ?���	��
 .������ ����� ������� ���� ������
 ��
��� ���	� ,�� �� .��������� ����� ��� ����� ������ �����

 �� ���� ������ ���� ���	� ������ ���	��� ���� �� ���� 2009 ���
 �����
�� ���� 	��
 �� ��	 ,�
��	�
 ��������� �� �� ,�������� �� ������ ������ ����� ��� �	 ����� ����� ������
 ���� �
��� ���

 ������ ������ �"�� ,������� ���� ���� ����� ���� �� ����� ���� ,� ����
 �� �� .������ ���� �
	���
 .�������� ������� �������� ������� ��

 The  Movie ' s  Important Socia l  Commentary  
 

Aviva, My Love has a lot to say about gender equality in Israel. Since the establishment of 
Israel in 1948, gender equality has been granted to all Israeli women. But some obstacles still 
exist for women seeking equality in Israel. For example, a 2009 report from the U.S. State 
Department mentioned that married Jewish women still cannot obtain divorces unless they 
have written consent from their husbands under religious laws, which sometimes govern the 
affairs of Israeli life, although secularism has made strong inroads in Israel. But even with this 
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obstacle, more women are achieving equality as is seen by the high amount of and exposure 
of Israeli actresses over the past few decades. 
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1. "James' Journey to Jerusalem"

2. The 2003 film "James' Journey to Jerusalem" is an Israeli movie that chronicles the 
story of an African teenager who goes on a quest to visit the Holy Land. His trek takes 
many twists and turns over the course of the film. The movie stars Siyabonga Melongisi 
Shibe, Arieh Elias, and Salim Dau and was directed by Ra'anan Alexandrowicz.

3. James is thrown into trouble immediately upon arriving in Israel. He is jailed after 
immigration officers accuse him of being an illegal worker trying to gain entry to the 
country. James then prays to God while he is in jail, and soon after an Israeli 
businessman named Shimi bails him out, informing him then that James owes him hard 
labor in return for bailing him out. James' journey is then stalled while he spends some 
time working for Shimi.

4. It doesn't take long for James to find immense success, even in these difficult working 
conditions. His honesty leads others to trust him immensely, and he becomes 
superintendent at the dormitory where the workers live and also finds success brokering 
African labor on the black market. Soon James forgets about the reason he came to 
Israel in the first place, and his money and success become the focus of his time in Israel.

5. When he finally remembers why he came to Israel, immigration officers arrest him once 
again and place him in prison in Jerusalem. The very first time he sees the city he came 
there to visit is as he is being led into the Jerusalem prison.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

������� qvrvtyv happenings 3rd person

���
� msevt travels

����� mtptl winding masculine

���� hvshd suspects masculine

���� nqle caught (in)
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���
�� lhstnn infiltrate verb

��	��	 be'arvot bail

���� yvshr integrity

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ������� �� �� ��� ���
 ,���	� �����
.���	� �����	

Kshe-chazar ha-ba-ita, s iper lanu et kol korotav 
be-artsot habrit. 
When he came home, he told us all about 
his happenings in the United States.

 ����' ���
� ������ ��	� ������ ���	�
.���� �	��	

Chavarot ti-yulim rabot matzi-ot masa-ot j ipim 
berachave-i ha-aretz. 
Many travel companies offer jeep tours 
around the country.

.��� �
�� �� ��� ����	 ����� ��	��
Hakvish mitpatel bema-ale hahar ad lapisga 
mamash. 
The road winds up the mountain, right to 
the summit.

 ���� ��� ��� ����� ��� ����� ,�� 	��	
.���� �����

Bishlav ze, hamenahel hechel lachshod she-yesh 
kan yoter me-hanigle la-ain. 
At this point, the manager started to 
suspect there was more here than meets 
the eye.

.��	�� ������� ���� ��	��� ���� ���
Hu nikla lechovot velakach halva-ot me-habank. 
He was caught in debt and took out loans 
from the bank.

 ����
 ��� ����	 ��	� �� ����� �����
�
.����

mistanenim chotzim et hagvul bala-ila toch 
sikun atzum 
Infiltrators cross the border during the night 
at great risk.

 ��� �� ����� ��	��	 ������ �����
.�����

He-atzur yeshuch-rar be-arvut atzmit shel elef 
shkalim 
The detainee will be released on safe bail 
for a thousand Shekels.

.�����	 ����� �� ���� ��
Im yosher lo konim bamakolet. 
Integrity doesn't pay for your groceries.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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� ��
����� ��

The  Movie ' s  Socia l  Commentary  on  Israe l   

 
 

James' Journey to Jerusalem  was originally released in the Hebrew, English, and Zulu 
languages. It was filmed in Tel Aviv, Israel, and in its opening weekend it grossed almost 
$8,000 in the United States. By the end of its run, it had grossed just under $64,000 in the 
United States alone. The story is an image of what Christians and Jews often think life in 
Israel should be like compared to what it is. Materialism runs rampant in Israel throughout the 
film, just as it does in the rest of the world. Critics feel that it offers commentary on attitudes in 
Israel as well as other very wealthy countries. 
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1. "Late Summer Blues"

2. The Israeli film "Late Summer Blues" was released in 1987, and it details the story of 
several teenagers and their lives during the last summer before they go into the army. 
The movie takes place in the summer of 1970 in Tel Aviv when the Israelis were fighting 
over control of the Suez Canal. Soldiers were dying in the conflict, so this movie really 
brings together a harsh collision between the end of adolescence and the beginning of 
adulthood.

3. The film focuses on the various conflicts experienced by the teens as they ponder the fact 
that they are about to be in the army. Renen Schorr directed the film and also wrote it 
with Doron Nesher. The movie stars Ada Ben-Nahum, Sharon Bar-Ziv, and Vared 
Cohen. The story is told in a home movie style with one of the characters chronicling 
their last summer with a home video camera.

4. The story focuses on seven teenagers, a few of whom are being drafted into the army 
and will be joining in the fall. One of the teens is a diabetic and is actually exempt from 
the draft, while another believes only in peace for all. Another one of the teens is trying to 
decide whether he should be with his girlfriend in the army band or whether he should 
join an elite army group just like his older brothers did. A fourth member of the group is 
training to be a paratrooper when he dies during his training.

5. The death of the last member of the group comes before the end of the school year, and 
his friends decide to dedicate their graduation play to him and protest the war that’s 
going on.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���� gyvs draft

����� shlyth control

����� sksvk dispute

��� tvm innocence
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����� mtmqd focuses masculine

���
�� mvbhrt selected feminine

������ lhqdysh dedicate verb

����� lmhvt protest verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 �� �� ���
�� ���-����� �
 �������
.�����

Keshe-hai-ti ben shmone - esre kibalti et tzav 
hagi-yus. 
When I was eighteen I got the draft order.

.����� ����
 ������ ����� ����� ���
Hu hifgin shlita marshima bachomer hanilmad. 
He demonstrated impressive control of the 
learned material.

.���� ��

 ����� ����� ������ ����� �	
Ze hitchil ke-sichsuch shchenim venigmar beve-
it hakele. 
It began as a neighbor dispute and ended 
in prison.

-���
 ���� ��� ,������ ��� �
 ���
.�����
 �����

Ha-ya ba tom yalduti, me-e-in emun bilti - 
mitpasher be-acherim. 
There was a childish innocence in her, an 
utter trust for others.

 ����� 	�� ������ ������
 ����� ����

 .������� ����


The book begins with general examples, 
then focuses on the political issue.

 ����
��� ������
 ����� 
���� ������
.����


Hamatkon mecha-yev shimush batapuchim 
hamuvcha-rim be-yoter. 
The recipe requires the use of the most 
selected apples.

.����� ���
�� ���� �� ������ ���
Hi hikdisha et hashir le-chavere-y-ha lakita. 
She dedicated the song to her classmates.

 ����� ��� ����� ��
���� ���� ����	��
.����
�� ������

Ha-ezrachim yatz-u larechovot l imchot neged 
mechire-i hadirot hagvo-him. 
The citizens went to the streets to protest 
against the high apartment prices.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Cri tica l  and  Box  Office  Success  

 
 

Late Summer Blues received the Silver Menorah Award in three categories, including best 
screenplay, best film, and best original score. It also won a prize for outstanding film at Israeli 
film festivals in Los Angeles and New York and also at the Jerusalem Film Festival. The 
reason for all of these awards was because of how incredible the home movie parts were as 
part of the storytelling. The movie was a big hit in Israel, probably because it reminded people 
there of the raw emotions that were running rampant during the time of the war over control of 
the Suez Canal. 
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.	�� �� �� ,����
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 .1

3

ENGLISH

1. "Life According to Agfa"

2. The film "Life According to Agfa" is a story about Israeli nightlife in Tel Aviv. The 1993 film 
was written and directed by Assi Dayan, and it stars Gila Almagor, Irit Frank, Smadar 
Kilchinsky, and Akram Tillawi. The movie is basically a twelve-hour snapshot of the 
patrons and lifestyle inside a certain pub in Israel. It was shot in Tel Aviv and released in 
the Hebrew language.

3. Most of the action in the film centers around a bar in Tel Aviv called Barbie, and the bar's 
two female owners play a central role. Their relationships are the focus of much of the 
film. One of the owners, Dalia, is romantically involved with a married film producer 
whose health is failing. The other owner, Leora, has a boyfriend who continually cheats 
on her.

4. Inside the bar we see the owners, a number of soldiers, and a number of other very 
colorful characters. Leora's boyfriend ends up saving one of the bar patrons, an 
emotionally fragile woman, from the soldiers who frequent the bar, but he ends up 
seducing her. The movie is full of tragedies just like this as the characters' lives 
intertwine with each other in dramatic and sorrowful ways.

5. "Life According to Agfa" received an honorable mention at the International Film Festival 
in Berlin. It received six awards from the Israeli Film Academy, including best supporting 
actor and actress, best screenplay, best sound, best director, and best film. The movie's 
director was also nominated for a Golden Berlin Bear, although he did not win the award.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Gender
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����
 ba'aloot owners feminine

������� mydrdrt deteriorates

������
� tsbevnyvt colorful feminine

�����
 shbryryt fragile feminine

	��� mpth seduces

����� nshzrym entwined

���� tsyvn mark

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 �� 	�� ���	 ���� 
��	 ���
� ��� �	
.����	

Hem panu le-ba-alat hakelev vesha-alu he-ichan 
rachsha et hakolar. 
They turned to the dog's owner and asked 
her where she bought the collar.

 ��� 	���
 �
���� 	����	 � �������	
.������ ����

Hidarderut shel hare-i-ya mechayevet bdika etzel 
rofe ei-na-im. 
Deterioration of eyesight necessitates a 
visit to the eye doctor.

 ������
 ���
� ����� ���� 	���	�

.������
�

Batahalu-cha tza-adu yeladim levushim 
betachpo-sot tz iv-oni-yot. 
Children marched in the parade wearing 
colorful costumes.

.�����
 ������ ��� ,��� ����� 	� 	�	
Haya ze pis lon katan, asu-i zchuchit shavririt. 
It was a small statue, made of fragile glass.

 �����	 �� ����� ���� ��� ������ ��
.��
 ����� ��


Ish mechirot chacham yode-a lefatot et hakonim 
bli she-yargishu bechach. 
A clever salesperson knows how to 
seduce the buyers without them noticing.

 	� ����� ������	 � ������	 �������	
.���	 ��� ����� 	�


Hasipurim hanifradim shel hadmu-yot 
nishzarim ze baze likrat sof hasefer. 
The different tales of the characters get 
entwined towards the end of the book.
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.��� ����� � ���
 ����� 	
 	�	 	��
 ������ ����	 ��	�

Bema-ha-lach hati-yul ne-ezarnu bemapa she-haya ba simun bolet shel tz i-yune-i derech. 
During the trip we used a map that had clear indication of landmarks.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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Links to  Other  Movies  

 
 

There are numerous connections between the movie "Life According to Agfa" and other films. 
For example, Dalia has a Casablanca poster in her room. A clip from the movie was also 
featured in A History of Israeli Cinema, which was released in 2009. The director, Assi 
Dayan, had a very interesting life. One of his three wives made a documentary about him 
titled Living, Period. He was actually on an El Al plane that was hijacked by terrorists in 1970. 
Later in life, he was charged with drug use and domestic violence. His film credits number at 
least sixteen different movies. 
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2. "Nina's Tragedies" is an Israeli movie from 2004 that was directed by Savi Gabizon. The 
film stars Ayelet Zurer, Alon Aboutboul, and Yoram Hattab and was originally in the 
Hebrew language. In the movie, a fourteen-year-old boy chronicles a turbulent period in 
his family's life, beginning with the time his uncle Haimon was killed in a terrorist attack 
and ending with the death of his father. But the main aspect of this movie is the boy's 
crush he has on his aunt as well as the role he plays in the lives of his divorced parents—
the fashionista mother and the father who became Orthodox and joined a Hasidic group 
and withdraws from the family.

3. When the boy's uncle dies, his divorced mother sends him to live with his aunt Nina for 
the purpose of comforting her, but then he develops a secret crush on her. But then he 
feels betrayed when Nina dates an eccentric photographer. However, Nina ends her 
relationship with the photographer as she finds it hard to get over her late husband. This 
film won eleven Israeli Academy Awards, and it is a story about a young boy who 
attempts to mature in the midst of the problems his parents have, a family tragedy, and 
his own pubescent sexual awareness.

4. The film holds an important place in Israeli film history, touching upon the style of the 
Bourekas films during the 1960s and 1970s and also the anti-war films that became very 
popular in the late 1970s.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

�����	 asonot disasters

����� svert turbulent feminine

�������� htbgrvtv maturation 3rd person

���� vklh
(and) finishing 

(with)

����� htnkr alienated masculine

����� grusha divorced adjective feminine
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����
� tmhvny eccentric masculine

�����
�� htmvddvt coping

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ���� ���
 ������	� ����� ����� �������
.�����	 ���� ��

Holiwud hefika bashanim ha-achronot mispar 
gadol shel s irte-i asonot. 
In the last few years, Hollywood has 
produced a large number of disaster 
movies.

 ����
� ����� ����� ���� �������� ���
.��	� ����

Gil ha-hit-bagrut nechshav tkufa so-eret 
bimyuchad becha-yei ha-adam. 
Adolescence is considered an especially 
turbulent period in a person's life.

 �����
 �	 ,��� 	� ��� 	�� ��� ����
.����� ��� 	�� �����

Klape-i chutz hu kvar lo yeled, ach mibchina 
rigshit hu terem hitbager. 
Outwardly he is no longer a child, but he 
still didn't achieve emotional maturation.

 ���� ������� ��� ,����� �� ��� ���
.����������

Haya shefa shel kibud, hachel be-chatifim 
vechale be-koktey-lim. 
There was an abundance of refreshments, 
from snacks to cocktails.

 ������

 ��	� ���� �����
� ����� 	��
.�������

Hu hitnaker lemorash-to vehafach le-echad 
mimitnagde-i-ha ha-charifim. 
He alienated himself from his tradition and 
became one of its harshest critics.

 ����� ���	 ����� ,����� ��� �� ��
.�� �� �����

Al pi hadin ha-ivri, grusha eyna yechola lehit-
chaten im kohen. 
According to Hebrew law, a divorced 
woman may not marry a priest.

 ,����
� ��� ��� �	�� 	�� ������
.���
 ��

 ��
�� �������

Bahatchala hu nir-a lanu ktzat timhoni, ve-he-e-
dafnu lishmor mimenu merchak. 
At first he looked a bit eccentric to us, and 
we preferred to keep our distance.

 ,����� �����
�� ���� �����
 ������
.������ ����
� ���	� �	���

Batipul mutza-ot darke-i hitmodedut shonot, be-
het-em le-ofi hametupal veha-be-a-ya. 
The treatment suggests different ways of 
coping, depending on the nature of the 
patient and the problem.

CULTURAL INSIGHT
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 ."����� ����" �	
��� �
��� 	��� ������ ����
 ,20-� ���� �� 70-�� 60-� 	�
� ����� ?�	���
 	��
	� 	����� ��� 	�����
	��� ���
	�� ������������ ������ ������ ������ ���������� ������ �����
 �
� � ����� �����
� �� 	��� �� ���� .����
���� ������� �������� ������� ���� ��� ������ ,	�������
 ,�
���� ����� ����� "�����" ��� .����
���� ������ ����� ���� ,	������� 	������ ���
	� �������

 ���
	� ��� ���
���� �������� ������ ���� ��� ,20-� ���� �� 70-� 	�
� ����� .������ ���������
 ��� ���� �������� ����� ,����� 1990-� ���� .������� ��
������ ��� ���� ���� ���� ������ ������

 .������� ���� ���	���� ����
��� 	�� �����	� ��� ,�
���� ����� �� ������� ����

Bourekas  Fi lm s  in  Israe l  

 
 

During the 1960s and 1970s, a genre of films called Bourekas became popular in Israel. This 
is a melodramatic and comedic genre that deals with ethnic stereotypes and the conflicts 
between Israeli ethnic groups, especially those between the Mizrahi Jews and Ashkenazi 
Jews. This genre also focuses on how love triumphs over ethnic differences in Israeli 
families, particularly in romantic Bourekas films. The name Bourekas came from a well-
known dish in Israel. In the late 1970s, there were some anti-war movies from leftist Israeli 
filmmakers who sought to promote peaceful relations between the Palestinians and Jews. 
And from the 1990s onward, many Israeli films dealt with everyday lives of the nation's 
citizens, as well as the roles that religion and social customs play in the lives of Israelis. 
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HEBREW

17-� ����� .1

 2002 ����� �	�
�� ������ ������ ���
� 2003-� ��� "17-� �����" �����
� ����
 ,������ ����� �� Actually, it was in Meggido, near Afula). 17) ���� ,���-�
 ���

 ���� ���� .����� ��
�� 17-� ������ �� �
��� � ,
������ ���� 
�������� 16-�
 
������ .������ ����� ���� �� � ,������ 
��� 
 	���� 
������ ���� ,�����	
He was eventually identified as Eliyahu ) �� ���� ��� 17-� ������ �� 
�����

.(Timsit

.2

 .17-� ����� �� �
��� ����� ��� �������� ����� ��
��� ,���� 
 ���� ��� ���
.����� 	��� � ����� ��� ,�
���� ��� �
�� � �� �� ,���	 �� ���� �
���� ������ 
���

.3

 
����� ����� ��������� ����� �� ����� �� ��� ���� 
����
�� ,
���� 
����
 ���� ������ 
 �	�� �� .�����	� 
�	 ����� ��� ��� ��� ,������ 
���

 ��	� ����� 
������� ����� ��� ,���
�� 
������ �� ����	� ������� ��������
.������� 
��������

.4

 ���� �� 17-� ������ 
���� �����
�� ��	�� �� �-� ���
� ,�����
� ���� ����
 ���� �	� .����	� ��� ���� ����� ����	 � ����� 
�� ��	�� ���� �� .����

.���� ��� 
��� ����
 �� ���� �� �� ��� ,��� �����	

.5

ENGLISH

1. "Number 17 is Anonymous"

2. The 2003 documentary "Number 17 is Anonymous" focuses on the June 2002 bus
bombing that happened near the Israeli city of Tel Aviv in 2002. Seventeen people died in
that bombing, and sixteen of the victims were easily and quickly identified, but the
seventeenth victim's identity was never found out. Over a period of six months,
authorities tried to figure out who the person was, but the person ended up being buried
anonymously. Officials believed that the seventeenth victim must have been a foreign
worker.

CONT'D OVER
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3. David Ofek directed the film, and he used some very interesting ways to attempt to draw 
out the identity of the seventeenth victim. The victim's body was so badly burned in the 
bombing that he was unrecognizable, and no one ever reported him missing.

4. In the United States, the focus in these kinds of cases is nearly always on the technology 
that is used to determine who the victims are, but Ofek took an entirely different 
approach. He guides the viewers through the side stories and lives of the victims of the 
attack, and we do get a chance to meet some of the surviving victims.

5. Throughout the course of the documentary, it becomes clear that the only one who really 
cares that number seventeen's identity is discovered is the filmmaker himself. He even 
goes so far as to track down the investigators of the case while they are on vacation. After 
several wrong turns, there does seem to be a glimmer of hope toward the end of the film.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

�����
 tyevdy documentary adjective masculine


������ qvrbnvt victims

����� elvmh unknown feminine

���	 hmvr severe

���� hybt aspect

�	�� mnhh guides

���
� mtbhr (becomes) clear

��� shvva in vain

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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 ��� �	� ������� 
�����
 ��'�
.
������
� 
�����
�

Zhaner tochni-yot hari-aliti dachak latzad et 
hatochni-yot hati-udi-yot. 
The Reality show genre pushed aside the 
documentaries.

 ����
 ������ ���
� ����� �� ��
������
.������

Korbenotav shel hanochel hitagdu ve-higishu 
tluna bamishtara. 
The con's victims united and filed a 
complaint with the police.

 �� �	�� � ������ ,����� ����� �����
.����� �
�

Misiba aluma kolshe-hi, haklavim lo navchu kol 
oto hala-ila. 
For some unknown reason, the dogs 
didn't bark at all that night.

 � ��� ����� - ���	 �
�� �� ���� � ��
.��� ����
�

Ani lo yode-a ma yoter chamur - hama-ase shelo 
o hatguva shelcha. 
I don't know which is more severe—his 
action or your reaction.

 
 ������ ,����� �� �� ����
�� ���
.������� �� ����� �����

Keda-i lehit-ya-etz im ish miktzo-a, she-ivdok et 
hahebet hatechni shel hapro-yekt. 
It's recommended to consult a 
professional, who will check the technical 
aspect of the project.

 ���

��� 
 �	��� �� �� ����� ����
.�������� ������ �	���

Shalit hamavoch hu ze shemanche et 
hamishtatfim bamischak mevochim udrakonim. 
The Dungeon Master is the one who 
guides the participants in a game of 
Dungeons and Dragons.

 ��� ����
� �������� �� ,������� ���
.
���	� �
��

Tov shedibarnu, kach ha-inyanim hitba-haru ve-
ein yoter machloket. 
It's a good thing we talked, so the matters 
are cleared and there is no more dispute.

 �	��� 
 ��� �� :���� ��� ��
���	 ��
.
����

Kol chashasho-tav ha-yu lashav: hu avar et 
hamivchan bekalut. 
All his worries were in vain: he passed the 
test easily.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 ���� .����� ��	�
� ��� �� ,���� ����� ���� ������ ������� ����� ����� "17-� �����" ?�����
 ������ ���
����� �������� ��� �� ,��� ����� ��� 
�� .�����
� ������� � ������ ����� ����

 ���
-��� ������� ������� ������� ����� ���� 
��-���
� ������ ��� ���� ��� ,����� ���� ������
 �
 �� ���� ������ ����� ��� �� ������� ���� ���� ������� ���� ����� ����� ������ .2003 ����
 ��
 ,�
��� ��� ������ ����� ��
� ����
 ,���� �
 ���� ���
 ��� ���� 
�� .���� 
� ��
 �
 �� �
���
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 .��� �� ���� ������ ��
�

Accla im  for  Number  17  Is  Anonymous  

 
 

Number 17 Is Anonymous was played at nine different film festivals all over the world, 
including several festivals in the United States. The movie was shot in Hebrew and is offered 
with English subtitles. It received numerous awards, like the International Press Award in 
Chicago and awards for Editing and also Best Feature Documentary at the 2003 Tel Aviv 
Documentary Film Fest. What most people responded to was the raw way the filmmaker took 
the story and uncovered the life of a human being no one seemed to know. He placed an 
immense amount of value on a single human life, which is a very poignant view in a country 
like Israel that has seen so many terrorist attacks. 
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HEBREW

���� �� ���� .1

 �� 1985 	
�� ������������ �� ����� 1989 	
�� "���� �� ����" ������ ���
 ��� ��� ��� ,���� ����� ���� 	���� ��� .�� �	�� 	�	 ,����� ���� 	�
����

 ����� ��� ��� ��� ���	� 	� ��	� ������ ,��� 	� ���� �� ��� ��� .��� ������
.���� 	� 	���� ��� ������ ,��
� 	� 	���� ����� .������

.2

 .���� 	
��� �� 	������ 	��� ��� �� ��� ,1951 	
� �� ���� ��	� �����
 ����	� ����� ����� 	�������	�� ��� ���	�� 	���� ,10-� 	� ���� �� ���� ,��
�

 ��� .���� ��� �� ����� �� ,������ ����� ��
 ���� ,���
� .����� ���� ����
.����� �	���
	� ��� �� ������ ,��� ���� ��
�� ,����� 	�����	��

.3

 ������ ,	� ����� �
���� �
��� ,���� ,���� �� ������� �����
� ������ ��
 ����� 	���� ����� ��� �� ����� ���� 	� ���� ���	 ����� ��� ,�	�� ����� �����
 ������ 	�	���� 	���� ��� .��� 	����� ���� �� ���� 	��� 	� ��� ��� .	�
��

.���� ��� ������ ��
 �� 	���� ��
� ,	�� �� .���� �
�� ���� �
���� ��� ���

.4

 ��� ���	�� ������� �
� �	�
 ���� �
��	� ��� �� ��� ��
��
��� �������� ���
 ������� �� ������� ������ ����� �� ,���� ����� ���� ��� ���� .����� ���

.�� ������ ���	�� �����	�� ����� ���� ���

.5

ENGLISH

1. "Summer of Aviya"

2. The 1989 Israeli film "Summer of Aviya" comes from the 1985 autobiography of actress 
Gila Almagor by the same name. The movie stars Almagor herself, along with Eli Cohen 
and Kaipu Cohen. Eli Cohen also directed the movie, and Almagor wrote the script along 
with Eli Cohen and Haim Bouzaglo. Almagor plays the role of Henya, and Kaipu Cohen 
plays the role of Aviya.

CONT'D OVER
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3. The story takes place in 1951 during the summer right after Israel has been established 
as its own state. Henya, the mother of ten-year-old Aviya, is suffering from extreme 
panic and mental breakdowns as a result of what she went through during the Holocaust. 
Her husband died during the war as well, so she has certainly been through a lot. After 
settling in Israel, her neighbors, who are native Israelis, make fun of her because she 
acts so strangely.

4. Through all of her mother's mental and emotional struggles, Aviya decides that she 
needs to find her father so that her mother could get the help she needs and so that they 
could be a family again. The movie chronicles her journey to locate her father. She 
becomes obsessed with the thought that he might be the man who has just settled in 
their town. However, Henya knows that Aviya's father died in the war, so he can never 
come back to them.

5. One of the interesting things about this film is that it shows us a glimpse of what 
happened right after the Holocaust. There are many movies focusing on the Holocaust 
itself, but few that show the plight of the Jews after they return to Israel and settle in their 
new homes there.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Gender

����� mbvss based

	���� mglmt portrays feminine

�
��	 tvbnh insight

���� Holocaust

���� hkrzh declaration

����� etsbym nerves

������ lvegym mocking masculine

	�	���� kpyytyt compulsive

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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 ���
� ����� �� 	����� ��� �����	�
.��
� ����

Hete-orya hazo mevuseset al mechkarim shene-
erchu bemeshech shanim. 
This theory is based on years of research.

 ������ �� �	��� 	� ���� 	���� ���
."����" �����

Hi cholemet legalem et dmuta shel ofe-li-ya 
bamachaze "hamlet". 
She dreams about portraying the role of 
Ophelia in the play "Hamlet".

 	�
��	 ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���
.����� ���
� 	����

mikre yotze dofen shekaze yachol lesapek tovanot 
chadashot benoge-a lacha-im 
Such an extraordinary case can provide 
new insights about life.

 	����
� 	������ 	�� �	�� �����
.	���
�� �������� 	���

hasho-a haita achat hatragedyot hagdolot ba-
historya ha-enoshit 
The Holocaust was one of the worst 
tragedies in human history.

 	��� �� 	����� ����� �
��
.���� 	
��� �� 	������

Yeshna haklata mefursemet shel hachrazat ha-
atzma-ut shel medinat israel. 
There's a famous recording of the State of 
Israel's declaration of independence.

.������ �� �� 	���� �� ����� ����� ��
Hem tzrichim lehizaher lo la-a-lot la al ha-
atzabim. 
They should be careful not to get on her 
nerves.

 �� ,��� �
��� �� ��� ����� ���� ���
�
.���� ����� �
��

Anashim ka-ele i l-agu lechol mi she-shone 
mehem, lo meshane be-eize ofen. 
These kinds of people will mock anyone 
who's different in no matter what way.

.	�	���� ���
���� 	����� ���� ���� ��
Yesh drachim letapel beksisat tz iporna-im 
kfiyatit. 
There are ways to treat compulsive nail 
biting.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 ������ ��	 
�� .���
��� ������ ����� ���� ������ ,���� ����� ��� "���
 � ����" ?������
 ������� ����� ����� ������ �� ��	 
�� .����� ���� �
��� ���� ��� ����� ����� ������ ���� ���

 ��	 ,�� ��� .������ ���
����� ������ ������� ���� ��� ���� ��� ,�����
� ���- �
� � ���	� ������
 ,���� �
�� ,��� ��
 .����
 ������� ��� ,����� �����
�
� ������ ������� Golden Spike-� ����

 .The Soft Kill- � "���� ������ ��" ,"���� �
" ���� ������ ,����
 ���� ������ ��	
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Worldwide  Honors  and  Recogni tion   

 
 

Summer of Aviya received many awards, especially within the Israeli film industry. It won a 
Silver Menorah Award for both best actress and best director. It also received top honors for 
Best Foreign Film at the San Remo Film Festival in Italy and also a Silver Bear Award at the 
International Film Fest in Berlin. The film won the Golden Spike at the Valladolid Film Fest in 
Spain and also other honors. Eli Cohen, the movie's director, also has numerous other 
award-winning credits to his name, including The Power Man, Under the Domim  Tree, and 
The Soft Kill. 
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HEBREW

������� ����	 .1

 
�� � �����		 ���� ������ ���� 2007 ��� "������� ����	" ������ ����
 ��� .�	��� ������ ���	 ���� ,��	� 
� �	 ��	��� .������ �� 	�� �� ,
������

 ,������� ��������-���� ����� 
�	 �����	 �� 
�����-����� ������	 ����� ���	 �����
 �� ������� ������� �� ��������� ������� �� ����� �� ����� ����� ���� �����	

.�"���� �	�� ���

.2

 	���� �� ������ ,������� �� ����� ����	 
����� ���� .����� �� 
�� ����	 ��
 ����� ����	 ,��	�� ������ �	��� ���� ����	 .���� ���� ��	��� �������� �	��

.��������-���� ��	����	 ������� �����	 
��� ���� �	���

.3

 ��	��� ���� ��	� ����� ����� ��������� ���� � ������ ������� ,�� ���	
-��	" �	 ����� ����� �� ����� ��� ,������ �� �	 �� ,�����-���	 �	���

 ������ ����� �� ,����	 ������ 
��� ��� �	� ��� ����� 
����� ��	����� �� ."������
.���	� ���� ���� 
��� ���� ������ ,����� ���	 ,���� .�����	 ��	�

.4

 ���� ��� �� ��� ����� �������� �������� ����� ��	� ,���� �� �����
 .�����	 ������� �����	��� ����	�	 ��� ��� ����	 ���� �������� ,�����

.��� ���� � �����	 ����� ���� �� ����� ����	 ����� ����

.5

ENGLISH

1. "The Band's Visit"

2. The 2007 Israeli film "The Band's Visit" is a hilarious movie directed and written by Eran 
Kolirin and starring Sasson Gabai, Saleh Bakri, and Ronit Elkabetz. Whenever you 
watch a movie that pertains to Middle Eastern issues or relations between specific 
countries in Middle Eastern nations, you probably expect a serious drama that's filled 
with interpretations of key historical or current events that affect those who live in the 
Middle East.

CONT'D OVER
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3. But that's certainly not the case with this film. It's done in a lighthearted but tasteful 
fashion and in a way that portrays former enemy countries as suddenly friendly and 
showing hospitality. An Arab music band is the central focus of the movie, rather than the 
cliché terrorist character that has become standard in some movies that deal with Middle 
Eastern themes.

4. In this movie, the Alexandria Ceremonial Police Orchestra arrives in Israel at the request 
of an Arab cultural center in the city of Petah Tiqva, but through miscommunication, they 
end up in Bet Hatikva. The last bus out of town has left for the day, and there are no 
hotels in the area, so the band visits a restaurant where Dina, the owner, lets them stay 
at her apartment and her friend's apartment.

5. Throughout the movie, the band members and Israeli hosts ask each other humorous 
questions, and they focus more on their similarities rather than their cultural and 
religious differences. The movie focuses on how the band affects the town they are 
staying in and also how the town affects the band members in just one night.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Gender

���� msheshet amusing feminine

����� emvqh deep feminine

������ svgyvt issues

����� ekshvvy contemporary masculine

�	�� lshebr ex-

����� tqsyt ceremonial feminine

�� kshl failure

������ marhym hosts

SAMPLE SENTENCES
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?���� ������� ���� ���� ��
Mi rotze lishmo-a anekdota mesha-a-sha-at? 
Who wants to hear an amusing anecdote?

 ���� ����� ������ ��	� �����	
.������� ������ ���	��

Betachtit habe-er ha-amuka nimtze-u mispar 
matbe-ot mitkufat haroma-im. 
At the bottom of the deep well, some coins 
from the Roman era were found.

 ��	�	 �����	� ������	 ����� �����
.�������

Hakurs ya-asok basugi-yot habo-arot bachevra 
ha-isra-elit. 
The course will discuss the burning issues 
of Israeli society.

 	��� � ������ ������ ����� ������	

 .�����-��	 �������

The exhibition presents contemporary art 
by the best of today's artists.

 ������ 
�� ��� ����� �	�� ����� ����
.������

Malkat ha-yofi leshe-avar menahelet ka-et keren li-
yladim nizkakim. 
The ex-beauty queen now runs a fund for 
children in need.

 ����� ������� ���� ��	�� ���
.�����	

Mishmar hakavod memale funktzya tiksit be-
ikara. 
The honor guard fulfills a function that's 
mostly ceremonial.

 �� ����� ���� 
�� ��� 	���	 ��
.���� ������

Keshel barachiv hachi katan yavhol lemotet et 
hama-arechet kula. 
A failure in the smallest component can 
bring down the entire system.

 
��� ,������� ���� ���� ��	�� ����
.
�� ��	�	

Nahug lehavi tshura ktana lame-archim, kegon 
bakbuk ya-in. 
It is customary to bring a small gift to the 
hosts, such as a bottle of wine.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

 ��� ��� ��� The Hollywood Reporter ��	 .
������ �� 
��� 
����� �	� "������� �����" ?
�����
 ����� �'���� ,������ 
���� ���� ���� New York Post-� .2007 ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ��� �	

 .���� ����� ������ 
����� ������ ����� ��� ���	� ���� .2008 �� 
����� 
����� 20 ��� ���� ����
 �� ,�������� ������ ��� ���� ��������� ���� �����	 ����� ,���� ��� ������ ���� �	� ,������

 .������� ���� ���� �������� ������ ����� ���� ���
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American  and  Israe l i  Success  

 
 

The Band's Visit was well received by critics. Ray Bennett of The Hollywood Reporter named 
it the second best movie of 2007. The New York Post called it the eighth best movie of 2007, 
and Roger Ebert named it as one of the top twenty films of 2008. The film grossed more than 
three million dollars in the United States alone. This film received eight Israel Film Academy 
awards, and the film was submitted to the Academy of Motion Pictures and Sciences as the 
official submission to the Best Foreign Language Film category for Israel, but it was 
disqualified because more than half of the dialogue in the film is English. 
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HEBREW

������ ����	 .1

 ��
� 	�� � ����	 ����
 ����� �� ������� ������ ��� ���	 (1971) "������ ����	"
 	���
�	 ��� ��
� ��� � ,����� 	
��� ����	 �
��	� ���������	 �" ������ ���	

������	

.2

 �����
 �� ��� ����� ��� ,���� �� ���	 ��� ,������ �	��� �� ������ ��� ����
 ������	 ,������� ����� ������ �� ���� ,�������� ������� ���� ��	 	�� 20 	�� 	�����

 ��� ,���� ���� ��� 	����� �	��� ��	� ,��� 	���	 �� ���� ��� ������� ���
����� ����� ����� ����� ���� ,������� ������

.3

 ������ 	��� �����	 ,�� ��� ����� � ������ ��	 ,����
	 �� ���	� �������
 ��	� ����� ���� ��� 	���	 �� ,��� ����� ���
� ������ ,��� ���� 	��� ���� �������

����� ����

.4

 ,����� �� ����� ���	�	� �����	 ���������	 	�	 ,���� ����	 �
��	 ,����� 	
���
Alfred -� Shirley Temple’s Playhouse ����� ����
���� 	������� ������ �����

 .������ ����� ������� ���� 
��	� ����� 28-� �� ���� ��	 .Hitchcock Presents
.����� ����� 1987 ���� ���� ����� 	
���

.5

 ����� ,����� ���	 ��	 ���	 �������
� ����� 	��	 ����� ,������ ���� ���� ����
 ������ ��	� ����� �������� ����� ��� 	� ���� ���� 	�	 "������ ����	" 1972

 ,(1977) "����� ���" ,(1973) "���� ����� ���	" ,(1964) "���� ����" �� ��	 �
����
(1984) "������	 ������"�

.6

ENGLISH

1. "The Policeman Azoulay"

CONT'D OVER
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2. "The Policeman Azoulay" is a 1971 Israeli movie that was directed by Ephraim Kishon. 
The title character is played by legendary mime and actor Shaike Ophir, for which the 
Israel Film Academy award is named.

3. In the movie, an officer named Avraham Azoulay is an honest but naï ve man, and 
because of this trait, he never gets promoted during his twenty years on the police force. 
He's involved in a boring marriage to his wife, and they have no children. Meanwhile, his 
supervisors decide not to renew his contract, and he then falls in love with a prostitute 
named Mimi. However, due to his conscience and his religion, he doesn't divorce his 
wife and marry Mimi.

4. In an effort to get a promotion, he befriends a criminal named Amar, who fakes a crime 
and allows Azoulay to catch him in the crime. After this happens, Azoulay is promoted to 
the title of sergeant, but his contract isn't renewed, and he has to retire.

5. Shaike Ophir, the lead actor in this film, was the country's first and most celebrated 
mime, and he has starred in American TV shows such as Shirley Temple's Playhouse 
and Alfred Hitchcock Presents. He also starred in twenty-eight films and produced a few 
variety shows and plays. Shaike Ophir died in 1987 from lung cancer.

6. In 1972, the film was nominated for the Best Foreign Film Academy Award, after which 
Israel was nominated for two more consecutive years. Other notable Israeli Oscar-
nominated films include "Sallah" (1964), "The House on Chelouche Street" (1973), 
"Operation Thunderbolt" (1977), and "Beyond the Walls" (1984).

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���� dmoot character

���� agady legendary masculine

���	 hgvn decent

�����
 qydvmv promotion 3rd person
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�������� afruryim greyish masculine

������ mmvnym appointed

������ mtspvnv conscience 3rd person

���� lskl foil verb

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 ����	 �� � ����� ����	� ���
��� 	�

.����� ��	

Kashe lasachkanim le-hikanes ladmut im kol 
hasachot hada-at misaviv. 
It's hard for the actors to get into character 
with all the distractions around them.

 ����� ,
�� ��� ,������ ���� ���	 	�	 	�
.�����	

Ze ha-ya heseg agadi she-yikanes, lelo safek, 
lesifre-i halimud. 
That was a legendary achievement, that 
will go without a doubt into the textbooks.

.������	� ���	 ��� ��
�� ��� �����	 �	
Hem hivtichu lanu shenekabel netach hagun me-
harevachim. 
They promised us we'll get a decent share 
of the profits.

 	��	� �����	 ����� ����	�� 	���
 ��	

 .�"�����

She got promoted quickly through the 
ranks and became vice president.

 ���� 	��� �� ��� ,�������� �����	
.��� ����

Hashamaim afruri-im, aval lo nir-e she-omed 
lareded geshem. 
The sky appears greyish, but it doesn't 
look as if it's going to rain.

 ���	 ���	 � ���� ���	 ���� ���� ���
.����
��

Shne-i ovde-i misrad hachutz munu al hafatzat 
hame-ida latikshoret. 
Two workers in the ministry of foreign 
affairs were appointed to distribute the 
information to the media.

 ������ �� ��� � - 	���� ���� �� ��	
.�� 
��	

Hu lo nirdam bala-ila - ad kede-i kach matzpuno 
hetzik lo 
He couldn't sleep at night—that's how 
much his conscience bothered him.

 ��	�� 	�
��	 �� ���� ����	 ���
.������ �� ���	� 
����

Aman ha-shachmat s ikel et hamitkafa bema-
halach mavrik she-hevi lo nitzachon. 
The chess master foiled the attack with a 
brilliant move that brought him victory.
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CULTURAL INSIGHT

 ���� ��� �	 
���� .���� ����� �� ������� 1971 
��� ������ ��� ���� "������ �����" ������ �����
 ��� ���� .������� ������� ��� ���� ��� �	 ,����� ����� ����� ����� ���������� �"	 
����� ����

 ���� ��� .��� 20 ��� ������ ������ 
� 	��� ����� ��� ,���
 �� ��� ��� ,������ ����� 
� ������
 ���� ,���	 ����� 
� ���� ��� ������� ���	 ������� ,���
��� .����� ������ ��� ,�
��� �������� �������

 .����� ����� �
��� ���
� ���� ,�
����� ������ ��� ,���� .���� ��� ������ ���
�

The  Director' s  Personal  Story  

 
 

The film's director, Ephraim Kishon, was born Ferenc Hoffmann, but he changed his last 
name to Kishon in 1945 to hide the fact that he was Jewish. When he immigrated to Israel 
four years later, an immigration officer changed his name officially to Ephraim Kishon. Kishon 
was imprisoned in Nazi concentration camps, one of which he survived only because at that 
particular camp they killed every tenth person there. He started his career by writing satirical 
columns and essays and won several literary prizes for his work in Israel. He then worked as 
a filmmaker for a few years and then died in 2005. 
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HEBREW

������ ���� .1

 �	��
 ���� ���� ������ ����� ��� ��� 2004 �	�� ������ ��� �	�� "������ ����"
 ��� ������ ���� ,���� �����
���� ���� ��
� ������-����� ������ ����� ,������

 ��
��� �"� �	����� �	��
�� ,��� ����� �	��� ������ �
�� ��	��� ����� �	��
 ����� ���� ��� �����
 ���� �� �����	� ,�����-���� ������� ���� ��� �	��

 �� ����� ,���
� ���� �� ,������ �
��� ��� ������ ����� ����� ��� �� ����� �����
��
��� �� ��� ���

.2

 ��
��� ���� ,�	�� �� ���� ,���
 ������ ����� ��� ���
�� 
��� ��� �� �
� �����
 ��
��� ��� ���� �	� ���� ������� ����� ��
�� ��� ��� ,������ ����� �� ���
��

 ,��� ������ �	��� ������ ��� ��	 ���
 �	�� ��� ������ �	�� �� ,������ ����
 ���
	 ��� ������ ���� ��	� ���� �� �	��� ������	� ����� �	�� ,�	�� �� ���
�
����� 
���� �������� ������ �		��� �� ���� ,������� ������ �"�� �������-����

.3

 �� ��� ����� �	�� ���� �� ,������ ����� ��� ���� �� �	�� ��	��� ���� ��� ,���	�
 ����� ��� ,�����-���� �	�� �� �	��
� ���� �
�� ���	� ���� �� �������� ������
 �� ��	����� �� ���
�� �����
� ��������� ������� ���� ����� ���	 �� ����� ��

 ����� �	�� ������ ������� ����� �	�� ���� ������ ���� �����-��� ����� ��
 ����
� �� ��
�� ,�"�� ��� �� ������ ,���� ������ ���� ����� ���
��� ��	�����
��	��
 �� ����� ��� ����� �	���� ����� ���� ,��
� ���	 ����� �	�� �� �	�����

.4

ENGLISH

1. "The Syrian Bride"
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2. "The Syrian Bride" is a 2004 Israeli film by Eran Riklis. The story is about a Druze 
wedding and the role the ongoing Arab-Israeli conflict plays in the life of the couple and 
their families. In the movie, a Druze woman named Mona is about to marry a Syrian 
actor that she doesn't know who lives in Syria, and this is an arranged marriage by her 
family. Mona lives in Golan Heights, a city in Israel, and it has taken six months for her to 
get permission from the Israeli government to leave Golan Heights. The sad part about 
this movie is that once she leaves Golan Heights, she won't be able to return, not even 
for family visits.

3. The reason for this rule is due to tense relations between Israel and Syria. Mona's father 
Hammed supports the reunification of Syria and Israel and was just released from an 
Israeli jail. While the elders in his village are pleased with his heroic actions, they're not 
happy with the fact that his son Hattam married a non-Druze woman from Russia. 
Mona's sister Amal is unhappy in her marriage and has two almost grown daughters. 
Amal is considered non-traditional by Druze standards, and she's also getting ready to 
enter college to pursue a career.

4. In addition, her daughter wants to marry the son of a pro-Israeli villager, but her father 
isn't pleased with this or his wife's liberal stand on things. After Mona's wedding feast in 
Golan Heights, she's escorted to the border but runs into trouble as the Israeli 
government decided to stamp the passport of all Golan Heights residents. This is 
troublesome for Mona because the Syrian government does not recognize passports that 
were stamped at an Israeli border post. But with the help of a UN peacekeeping official, 
Mona's stamp on her passport is erased with correction fluid, and Mona finally enters 
Syria for her wedding.

VOCABULARY

Hebrew Romanization English Class Gender

���� rshvt permission

�����	 ndrshym required masculine

��
��� mshbhym praising masculine

������� msvrtyt traditional feminine
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������ lhyrshm sign up verb

����� emdtv stance 3rd person

����� mlvvh escorted

���� mshth banquet

SAMPLE SENTENCES

 �	� ��
�� ���� ��� ���� �
� �� ��
.�


Lo kol echad yachol lekabel reshut le-hachzik 
beneshek cham 
Not everyone can get permission to carry 
firearms.

 ��� ������ �� ������ �����	 ���
.��� ����

Atem nidrashim lehashlim et hamesima toch 
shalosh dakot. 
You are required to complete the task 
within three minutes.

 �� ����� ,���� �� ��
��� ������
.����� �
��

Hamevakrim meshabchim et haseret, uv-ikar et 
ha-sachkan harashi. 
The critics are praising the film, and the 
leading actor in particular.

 �� �� �� ,������ �������� ����� ��
.���
� �����

Zo hagisha ha-masortit lepitron, ach yesh gam 
drachim acherot. 
That's the traditional way to solve it, but 
there are other ways as well.

 ��� ����
� ������ �� ������ ���� �����
.�	���� ��
���

Horim rabim roshmim et yalde-ihem lechugim bli 
lehitchashev birtzonam. 
Many parents sign their children up for 
classes without considering their wishes.

 ����� ������ ����� �� ����� ���
.�����

Hi mebi-a et emdata beshalva uvesafa brura. 
She expresses her stance calmly and in 
clear language.
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 ��	��� �� ��� ����� ������� ����	
.���� ��	�

Noset hametosim meluva be-tz i shel sfinot ktanot 
yoter. 
The aircraft carrier is escorted by a fleet of 
smaller ships.

 ����� ����	� ���� �	��
 �� ���
� ���
.������ ���� ���� �� ���� �� ����

Kede-i lachgog et chatunat bito hanesicha 
hichriz hamelech al mishte shel shiv-a yamim 
veley-lot. 
To celebrate the marriage of his daughter 
the princess, the king declared a banquet 
that will last seven days and seven nights.

CULTURAL INSIGHT

The  Druz e  Fai th  

 

Druze is a monotheistic and esoteric religion that's found in Syria, Lebanon, Israel, and 
Jordan. It incorporates elements of Abrahamic religions, Islam, and Gnosticism. The Druze 
also follow seven core beliefs that are similar to Islam, and these include truthfulness in 
speech, service to others, renunciation of false beliefs, repudiation of evil practices, and 
submission to God's will. Some well-known Druze persons include Lebanese painter Nabril 
Kanso, radio announcer and Lebanese-American Casey Kasem, Israeli diplomat Reda 
Mansour, and Israeli soccer player Wyam Amashe. Most of the people who practice the Druze 
faith live in Syria, Lebanon, and around the area of Galilee. 




